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ABSTRACT
2'
This study is an attempt to identify the principles 
governing sequence in Turkish by examining its syntactic 
structures.
Turkish syntax is here treated taxonomically and is 
seen as consisting of several levels which form a pyramid.
At the base of this is Word-group level; above that, in order, 
are Clause, Sentence and Sentence-complex levels, Paragraph 
level being at the apex. Except for the topmost one, the 
Paragraph (which is only touched upon), in Chapters 1 to A 
the principal syntactic structures occurring at each of these: 
levels are identified and exa minted in detail, the principles 
governing the sequence of their constituent parts being sought; 
at the same time. The corpus used for this is, in the main, 
tape recordings of spontaneous speech; this type of material 
was preferred since it includes many markers of relationship 
- needed as criteria - not present in literary texts.
It is found that grammatical factors determine sequence 
in some structures but in many more it is contextual ones 
which exercise control. Included among the latter are the 
"signals” which are an integral part of Discourse; these 
and their effect upon syntactic structure are examined in 
Chapter 5.
The inclusion in the examination of the hitherto neglect­
ed higher levels reveals that the sequence traditionally held 
to be the basis of Turkish syntax, "qualifier precedes qualif­
ied", obtains only at the lowest, Word-group, level; at the 
highest ones (Sentence level and above), the reverse sequence 
occurs exclusively, while between, at Clause level, both are 
in operation, subject either to grammatical or contextual 
constraints or to both.
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SYMBOLS, and ABBREVIATIONS
7
All symbols, and abbreviations are explained as their 
■use is introduced into the exposition; for convenient refer­
ence, however, the most commonly recurring ones ere also 
given here.
In the representation of Suffixes:
- indicates that what follows without a space is a Suffix.
( ) indicates that the sound within is a "cushion",
an upper case letter subsumes the two or four alternants; 
thus -H is -d or -t, -I is -i, -1, -1, -u, -E is ~e 
or -a.
a lower case letter indicates the normal orthography.
or
/ written over anoth symbol indicates absence of theA
item over-written, via, "non-".
S. suffix,
IS inflectional suffix.
DS derivational suffix.
In the representation of syntactic Structures:
f "either preceded or followed by",
+ "followed by".
Aj adjective.
Ay adverb.
AW attitude word.
G complement.
Gj conjunction.
01 clause.
Gt comment.
&W comment word.
E alone, this signifies "Filler"; in conjunction with
Cl^it signifies "Finite".
8N. noun.
R predicate.
Rp response.
S Sentence.
Sm stimulus.
St statement
V verb.
Brackets i \ are used as in conventional Immediate
Constituent analysis, with slight modifications'. Thus 
\ _ j indicates co-ordination.
i ^ \ indicates an endocentric structure.
In the Illustratiorsb
before a line of text indicates a different speaker; 
this is used only where two speakers are quoted.
( ) when enclosing the whole of a speech, indicates that 
the speaker is non-Turkish,
 ^ preceding two lines of speech, one above the other,
K indicates that they are simultaneous (like notes on a
musical stave,
.... indicates that speech is in progress but the actual 
words of the utterance are immaterial.
-t-f preceding or following a quotation indicates further
speech by the same person, i.e. that quotation is
not an isolate utterance, 
indicates hesitation. 
f  primary stress
** after the number of the illustration indicates that
the passage in question has been taken from a literary 
work, not from the corpus on tape, which provides the 
bulk of the examples.
9In the English translation only:
( ) when enclosing a word or phrase, indicates that the
item so enclosed has been supplied to render the
translation more idiomatic.
(( )) indicates that the word or phrase inclosed is present 
in a word-for-word translation of the Turkish but
should be omitted for a more idiomatic rendering.
UPPER case letters are sometimes used for words or phrases 
to which particular attention is drawn.
IN THE SYNTACTIC STRUCTURES. 
Off SPOKEN TURKISH
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INTRODUCTION
This study is an examination of the syntactic 
structur.es of Turkish, made with the object of identify­
ing the principles which govern sequence in that language.
Sequence., recognised to be one. possible exponent of 
structure'*', is sometimes said to be. considerably used as 
such in predominantly non-inflecting languages such as 
English, where "word-order" is therefore "fixed", but less 
so in predominantly inflecting ones such as Latin, where
p
word-order is therefore "free". This might lead one to ex­
pect word-order to be free in Turkish, for that language 
is classed as an inflecting, specifically an agglutinative, 
one, in which function is indicated by means of suffixes, 
let, if the explicit pronouncements of traditional grammar­
ians and the implicit assumptions of general linguists are 
given their full weight, the conclusion reached would be 
that word-order (and clause-order also) in Turkish, far 
from being free, is in fact fixed, with Just a few obstin­
ate, or careless, Turks refusing to conform. This is the 
impression given by the adoption of certain sequences as 
"normal" or "correct" and the relegation of others to foot­
notes or a paragraph or two of exceptions, by preoccupation 
with form while at the same time failing to notice that the 
"uses" listed for each form are not in fact complete, and
P. 28
1. Of. Halliday et al.(1964)/ for instance. Details of the 
works referred to in the footnotes are given in the 
Bibliography.
2, Of. Lyons (1969) p.76.
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by the failure to recognise even the existence of most of 
the relationships which are not indicated, by form.
For indeed very many, perhaps most, of the syntactic 
relationships in Turkish are not marked by suffix: at Word- 
group level, only a small minority of the elements (words) 
involved is so marked, at Clause level the "grammatical 
subject", the "adverb" and the "unspecified direct object" 
are not; at Sentence level only the "complex sentence" hav­
ing a subordinate adverb clause (which is marked by suffix) 
is recognised, whereas several other types (which exhibit 
parataxis) can be identified, as can even larger structures 
for which two higher levels have to be postulated.
In short, in Turkish, a ’classic' example of an agglut­
inating language, the marking of grammatical relationships 
by suffix is wholly absent at the higher levels of struct­
ure (that is, at Sentence level and above) and largely ab­
sent at the lowest level (Word-group level); almost its 
whole occurrence is at Clause level and even there is not 
present in all cases.
1. The term "Word-group" is used here in preference to 
"Phrase", in order to avoid confusion with Swift's use of 
the latter, subsuming several of the "levels" postulated 
here (Swift,1 9 6 3 ).
2. Traditional terminology, indicated by the use of lower 
case initial letters, is used throughout this Introduct­
ion, since any new interpretation requires explanation. 
In fact, the "complex sentence" mentioned is not classed 
as a "sentence" at all in this study, but as an "Expand­
ed Clause".
Capital initial letters indicate classes re-defined in 
this study and used in the Introduction with that specif­
ic connotation.
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If such suffix—markers of function as do exist are 
taken as evidence, does the proposition that word-order 
(and clause-order) is free where an overt suffix-marker is 
present stand up to scrutiny? Certainly all clause units 
hearing an overt suffix may either precede or follow their 
Head (i.e. the verb), and so-called "subordinate adverb 
clauses" (which also have an overt suffix) also either pre­
cede or follow their Head (i.e. the "principal clause").
But this one-to-one relationship between suffix and freedom 
of position does not hold good when the clause unit has no 
overt marker, for, although the "unspecified direct object" 
does occupy a fixed position relative to its Head (the verb), 
the "grammatical subject" and the "adverb" do not.
The situation is further complicated by the fact that 
at Clause level, where the overtly suffix-marked units are 
in fact positionally free, both traditional grammarians and 
general linguists, the one explicitly, the other implicitly, 
accept one of the positions they occupy relative to the 
Head, the verb, as the "norm"; a clause with such a sequence,
p
i.e. qualifier Head (Head = the verb) is usually called
p
"kuralli" (’according to the rule', 'regular') whereas one 
having the other sequence, in which the verb is not placed 
last, is viewed as at best a "variant", at worst aberrant, 
abnormal, and dubbed "devrik" ('inverted'). The following
1. Throughout this study the sign is to be read "fol­
lowed by".
2. Non-Eng^lish words are underlined in the exposition.
3. Swift, 1963, P.210..
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pronouncements, taken from the whole range of works on 
Turkish grammar, leave one in no doubt:
" ... Second law (,loi).- In a word group, every 
secondary element is placed before the princip­
al element. In other terms, all words which 
complete the sense of another word are placed 
before it,"'*’
"In a syntactic structure in Turkish the placing
of the principal element after the secondary
2element is a law (kanun)."
"The cardinal rule is that the qualifier pre­
cedes the qualified; i.e. the adjective, partic­
iple, or qualifying noun precedes the noun; the 
adverb or complement precedes the verb; the modi­
fying phrase or adverb precedes the adjective,"^
"The subject is placed before the predicate ... 
Each verbal form is put at the end of the group 
to which it belongs, since it is placed after 
its complement and after its subject,"
1. Deny (1921), p.,732, This is the first really comprehens­
ive work on Turkish grammar and is still the source of 
much that is published, especially in Turkish - as the 
next quotation illustrates.
2. Bilgegil (1964), p.51.
3. Lewis (1967), p.239.
4. Deny (1921), p.733.
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"In the natural formation of sentences in Turk­
ish the verb is the element mentioned last."^
"... the predicate segment ... forms the final
no
comment of the clause.
,rIn Turkish the completing (tumleyici) and qual­
ifying (belirtici) words come before the main 
words. Just as in noun and adjective groups, so
also in sentences, modifiers (tumleQ) come be- 
■5fore the verb.1
"Conforming to the principle that the main (asil) 
element comes after the dependent (tali) one, 
the verb, which is the main element of the 
clause, always occurs at the end."^
"In regular sentences the subordinate clauses 
come before the principal clauses.""^
"This principle of preceding qualification under­
lies every relationship and syntactic combinat­
ion, from the simplest to the most complex. It
1. Bilgegil (1964-), p.51.
2. Swift (1965), p.179.
5. Gencan (1966), p. 74-.
4-. Ergin (1962), p.577.
5. Gencan (1966), p.89.
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is the basic principle, and indeed the only real 
structural principle, of Turkish syntax. All 
other principles are either, on the one hand, 
direct consequences of the system of preceding 
qualification, or, on the other hand, modifying 
factors or external influences which limit the
i
rigid operation of this system."
Mundy (1955)» p.281. This article, although written 20 
years ago, remains the only published attempt to find the 
principles underlying the Turkish system of syntax so as to 
accommodate the "inverted" as well as the "regular" se­
quence; this is perhaps some measure of the difficulty 
of the subject.
Ergin (1962), Bilgegil (1964-) and Gencan (1966), quoted 
from above, are typical of the grammars written for Turk­
ish university students, while Gencan (1964-), quoted from 
below, although intended for high school pupils, differs 
little from Gencan (1966). Like Deny (1921), in Erench, 
they deal mainly with morphology, labelling of the "parts 
of speech" and with parsing. Lewis (1967) folLws a similar 
approach, although his book is the most comprehensive of 
all, since it draws upon all previously published work.
Swift (1965), unlike the others mentioned a general linguist, 
covers some of the same ground (i.e. he deals only with 
the simpler constructions); he sets up a classification of 
phrase structures arrived at by immediate constituent 
analysis. The result is very little different from the 
work of philologists, except in terminology, and it omits 
much.
Two other works not quoted from should be mentioned for 
the sake of completeness: Meskill (1970) folios a transform­
ational approach; he, too, seems to assume the "prescribed" 
word order, since he specifically mentions only "emphatic 
word order"; Sebuktekin's little work (1971) deals only 
with morphology.
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The implication - made explicit in some - is that the
sequence is not only the more common, the more 
important one, but the principle which dominates Turkish syn­
tax as a whole. That the latter is not true will become 
clear in the course of the following pages; even the correct­
ness of the first - normally not doubted - is open to quest­
ion, particularly if the whole language, every structural 
level of it, every style of it, is taken into consideration. 
It is only at Word-group level that it can be held to be a 
"ruling principle", for there, in all cases but one, sequence 
is fixed, and fixed in that order. At Clause level and in 
the "complex sentence" mentioned above, the Head (i.e. re­
spectively the verb and the principal clause) frequently 
does not follow the Qualifier but precedes it. Despite this, 
the Qualifier-hHead sequence is presumed to be "regular" 
and superior to the other to such an extent that all writers 
on Turkish - all Turkish grammarians except Ediskun and all 
non-Turkish philologists and general linguists except Mundy 
- restrict mention of this so-called "inverted" order to a 
mere page or two at the most out of a total of perhaps 300 
or 4-00.
Turkish grammarians indeed, with the exception mention­
ed, content themselves with an attempt to explain away this
1. Ediskun in the main has the usual Turkish grammarian’s
approach, but he differs from the rest in refusing to call 
the "inverted" order "wrong". In Ediskun (1959) he pleads 
for serious investigation of this type of sentence and in 
Ediskun (1965) makes an attempt himself; unfortunately, 
this goes no further than listing the clause units which 
can follow the verb and identifying one which cannot (see 
p. $0 below).
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"inverted" order as an exceptional form to be found in a few
abnormal circumstances: it is to be tolerated as "poetic
1 2  1 licence" * or as "a stylistic device to prevent monotony" ;
to be excused as "due to haste, which results in the words
popping out in the order in which the thoughts and meanings
occur to the speaker"^ or because it is uttered "at moments
of crisis, excitment or deep emotion"^circumstances in
which "one says what occurs to one first, and upon realizing
that it is deficient, completes it by appending something"^;
it is to be deplored as a"personal idiosyncrasy or quirk
(gahsi fantazi) of certain writers" or as"a sign of the
slip-shod nature (ihmalkarlik 'neglectfulness1) of everyday
1 5speech" or as"ignorance of the language" by Turks or as
"an indication of confusion"^; it is to be explained as being
6"a sign of foreign influence" or even as "as indication 
that the speaker is in fact a foreigner"}’^' Or it is to be
1. Bilgegil (1964), P.52. 2. Gencan (1966), p.89.
5. Gencan (1966), p.76. 4. Gencan (1964), p.74 but not
Gencan (1966), It is possible that the writers are includ­
ing the native minority groups under this head, i.e. the
Armenians, Greeks and the (Judaeo-Spanish-speaking) Jews. 
It is important to note, however, that all these speak 
Indo-European languages, to which this principle of pre­
ceding qualification taken to the leng-^s it is in Turk­
ish is alien.
5. N.S.Banarli in Hurriyet Gazetesi (24 Oct. 1959) quoted in 
Ediskun (1959).
6. Zajaczkowski, quoted in Mundy (1955)» p.299; A.Ate§ in 
Turk Dili No.28, vol.Ill, quoted in Ediskun (1959). Both 
specify Arabic as the foreign language. This attribution 
of "inverted" order to Arabic influence is not supported 
either by Mundy or Ediskun, or by Banarli.
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ignored altogether"*" "in the hope that it will go away”, as
PLewis so amusingly puts it . Or it is "a Communist plot".
But the "inverted" sentence is far more common and far 
more significant than the strangeness and diversity of these 
reasons might suggest: not only is it extremely widespread 
in speech but it is becoming increasingly so in prose writ­
ings - from which, in fact, it has never been absent^; it is 
indeed deserving of more attention than it has received on 
grounds of very frequency alone. Yet among Turkish grammar­
ians only Ediskun treats it as seriously as he does the 
other, while Mundyfs perceptive article of 1955 is the sole 
contribution of non-Turkish philologists and general 
linguists to the problem.
How has it come about that this Qualifier+Head sequence 
has been granted a more honourable status than the other? 
Perhaps partly because it is the only one explicable in terms 
of the accepted system of syntax, but partly because that 
system is based upon the language of prose - and the formal, 
"chancery" style of prose at that - which is particularly 
disastrous in Turkish, for the difference in modern Turkish 
between the written language of the older generation on the 
one hand, and the written language of the younger generation
1. As in Ergin (1962). 2, Lewis (1967), p,2A2.
5. This is asserted in an article in Turk Diisuncesi (Ho.5*
vol.10) quoted in Ediskun (1959).
A. Mundy (1955), P.299; Ediskun (1959),snd (1965) P.565.
5. Ediskun (1959; 1965).
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and the spoken language of all on the other is great. As 
Mundy points out^: "This concentration upon the written
word has had a most serious effect upon Turkish syntactical 
studies. Modern Turkish prose" (of the older generation, 
that is) "is a very special development, in which the basic 
structural principle of the language" (by which he means 
the principle of preceding qualification) "is exploited to 
the utmost and all ot^her factors excluded." The result has 
been the development of the 'periodic sentence', in which 
the "grammatical subject" is placed first, the "verb" last, 
and all the qualifying elements, be they single words or 
word-groups or the equivalent of the English relative clause 
or several of these, are placed between them, "It is an ec­
centric or at least a one-sided development, and the view of 
Turkish syntax based upon it is incomplete and distorted."
2Elsewhere Mundy amplifies this : "this rigid system
of preceding qualifiers and added relation-particles^ has 
imposed severe limitations on the development of Turkish .., 
It has no genuine relative clause (which is an appended 
qualifier) ... (This fact has) been considered a great pecul­
iarity but is the logical result of the structure of the 
language. In the case of the written language this and 
other difficulties have been overcome by the evolution of 
very complicated constructions, much too invol ved for ordin­
ary speech. The spoken language, on the other hand, makes 
great use of mere subsequence of groups, the relations being
1. Mundy (1955), P.279. 2. Mundy (1959).
5. Suffixes.
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implied but not expressed grammatically, and it also allows 
itself great freedom (but not complete lawlessness) in word- 
order. There is thus a considerable difference between 
spoken and written Turkish."
Unfortunately, general linguists, none of whom had at­
tempted any substantial description of Turkish syntax at the 
time Mundy was writing, have used no less limited a corpus 
than the philologists to whom he is referring.^ Swift, for 
instance, makes no mention of having continuous speech avail­
able in a permanent form, i.e. on tape; indeed he seems to
have taken his examples of the spoken language from short
2
stories and plays which werenselected as a sufficient sampl­
ing of modern colloquial texts likely to contain orthograph­
ic representations of the spoken language" - a naive view of 
literary style indeed.^
Moreover, general linguists, like philologists, select 
from this already limited corpus a unit that is too small 
to reveal all the relationships identifiable.^' For, as Hal- 
liday points out^: "The basic unit of language is not a word
1. Indeed, they have used a much more limited one, having ex­
cluded the really "difficult" constructions, which the 
philologists do at least make an attempt to explain.
2. Swift (1963), pp.1-2,
3. Cf., for instance, Abercrombie (1965).
A. Even Swift, although he does speak of the "phonological 
utterance" in practice uses the sentence.
5. Halliday (1970), pp. 160-1.
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or a sentence but s 'text1; and the 'textual component* in 
language is the set of options by means of which a speaker 
or writer is enabled to create texts - to use language in a 
way that is relevant to the context."
1
Philologist and general linguist alike, by using prose, 
encountered in the Clause and the "complex sentence" a pre- 
ponderance of the sequence Qualifier+Head, which is so 
clearly identifiable in the Word-group; further, by restrict­
ing their analysis to the smaller structures (of which the 
"complex sentence" is the largest), that is, by restricting 
their analysis to the lower levels of structure, they have 
failed to notice the non-occurrence of that sequence at 
higher levels and have consequently pronounced this sequence 
to be the "basic principle of Turkish syntax". Unable to 
account for the "inverted" sequence except in the terms just 
quoted, i.e. unable to fit it into the general scheme, and 
finding it much rarer than the other, they have naturally 
deemed it an "exceptional", instead of what it demonstrably 
is, an "optional" form. Moreover, they have failed to notice 
that in the Word-group (and in the "unspecified object + 
verb" and "Complement + verb" groups of the Clause) the re­
lationship is marked not by suffix but by fixity of sequence 
while with the remaining clause units the reverse is true, 
i.e. the relationship is marked by suffix not by fixity of 
sequence.
This, then, is one of the points to be made in the pre­
1. Moreover, the prose they use is, in the main, that of the 
older generation.
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sent study: that the sequence Qua lit ier-fHead is not the one 
"basic principle of Turkish syntax"; it is not a "law", or 
even a "rule" (kural) of the language as a whole but applies, 
with two exceptions, at Word-group level only and according­
ly it is the misapplication of a feature belonging to one 
level of structure to another where it is redundant that has 
resulted in the treatment of what is properly only one of 
two alternants as the only "correct" or "regular" one.
Another point to be investigated is this: that absence 
of suffix is associated with presence of some other marker, 
usually fixity of sequence. Structures which exemplify this 
principle are in fact found at every level: it is seen just 
as clearly at the higher syntactic levels as at the lowest, 
for the Word-group is not the only structure not to be mark­
ed by suffix. Even withilittle earlier work to use as a 
starting point1 , it has proved possible to identify new 
sentence types and structures larger than the Sentence, by 
using other criteria to replace the absent suffix marker: 
lexical, semantic, suprasegmental and contextual features 
have been used; positional ones also, though not, of course,
sequential in the first instance, since their identification
2was the object of the exercise.
It was fixity of sequence that emerged as the true 
marker of relationship, but the most significant point of all 
is this: the fixed sequence of the higher levels is not
1. The only one, in fact, is Mundy (1955).
2. Campbell and Wales (1970) draw attention to the value of 
the inclusion of contextual matters to widen the concept 
of "grammaticality" (p.24-9). See also Halliday (1970).
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Qualifier+Head but its reverse, Head-t-,Qualif ier. Now this is 
a discovery of some moment, for from it arises the problem 
of how to reconcile two opposing sequences within one langu­
age: how indeed can a sequence occur which is the very re­
verse of that put forward as a "law11 and "the basic principle
of syntax” - and which is undoubtedly present?
^ tax
One clue to this lies in one ^  facile-looking explanat­
ions given on page 18, and used by Mundy also to account for 
certain constructions that he postulates: "We say first what 
is uppermost in our minds, or what occurs to us first at the 
moment of speaking; and we append afterthoughts and add ex­
planations .., Surely a universal linguistic phenomenon,” ^ 
This corresponds to the psycholinguist’s "monitoring" or 
"editing"} and there is no doubt that a sequence of "imprecise 
=■ more precise" or "statment + modification",as Laver sug-
A.
2
gests , is easily recognisable in Turkish speech. There are 
many examples of its various structural manifestations in 
the following pages, and such a sequence might indeed be ex­
pressed as Headi.Qualifier.
This could explain how a sequence which is the opposite 
of the "regular" one comes about; it does not explain why it 
does. Mundy again . "Whereas in the written language the 
sentence is elastic, and is developed by internal expansion, 
in spoken speech the short rigid sentence pattern resists 
this kind of development. There is a tendency for the sent­
ence pattern to be kept intact, and for qualifying material 
to be added at the end."
1. Laver (1970), p.62.
3. Mundy (1955), P.303.
2. Laver (197°), P.74.
4. Mundy (1955), p.300.
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If this is what lies behind the production of "invert­
ed" sentences, then their occurrence points to an incompat- 
ability between the sequence inherent in the principle of 
preceding qualification which underlies "regular" (more
correctly, "low level") syntactic patterns and the process-
q
es involved in oral composition . For to compose orally a 
structure consisting of several clauses, arrange not only 
these clauses themselves but also the elements within them 
into a Qualifier-i-Head sequence without repetition, hesitation, 
revision and the like is a feat which seems to be beyond
required in English, for instance, where any number of 
relative clauses can be appended to the main clause which is
in form even though it was built up "step by step". The 
supposed Turkish system, however, requires a prior knowledge 
of the whole content (for the important part is placed last) 
as well as the time to plan its linguistic expression in 
its entirety before uttering it, which is rarely available 
in any kind of speech situation.
It seems, therefore, that a type of synt ax which per- 
mits planning and monitoring, that is, one which has a 
He a d4-Q.ua lif ier sequence (as in the English sequence of 
principal clause * relative clause, or the noun phrase
eous speech which are considered "regular", whereas one 
which does not permit that sequence (as in so-called "regular"
Turkish speakers. It is a feat not
2
uttered first, resulting in a sentence which is "regular"
p
series quoted in Lyons ) will produce sentences in spontan-
1. Laver (1970). p.62.
2. Lyons (1969)» p*235> where the principle is illustrated 
by means of noun phrases.
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Turkish) will not. Thus in spoken Turkish there is a con­
flict between the prescribed and the practicable, and the 
existence of the sequence HeadHhQualifier (which is without 
exception the sequence of the higher level structures - and 
not only those of speech) shows that Turkish does in fact 
use the practicable one as the overall sequence, the "regul- 
S3?tt Qualifier-t-Head sequence being confined to the constituent 
parts - to the 'bricks', as it were, of which the structure 
is built up.
This is an interesting confirmation of the assertion 
of Halliday et al, that "... translation ... often entails 
a change in the sequence of units up to the clause, but rare­
ly entails or even permits a change in the sequence of sent­
ences", for Turkish sequence at Word-group level, which is 
the one dealt with by the grammars, is the opposite of that 
of English in the main, while at Sentence level and above 
it is the same as that of English.
That the postulated sequence of statement -)• modifier 
(a realisation of Head^Qualifier ) is not mere speculation 
can be demonstrated when contexts , both linguistic and 
situational are examined, for these yield evidence of fact­
ors governing a speaker's choice of exponents for his utter­
ance. This is shown in Chapter where it becomes apparent 
that the choice is made in response to certain determining 
factors occurring in the preceding linguistic context. These
p
are Mundy's"external influences". It is thus the context of
1, Halliday et al. (1964-), p. 26.
2. See p.16 above.
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situation that determines the differences between the spoken 
and written languages, rendering what is "correct" in one
i
inappropriate in the other." It is this that accounts for 
the speaker's opting for the "regular" or for the "inverted" 
sequence for a clause or "complex sentence": each is approp­
riate and therefore "correct" in a certain linguistic envir­
onment; therefore, given adequate understanding of the pre­
ceding context, the choice of sequence, and also of struct­
ure, ought to be predictable - and even, to a limited extent, 
some of the exponent5, as seen in Chapter 5. For "one aspect
of textual function is the establishment of cohesive relat-
2ions from one sentence to another in a discourse" and there­
fore "much of what we say is constrained, in important ways, 
by the particular circumstances in which we are speaking or 
writing.
By taking as the basis for analysis the whole context, 
new constraining factors, new relationships and new struct-
Zl
ures have been revealed. ' First it proved necessary to reject 
the traditional view of Turkish syntax as a system of only
1. The "Multiple Unit structures" first discussed in Chapter 
3 are striking examples of this.
Although it is not the purpose of this study to compare 
the two styles of language, the differences are touched 
upon in passing,
2. Halliday (1970), p.143. 3. Campbell and Wales (1970),p.247-8,
4, Halliday (1970), p.165 also refers to relating "the intern­
al patterns of language - its underlying options, and their 
realisation in structure - to the demands that are made on 
language in the actual situations in which it is used,"
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preceding qualifiers and this revealed the need for a re­
appraisal of all the syntactic structures of the language, 
which in turn led to the setting up of a new system. The 
result, hased upon an examination of Immediate Constituents 
and the possibilities for substitution and combination, is a 
view of Turkish syntax as a pyramid which has as its apex 
the Paragraph (only touched upon in this study)1, and below 
that, in order, the levels of the Sentence-complex, the 
Sentence, the Clause and the Word-group. The base of the 
pyramid, the Word, is not dealt with here, being sufficient­
ly described in the literature.
This pyramid structure, it is believed, reveals the 
very striking "rank-shifting propensities of Turkish more 
economically and more clearly than either the traditional 
morphological approach or Swift's linear phrase structure 
one which recognises only levels of "nesting" within each 
sentence and does not relate these levels to those occurring 
in any other sentence. Moreover, it permits the incorpor- 
ation of two opposing sequences, apparently conflicting but 
seen in fact to operate independently of each other on 
different levels, in a manner that could be represented
1. This is not the equivalent of Swift's "utterance", for 
that is a "phonological" unit whereas my "Paragraph" is 
grammatical. A Paragraph may extend over more than one 
utterance (see p. below’).
2. Or "ranks".
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thus
Q
<- S - Sentence level and above
> H - Clause level
Word-group level
in which the H o w  of speech is always towards the arrow-head.
The materials used cover the widest range practicable, 
as befits a study of syntax, and, because the factors govern­
ing a speaker's reaction to context can most easily be ob­
served in the situation which precludes the possibility of 
revision before utterance, the corpus used consists primar­
ily of tape recodings of unrehearsed spoken Turkish, but 
backed up by a familiarity with the literary language and 
with earlier forms of the language. Only material on tape 
provides both the segmental components of the structures
and all those signals - suprasegmental and situational -
2which are lacking in writing.
The taped material consists of extempore conversations
between two, four or six participants and also some pseudo- 
■5monologue. It runs some 16 hours. Of this, passages 
totalling about one hour's playing time were analysed in
1. "Q" represents "Qualifier", "H" "Head",
2. Visual signals are absent, of course, but as the writer 
was present at every recording some of these can be sup- 
lied.
3. "Pseudo" because I have found no situation in which the 
speaker is not responsive to the listener and whose ex­
position is not therefore affected (structurally) by the 
discourse situation.
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depth, noting for the purpose of identification of relation- 
ships'*" intonation, juncture prosodies, exponents of prom­
inence (not only stress but also loudness and speed) as well 
as segmental and more narrowly "grammatical" features. The 
rest provided confirmation and examples more suitable for 
quotation.
The participants include both men and women; all speak 
versions of what may be described as "standard (Istanbul) 
Turkish". They range in age from the seventies to the teens 
and in linguistic prowess from the highly articulate to the 
almost Inarticulate, and they produce both rapid exchanges 
and passages of more sustained speech - exposition and nar­
rative. There is thus a wide range of styles ("registers")
2
and competence , although in all the attitude of "reppect"
5is present; At one extreme is a professor of literature who 
was also a writer and a practised and accomplished raconteur^- 
At the other is a timid (not to say brow-beaten) housewife 
accustomed to being "seen but not heard", so unaccustomed to 
sustained speech as to be almost incapable of forming a "cor­
rect" structure of any length - although considered "cultured". 
Most of the dosen or more speakers, however, fall somewhere
1. But regrettably not for the present exposition, from which 
most suprasegmental features have had to be excluded for
the sake of brevity.
2. This word is used in its general, not its technical, sense,
3. This attitude is discussed in Chapter 5.
A. That is to say, he told stories which he had told many
times before, so that, although the telling on this occas­
ion is "spontaneous", arising as it does out of the flow of 
conversation, without prior warning, it is a "practised" 
narration.
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between these extremes and about midway comes the young woman 
whose conversation (mainly about cookery) was subjected to 
the most intensive analysis of all. This tape was the one 
eventually selected for detailed study, despite the other 
participant (the present writer) not being a native speaker 
of the language , for this reason: the latter, though wish­
ing to remain silent, found herself obliged to speak - to 
encourage, to act as interlocutor when the other flagged; 
she therefore knows at least her own motives for giving ut­
terance, i.e. knows what it was in the context that prompted 
her to do so. It was decided that such knowledge is vital 
in discourse analysis and as it was in this case first hand 
it could provide a basis of fact upon which to found assumpt­
ions about the motives of others. The fear that the pre­
sence of a non-native may have produced concessions, simpli­
fications in the speech of the native can be shown not to 
have been substantiated.
The results of the analysis of this corpus are set out 
as follows: each level is examined in turn - Word-group, 
Clause, Sentence, Sentence-complex - and structures are
1. There is three-fold evidence for this: (a) other native 
speakers of Turkish judge her speech to be "natural";
(b) the structures, etc., she uses can be found used by 
Turks speaking to their compatriots; (c) she uses certain 
forms indicating "familiarity" which do not occur in 
formal, more "self-conscious" speech.
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identified, described and classified. Each recurs at higher
levels, as an exponent of a constituent of a larger structure.
Only internal evidence is used in the first instance, since
this proved to be sufficient for the recognition of struct- 
1ures and to go some way towards accounting for sequence 
within them. The factors governing those sequences found 
not to be explicable by internal evidence are then sought 
in the largest context of all, that is, in discourse.
1. Indeed, it has proved possible to account for all except 
very few of the structures using the visual evidence only, 
i.e. that which can be seen in the orthographic represent­
ation of the speech; this has simplified the task of ex­
position and has made unnecessary the inclusion of most 
suprasegmental features. This is fortunate, since the 
lack of any adequate description of Turkish intonation, 
stress, etc., would have necessitated a full account here.
CHAPTER ONE
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COMBINATION AND SEQUENCE AT WORD-GRQUP LEVEL, 
AND AT CLAUSE LEVEL-X: THE SIMPLE CLAUSE
In any study of sequence it Is first necessary to estab­
lish the extent to which sequence is grammatically determin­
ed and therefore invariable, and the extent to which it is 
free and therefore optional. Taking "grammatical" In the 
widest sense, it has been found that in Turkish both possibil­
ities occur at every level of structure. Accordingly, each 
level will be examined in turn, beginning with the lowest, 
Word-group, level since the principles of combination are 
most easily observed in these, the smallest, structures; when 
those whose sequence is grammatically determined have been 
identified and set aside, reasons will be sought for the 
selection of sequence in the remainder.
WORD.-CROUP LEVEL
The Word-groups of Turkish have long been recognised 
and are to be found in every grammar and text-book of the 
language, usually incidental to a description of the "parts 
of speech" or of phrase structure.^  Since they are well- 
known, it Is possible to be selective here, choosing for dis­
cussion only those which demonstrate those general principles
1. Por instance, in Lewis (1967) and Swift (1963). It is to 
these two works that references are given in the follow­
ing pages.
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of combination (specifically, of qualification) found to
operate also at higher levels^ Three nominal Word-groups
2
have been found sufficient for this. The method of treat- 
ment is that adopted for every level, that is, the struct­
ures are examined first in their basic, or simple, form, 
then in their expanded forms.
THE SIMPLE WORD-GRQUP:
In its simple, that is, basic or unexpanded form, a 
Word-group has a single word'^  as exponent of each of its 
constituent parts.
1. The "postpositional phrase" (Lewis^pp.83-95» Swift pp. 
199—204), for instance, illustrates a principle which 
does not appear in structures larger than the Word-group 
and can therefore be excluded.
2. Verbal groups are not so useful for this purpose because 
the status of the verb itself is open to argument; e.g.
a contention that Turkish does not possess the class 
"verb" at all can be supported, as can one which asserts 
that the "verb" belongs to a higher level of structure 
than the nofc, The latter is the view taken in this 
study,
3. "Word" is here defined as any morpheme or group of mor­
phemes which is written separately in the ordinary ortho­
graphy. There are two classes of word: those which must 
include an inflexional suffix ("IS") and those which can­
not do so; when their root is nominal they are symbolised
—S —SN and N respectively. Words in the first class funct­
ion as Nouns (nouns substantive), those in the second as 
Non-heads only: i.e. as Adjective ("Aj") when qualifying 
a Noun Head, and Adverbs ("AvO) when qualifying a Verb 
Head.
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Each of the Word-groups selected for discussion con­
sists of a. Noun^” Head and a Won-head (or Qualifier). The 
Word-groups are differentiated by the markers each employs 
to indicate the relationship between their constituent parts. 
Suffixation is the device traditionally used as the distin- 
-> guishing feature and may therefore be taken here as a con­
venient point at which to start the exposition.
Word-groups are firstly differentiated by the form of 
the Noun Head: either
(i) the Noun Head bears an explicit derivation-
2 3al suffix , namely -(s)t(n) , or
(ii) it does not.
These two types of Noun Head are symbolised "N~^s and 
MN respectively.
The Word-groups are further differentiated by the form
1. "Noun” is that class of nominal which requires IS for its 
operation: it bears an explicit IS or a meaningful absence 
of an explicit IS. This suffixation is discussed in full 
later in this chapter.
2. Derivation suffix, symbolied "DS" , is one of the two types 
of suffix in Turkish, the other being the IS mentioned 
earlier. A Noun or a Verb consists of three parts: (i)
the Root (Noun Root and Verb Root respectively)', to which 
is attached (ii) any number of DS (including none) taken 
from the Nominal or the Verbal series of DS respectively, 
thus forming a Stem; to this Stem is attached (iii) one, 
and only one, IS, taken form the Nominal or the Verbal
series of IS respectively.
5. -(s)l(n) is one member of the 5~Hiem^ er ^0 indicat­
ing "possession", that for the 3rd person ("its"). See 
Lewis p.39, Swift p.130. For the symbolisation used, see 
above, p. 7,
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of the Non-heads. Those having the second, aiS
Head are of two kinds, distinguised by the class of word 
which functions as the Non-head in the group:
(i) the Non-head is N”^ (specifically Adject­
ive ("AJ")1);
(ii) the Non-head is but N”^  (that is, a
formal Noun without any member of the
class IS).
Since (ii) belongs to a restricted class, and since the Word-
group formed with it, , N " ^  i ,has no analogy at a high-
er level of structure, it need not be discussed further here.
The other, (i), however, is important for the argument; this
Word-group is symbolised ”AJ ( i and is referred to
’— ?*— 3  1
hereafter as "pattern A Word-group":
(A) The AJ N™ (pattern A) Word-group:
— chy—i-------- 1
(1)
ibirilkiloi one kilo
1. For the class "adjective" see Lewis;p.53, Swift p.188-9.
2, It should be illustrated, however, since it does occur in
the examples quoted in this study. There are two sub-groups
(i) iki kilo biber 'two kilos of pepper(s)'; in this the
—I $4
N (kilo) belongs to the c&ass "quantity" which is 
always qualified. This phrase is thus structurally
tA[i iN- ( W W ) + ^  n -g o z g o #
■■ '■■■-.==j£=3------yg
(ii) kagit peoete 'paper napkin'; in this the N p p  belongs 
to the class "material" and need not be qualified.
The group is thus N“^  # Cf. Lewis p.4-2,i---rrrh-1— i----:---
Swift p.188.
In both, the members are Juxtaposed in a fixed sequence.
( 2 )
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guzelngey t nice thing
(3)
that writing
(^)
ne kadar
(5)
what quantity?
.kara, .biber, black pepper
(6)
1karisik bahar 
1 L r J>H  1
mixed spice
(7)
yegil'j" ' sogan< green onion
1. DS (derivational suffixes) are of two kinds: those which 
have been used and may still be used as word-building 
elements to create new items in the lexicon, and those 
which are in constant use for making new forms for the use 
of the moment. Into the first class fall the -Ik of kan- 
gik (cf. Lewis p.221, Swift pp.82-3) end the -tl of yegil 
(which are respectively deverbal and denominal adjective- 
building suffixes) and the -i of nazari (see next page) 
which is like the latter but Arabic (cf. Lewis p.53, 65). 
Into the second class fall the -ll of limonlu (see next 
page) (cf. Lewis p.60, Swift pp.56-59) and the -ki of 
gimdiki (see next page) (cf. Lewis pp.69-70, Swift p.138) 
which enable any Noun and Adverb of lime respectively to 
be operated adjectivally in a given context. This second
- continued on next page
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(8)
theoretical lesson
(9)
limonlu, su water with lemon in it
("lemon-y water11)
(10)
1 2 §imdiki 1t halde in its present state
These examples reveal that only one sequence of members
"Qualifier followed by Head". Pattern A may thus be more
"a qualifying noun11. Two such groups occur, differentiated
1. (continued from the previous page:)
type is here called a 1 Subordinating Suffix11, since it re­
duces the Root to which it is attached from Head to Non- 
head; it will be seen that this type of suffix is analog­
ous to the suffix marking a "subordinate” clause. Ajs 
bearing a Si^oordinating Suffix (PS) will be referred to 
as "derived" adjectives in this study, the other type will 
have no epithet. In the following pages these two types 
will have to be differentiated since the class of word 
which qualifies each is different. At this stage, however, 
it is sufficient to realise that both are Adjectives.
2. The last syllable of halde (-de) is IS.
3. is to be read "followed by".
occurs, Aj + N , which in traditional terms is
precisely symbolised: tAj^  -t- N
their Non-head member a Noun (i.e. N” ), sometimes called
-f s I n  )Word-groups having N as Head always have as
fz „ t\t“8 \   „ „ -1 -1 „
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by the suffixation of the Non-head:
(i) the Non-head bears the IS "-(n)In"1 and this 
is attached to a Stem which may have one
(or more) overt DS (or none); it might there- 
forebe symbolised (n)In„ .
(ii) the Non-head does not bear the IS "-(n)tnn; 
moreover the Stem may not have any DS except 
-lEr (DS indicating plurality). Ihis might 
therefore be symbolised ^
However, it has not been found necessary to refer again to 
the DS/7J0 contrast and as its absence simplifies the symbol- 
isation it will be omitted. These two Non—heads are there­
fore symbolised "N and"N respectively.
The two Word-groups are thus 1N""^ n ^ n iy and
N (s)X(n) They are now illustrated
but in the reverse order, since the latter more closely re­
sembles the Word-group already described.
1. -(n)!n (cf. Swift p.135) is classed here as an IS because 
it forms part of the set of IS's of the nominal series 
(i.e+_ those which are attached to Noun Stems) whose mem­
bers are mutually.exclusive: -DE, -DEn, ~(y)E, ~(y)I or 
~(;?0Z (all of which will be discussed later) and -(n)Xn 
("genitiveM: or "possessor", which also indicates "defin­
iteness" (cf. Lewis p.11 ff.; 28 ff. where all these 
suffixes are listed as "case-endings", and given as a 
paradigm). -(n)ln differs from the others, however, in 
being only part of a discontinuous morpheme. (See also 
Swift p.207).
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(B) The t N” ^ ( ^ (s )^(n )  ^(pattern B) Word-group :^
'---
(11)
2zeytinyagl olive-oilt-— .— .— — ,— i
(12)
^adin, mantoSU, lads'-1 s coat (i.e. a type of
' et->—rr 1
coat)
It will he observed that the sequence is N -t- N (s)-^-(n )
(Qualifier followed by Head) and the symbolisation will be 
adjusted accordingly.
(0) The.tr*-11)111, k -Cb V O P  (pattern C) Word-group:?
Ii’.!'.—v,- I
(13)
^urkqeNlN^kibarligl( the nobility of Turkish
,  ^ j i
(14)
gozumilH onUNde in front of my eye(s)L_zi_____ _11---  1
(15)
lbunlarIN„hepSlf' all of these/them
1. Capital letters in the Turkish text indicate a suffix or 
other element to which attention is to be directed.
2. Cf. Lewis p.42 ff. , Swift pp.130-1, 193.
3. Cf. Lewis p.42 ff., Swift pp. 133, 207, 194.
4. Formerly hepisi (see Lewis p.73).
5. (From p.41) Originally ben-in; that is, the suffix is an 
allomorph of -(n)ln, not the 1st person possessive DS 
— (l)m (see Swift p.41).
a 6')
5 1
^enlM', t daireM l
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my apartment
(17)
,kizIMnbenlM , my daughter
r — j u — j
It is apparent that this type of Word-group differs from 
the previous ones in having two possible sequences,
-^“(n)In ^-(s)l(n) ± s  Non-head (Qualifier) followed
by Head) or (which is Head followed by
Non-head). The existence of both possibilites is indicated 
hereafter by the symbol " + "» to be read "either followed or 
preceded by"; thus the Word-group is (N""^ n ^ n1 4=, N~^s V
c ± ^ ± n
The conclusions that can now be drawn from these three 
Word-groups are these: two of them (pattern A and pattern B) 
occur in only one sequence, that is to say, the relative 
position of their constituent parts is determined grammatic­
ally; they thus exhibit a feature which may be called 
fixity of sequence. The third (pattern 0) occurs in either 
sequence, that is to say, the relative position of its con­
stituent parts is optional; this Word-group therefore does 
not exhibit fixity of sequence. Comparing the forms of the
1. It could be argued that -(s)I(n) is really two suffixes:
when the exponent of N“ n^ ^ n is inanimate, -(s)t(n) has 
as its referent the Non-head, as in a pattern B Word-group; 
when it is animate, however, it contains not one but two 
notions, the grammatical link with the Non-head and "per­
son". When the latter is not the 5rd person, the approp­
riate member of the set of possessive DS’s replaces it, 
viz. -(I)m and -(l)mlz (1st persons, sing, and pi. respect­
ively) , '-(I)n and'-(l)nlz (2nd person, sing, and pi.).
This distinction is not'pertinent to the present argu­
ment , however.
5, See previous page.
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words making up the Word-groups possessing fixed sequence 
with those in the other, it is seen that fixity of sequence 
is associated with lack of overt suffix in the Non-head, and 
conversely, lack of fixity is associated with presence of 
a suffix marker in the Non-head. From this it may be postul­
ated that in the absence of an overt suffix, relationship is 
marked by fixity of sequence.
Whether or not any additional non-suffix indication of 
relationship is present will emerge from the examination of 
the expanded forms of these Word-groups which now follows.
THE EXPANDED WORD—GROUP:
Word-groups are expanded by increasing the number of 
words which make up one or both of their constituent parts. 
This is done by substituting for the single word of the basic 
form a group of two or more words which are either
(i) unequal in status (that is to say, are 
Non-head = Head groups such as those al­
ready described), or
(ii) equal in status (that is, in apposition)."^ 
The first is here termed "expansion by compounding", the se­
cond "expansion by multiplicity". These seem to account for 
all expansion in Turkish. They can be combined, of course.
Expansion by Compounding:
Expansion by compounding means the realisation of at 
least one member of the basic Word-group by some other Word- 
group, instead of by a single word. The Word-group thus
1. "Dependent" and "non-dependent" are other possible terms.
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i
subordinated to another is here said to be "Included" , a 
term that will be found necessary in describing the other 
levels of structure. All three of the Word-groups des. .ibed 
may be "included" in any one of the three.
(A ) The {AJ( + ( W)(pattern A) Word-group expanded by
compounding-:.
The first two examples illustrate the realisation of 
the N ^ ^ ^ ^ ( H e a d )  member by a pattern A Word-group; the Aj 
member of each is simple (i.e. unexpanded):
(18)
buyuk ,bir,.lokanta, a large restaurant
’--- r 1! 1^
(19)
bir ,.buyuknlokanta , a large restaurant
' H  >
that is, their structure is: AJ t AJf t ,
i _t i , cn
In the next three examples, it is the ^member
which is simple and the AJ member which is expanded. Some of
the ways in which an AJ can be qualified are illustrated in-
2cidentally: in no, 20, the AJ is qualified by a word from 
a very small class "q"?
1. An "included" unit is thus "rankshifted", in Iialliday's 
terminology.
2. These are yet more types of Word-group and will not be 
dealt with further in this work.
— S3. This class, a type of N includes cok 'much1, 'many' 
'very', pek 'very1, gayet 1 extremely'(cf. Swift p.189).
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(20)
. Qokgiizel §eyler very nice things
1--1 I ' L (_____ 1
the structure of which is , q , Af , N
 1
In no,21. Aj Is qualified by N~(s)^(n ) ;
(21)
,gozu11agik1 millet a wide-awake people ("its-
s = ^ r i > H  1 ,
eye-open people”)
which is , M~:PS, A.j ,
TTRrtIn ho.22, Aj is qualified by N , which makes "the 
comparison of adjectives"^; the pr“(^^(^^ member is real­
ised by a pattern A Word-group:
(22)
.RIkkatten,, uzunnbin.uhanim, a "teller—than-Rikkat" lady
U -^r-h [
which is i N-"1^,, Aj lt Aj M (
In the next two examples, the Head of both is realised 
by a pattern B Word-group; the Non-head of the first is a 
simple A j , that of the second a derived Ajv :
1. Not to be confused with pattern B Word-group. This is the 
construction named "bagibozuk" by Lewis (pp.259-260.).
See also Swift, p.198.
2. Cf. Lewis, p.54; Swift, p.189.
3. That is, it bears a "subordinating suffix"; cf. pp.37-8 
above, footnote 1.
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(23)
bir, kadin.pnantoSU, a lady's coat (- a type of
> r~^"~ -^r-> I----- ’
coat)
1_,__tl___-1
^ = T
(24)
bugunku .Hurriyet,, gazeteSl, today's "Hurriyet" newspaper 
\-----,— i . i- ,-5
which is Aj . t r ^ ^ r N-(g)I(n)+-OOZ(]Q llke the l8st>
i---------------   1
No,25 has a simple exponent for its N ~ ^ ^ ^ ^ m e m b e r ; 
its Aj member Is realised by a pattern A Word-group operat­
ing adjectivally by means of the subordinating suffix -DEki 
attached to it. Note that the Aj (onsekizinci) qualifies 
only the root of asirdaki:
(25)
,onsekizinci,,asirdaki motifl e r ^  the imbtifs in the 18th 
1....... 1.. > 1
century
which is , Aj „ w-(^)?00+--PS N- W ) Z W )
In contrast, the whole derived Aj is qualified as an
Aj in the next illustration, not just its root. The 
member is realised by a pattern A Word-group:
1. Because in Turkish a suffix is attached to the whole Word- 
group the standard method of I.G. bracketting has been 
adapted here; it thus showsAthat it is not the Word-group 
onsekizinci esir that is a constituent of the larger pat­
tern but onsekizinci asirdaki.
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(26)
gayetjt kuvvetli,, bir„ cihaz ,
t >— T ~ ; L
an extremely powerful 
apparatus
which is q Aj Aj N
>h]----------1
The next example illustrates the realisation of the Aj 
member by a pattern B Word-group operated as an Aj by the 
addition of the subordinating suffix -ll; its Head member, 
however, is simple:
(27)
1(zeytinyagli yemekler
J L
dishes made with olive-oil 
("olive-oil-y dishes”)
that is: M-(a)l(n)+-DS jj- G O Z G O
In the final example, the mem^er j_s realised
by a pattern A Word-group (etraf mdaki gey), whose Aj is real­
ised by a pattern C Word-group (hazretleriNlN etrafIN-), 
whose Non-head member is realised by a pattern B Word-group 
(geyh hazretlert). Its Aj member is simple (o):
(28)
o , that
'fgeyh^hazretlerinin
2
_etrafindaki §ey
ii___ v' — 1
thing on the perimeter-
of his blessedness the 
sheikh('s tomb)
1, The -(s)X(n) is dropped before -II; cf. Lewis, p.56.
2. The English words making up one line of the translation 
correspond to the Turkish words also making up on line of 
tbxt; the lines are rarely opposite each other, however.
- continued on next page -
4-7
the structure of which may he represented thus:
Ai N-(s)t(n)+-(n)In N-(s )I(n )+-DS w- W ) £ W )
i----   t ^ ,------ 1
To summarise: in nos. 20, 21, 25 and 27 it is the Non- 
head member of the Word-group that is expanded by having as 
its exponent an included Word-group*, in nos. 18, 19, 25, 24 
and 28 it is the Head that is so expanded; in nos. 22 and 
26 both members are. The basic pattern in unaffected, how­
ever, and it is now possible to distinguish another feature 
marking the relationship: the members are adjacent, that is, 
Juxtaposed, in addition to being fixed in sequence.
(B) The (pattern B) Word-group expanded
' 1 >  1-----
by compounding:
In compounding, this Word-group more frequently becomes
an exponent of a compound member of another Word-group than
compound itself; for instance, it is the exponent of the 
-(A)I(H)N "member of a pattern A Word-group in nos. 23 and 24
— ( n ) Inabove and of the N  ^ member of a pattern C Word-group in
no. 28 above.
However, compounding is possible: for instance, where
2, (continued from the previous page) Nevertheless, the labels 
should make recognition of the correct line possible.
3. The length of the examples sometimes necessitates the use 
of vertical instead of the usual horizontal brackets.
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the N (root) of the (the Head) member is from the
class "noun of place", the Non-head member may be realised 
by a pattern A group, as in no.29 below; where the whole is 
a proper name, it may also be realised by a pattern A Word- 
group, as in no.30 below; and where the Non-head member is 
a citation,tthe Non-head may be realised by any "part of 
speech" whatsoever, as in nos. 31 and 32, where it is a 
finite verb, without and with adverb qualifier respectively.
(29)
,birnkap,iqlNde inside a pot ("in the inside
of a pot")
A* w-(s)I(n)+-IS
l-aUla; 1
(30)
, fakir,, qocuklar, yurdUNa to the Poor Children's Home
(31)
. 2gelmedi cevabl, the reply "he has not come"
1---- v___> • _i-----
 ,
N-W)Ztf N-(s)I(n)
^  1
1, The DS is here omitted in accordance with the system of 
symbolis^ation (see p. 39 above), although this example in 
fact illustrates the one case in which a DS may be present 
in the Non-head of this Word-group (viz. -lEr, marker of 
the plural).
2, The verb is analysed later (p.&Off.), Notice that Turk­
ish does not require the inverted commas needed in English.
(32)
d^aha,, gelmedi, cevabl 
^   1
4.9
the reply uHe has not come yet"
> AVy ,V i
_  ^  ^N-(s)l(n)
1 t= V  »
Once more it can be observed that the constituents of 
this Word-group exhibit the feature juxtaposition in addition 
to fixity of sequence.
(0) The (n ^ n[ (s)I(n)^  (pap^ern q ) Word-group expanded
by compounding:
J- >  J
In the first example, no. 33* "the exponent of the N 
(root) element of the N”^s^ ( n) member is a pattern A Word- 
group, while the other member is simple:
(33)
biberlN ,lcendi„kapagl, the pepper's own lid
N-(n)tn ^   ^N-(^)^(^)^-(s)l(n)
The next, which has a Thoun of place" as~ the root of 
its Head, should be compared with no. 29 above:
(34-)
t birft dalgsNIN uzertNde on top of a wave
: '- = 1^— -i---1
Aj w-W)JW)+-(n)ln N-(s)I(n)+.-IS
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No. 55 stiows "both members realised by a pattern A Word-
group:
(35)
,bir„aileMlM ,iki„goougU a family's two children
' 1
Ai N-(*02G0+-(n)tn .. M-(^)Z(?0+-(s)l(n)
 ■ A h i  1
■a>=^ <
In all three of these the sequence is Non-head+'Head ; in the
following example, however, this is reversed. There the 
-(s)I(n)N v ' v member is again simple; the exponent of the Non- 
head member is a pattern A Word-group whose Head is itself 
realised by another pattern A Word-group whose Aj is derived 
from a pattern G Word-group by means of the subordinating 
suffix -11:
(56)
, soganl, the onion
bp tzeytinyagli yemeklerlN of these olive-oil((y))^dishes
N-(sjH(n) N-(s)l(n)+-DS N-(^)?W)+-(n)ln
, i-  5--1-- ,------ 1
L— czLl . > . . .
Tbe next example illustrates the suffix -(s)l(n) serv-
1. Double brackets in the English translation limit a word, 
etc. which is present in the Turkish and therefore pre­
sent in a literal translation, but whose omission gives 
a more idiomatic rendering.
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ing as marker for two Word-groups: in a pattern B Word-group 
which is the exponent of the Head of a pattern C group and 
at the same time the Head in that pattern G group itself: 
(57)
onlarIN tya§ayi§AtarzlarI, t&eir mode of living
N-(n)In N-(s)i(n)
. ^ -----«— ‘.'A---------11 1- V ^
The final two examples again show a simple Non-head 
member; in no. 58 the other member, too, is simple, while 
in no. 59 it is expressed by a pattern A Word-group. How­
ever, in both, not only is the Head placed first, but it and 
the Non-head are also separated by a word extraneous to the 
construction:
(58)
tQocuklarINIZ, Have you
^var miydi, ( sizlN?, 
N-(s)I(n)
any children ("Were your 
children existent1')?
x
i v predicate^, , N (n ^ n 
■ ■<   ^  ~
(59)
Ne.taraflNda 
\— ,— 1\ ,------ 1
, ot uruyo r s unu z
,LondraNIN,?
In which part
of London
do you live?
1. Explained below, p. 59 ff.
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Ac , H - W * O Q + -(smn)+-:i:B |Verb[ N-(n)In
It can be seen that this Word-group differs from the 
other two not only in lacking the feature fixity of sequence 
but in a second respect also: its constituent parts are not 
adjacent. Thus the feature juxtaposition is also absent.
Expansion by Multiplicity:
This type of expansion, much more straightforward than
t
the last, employs devices of co-ordination; these are numer-
i
ous in Turkish although only two appear at this level.
In the simplest form of expansion by multiplicity, at 
least one of the members of a Word-group has as its exponent 
two or more single words of equal status.
The examples which follow demonstrate that
(i) either the Head or the Non-head or both mem­
bers of a ■simple Word-group may be made 
multiple;
(ii) juxtapostion alone is sufficient to establish
2the relationship;
(iii) juxtaposition may be reinforced^ by a word 
from the class conjunction.
1. They are largely unrecognised as such, as will become 
evident in the following chapters.
2. This may be associated with suprasegmental features, but, 
unfortunately, examination of these has had to be excluded
from this description,
3. It is because juxtaposition alone is the true indicator of
a co-ordinate relationship that there is no clear-cut di­
stinction between "co-ordinate" and "paratactic". as Quirk 
observed in his work on concession in O.E* (1954-) • Like him, 
I find the distinction unreal and therefore use neither term
here.
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(A) The t A j ( -i- l N ^ ^ ^ ^ (pattern A) N'ord-group expanded by
multiplicity:
Nos. 38 to i\.2 illustrate expansion by multiplicity of 
the Non-head, the first three without, the rest with a con­
junction.
(38)
,TAZE JEffiTL, sogan FRESH, GREEN onion(s)
(39)
BlR IKI,seat
- - - - i   j
I -^-1
ORE (or)^TWO hour(s)
(AO)
1s ZARARLIlt FAYDALI, tesirler HARMFUL (and) USEFUL influences 
. S -------- 1
These three all have the structure Aj Aj
(4-1)
,ZARARLI,, ve tlFAYDALI, tesirler HARMFUL and USEFUL influences
-GOZ(rf),Ai  ^ Oj lt Aj , R
— i - — _\_____  i
'— > — 1
(42)
,HemllNAZARlllhemllAMELll ders/ both THEORETICAL and PRACTICAL
lessons
I— , . i. 1 _ I I 1 1.1 I *1X pi  u-j— i j
= z ±— —^ h=r
1. The similarity in structure sometimes exhibited between the 
words in a multiple unit, and seen here, should be noted: 
it foreshadows a conjunctive device to be seen later in 
larger structures.
2. Words within single brackets are supplied in the English 
translation to achieve a more idiomatic rendering.
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The next example illlstrates expansion of the Head:
(43)
yegil.OT, 11YAPRAK)11A8Ag , green GKA3S, LEAVES (leaf") (and)
' H p T  - 1 - ^
TREE(S)
A j  if-GOZW)
>---------- L-r-1'- '• ^ 1--•--- '
Finally, an example to show a multiplicity of compound 
members:
(44)
( $okhKUQUK,t INGE very small, thin
-  S  1
x dolma rt sogani,
v
dolma-onion(s)
,9 l jy Ad H"W ) W  H-(s)I(n)
I------------ ----■----1
It is clear that, even though expanded, the relative 
positionsof the constituent members of the original Word-group 
are unaffected .
(B) The ,N ^ + , N (s ^ ( n ^  (pattern B) Word-group expanded 
'—■— = I :
multiplicity:
Examples 45 to 47 Have multiplicity of the Non-head, 48 
and 49 multiplicity of the Head, reinforcement by conjunction 
being present in nos. 47 and 49.
(45)
,ElNCANLAR,„KAPLAR ,iginde in GUPS (and) POTS 
\ f i S_ i
■ ( t f ) Z r f w-(s)I(n)+-IS
dolma: stuffed (vegetables)
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(4-6)
IRAN , „ INGILXZ, tl TURK
'Qaylarit
IRANIAN, ENGLISH (and)
TURKISH
teas
(4-7)
,ElNGANLARitve „KAPLAR, m
tiglnde GUPS and POTS
N- C O M (jOW N-(s)I(n)+-IS
(48)
sgay, tea-
ElNCANI,uKAjglSl,nTABAGIt CUP, SPOON (and) PLATE
N^-(s)I(n)^ N-(s)I(n) N-(s)I(n)
' >-
The next has the same structure, with the addition of Cg be­
tween the last two items:
(49)
.gay t tea-
EINGANI, t KAglSl „ve„ TABASi, CUP, SPOON and PLATE
It can be seen once more that when the members are 
multiple their position relative to one another Is unaffected.
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(C) The ,N ^ |]sf (s)l(n)^  (pattern G) Word-group expanded
by multiplicity:
izrLiJ=j
Examples 56 and 51 illustrate expansion of the Head, 
while no. 52 shows the Non-head made multiple in a Word-group 
also expanded by compounding:
(50)
'bulgunUN, according
buyuklugUNe kuquklugUNe to the largeness (or) smallness
gore of the wheat
The structure of this is N (n )^-n ]\[ (s)I(n)+ IS ^ (n)lht IS 1
(51)
teskiit tiirkqeNlN
'kibarligl ,M inceligl,,
,nezaketlsegkinligl,
the nobility, delicacy,
refinement (and) subtlety
of the old Turkish
N“(s)I(n ) N-(s)I(n) N-(s)l(n)
~TI7> ' T ;-----1 . .\----------._____u_________ .___JH__________._____II_______,__9_____-----1 U
\__________  ...iy___________
(52)
t meyvelerlN , tl sebzelerlN
t seslerlN'
the influences upon people
of fruits, vegetables
,insanu uzerindeki tesirlerl (and) sounds 
i —1 * . ____i________— j
> T- - ........... >   >
1. "pp" symbolises "postposition; this one, gore, requires the 
N with which it is grouped to bear the IS -(y)E.
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which is:
N~(n)In N-(n)In ^-(n)In ^ -(yQX# ^ -(s)I(n)+-PS N~(^)Z(?f )+-(s )I(n)
Again it can he seen that the observations made about 
sequence and position earlier are not affected by expansion.
CONCLUSION:
The following points emerge from these examples:
(i) a simple Word-group may have one or both of its 
members expanded, subject to certain limitations 
set by grammar and usage;
(ii) a Word-group, either simple or expanded, may 
function as exponent of one member of another 
Word-group, i.e. be "included" in another;
(iii) when expanded, the basic forms, both of the Word- 
group expanded and of the Word-group used to ex­
pand it, are unaffected;
(iv) the Word-groups exhibit certain internal restrict­
ions: tv/o positional features, juxtaposition and 
fixity of sequence, are found to occur where at 
least one of the members does not bear an overt 
suffix indicating the relationship, and converse­
ly to be abseht where suffixation is complete
and overt.
This last observation permits the setting up of a work­
ing hypothesis: where each constituent member of a group 
bears a suffix marking its relationship to the other (s), the 
position of the members is free; but in the absence of such 
complete suffixation, relationship is marked by position, 
which is therefore fixed. This will now be tested in the next
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largest structure, the simple Clause.
CLAUSE LEVEL
In dealing with structures larger than the Word-group, 
even with one as apparently straightforward as the C.lause, 
the problem of interpretation arises, in partiaular that of 
the relationship of each constituent part (i) to the struct­
ure as a whole, (ii) to the other constituent parts. In pub­
lished worlcs, the "words" which make up a Clause have been 
described according to their form and identified as "subject", 
"direct object" "verb" and the like but the Clause itself has 
been left almost as a random collection of such words. Con­
sequently, such descriptions of its structure as exist (and 
these are descussed below) are totally inadequate for the 
present purpose, which is to find the system of combination 
operating in all Turkish structures so that the .rules of 
sequence, if any exist, can be abstracted and described. For 
this reason, a new analysis of the Clause is required, orient­
ated towards syntax instead of morphology, and towards the 
Clause instead of the "Phrase".
Like the Word-group, the Clause occurs in both basic, 
or simple, and in expanded forms. The remainder of this 
chapter is devoted to the first of these.
1, The latter is Swift's approach.
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THE SIMPLE CLAUSE:
The Clause is interpreted in this study as a grammatic­
al structure made up of Clause-units, each of which has a 
unique role within it. There is, for instance, a "grammatic­
al subject" unit, a "predicate" unit, a "direct object" unit, 
an"adverb" unit, and so on. "Clause" is defined as a struct­
ure composed of one or more of these units, the Predicate/ 
Non-predicate unit (described below) being obligatory. The 
exponent of a Clause-unit is either a word or a Word-group, 
simple or expanded; indeed, it is only as the exponent of a 
Clause-unit that a Word-group has meaning.
Identification and description of Clause-units:
It is possible to identify 3> 5, 6 or 9 units according 
to the interpretation adopted. Here the full 9 are given.
Of these the most important, because by definition the only 
obligatory one, is the Predicate/Non-predicate unit.
The Predicate/Non-predicate Clause-unit (symbolised "P//"):
This unit is, by definition, essential to all Clauses. 
The form of its Head affects the manner in which
(i) this unit combines with others in the same 
Clause, and
(ii) the Clause of which it is part combines 
with others;
it must therefore be examined in detail .
The P/Z Clause-unit occurs in two forms:
(i) verbal,
(ii) nominal.
These will now be examined in turn.
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(i) The Form of the Verbal variant:
When it is verbal, the Predicate/Non-predicate Clause- 
unit consists of a Verb ("V"), with or without immediate 
qualifiers. This verb may be either
(i) finite, or
(ii) non-finite,
two forms which differ only in (a) the class of l'S which they 
bear and (b) the presence or absence respectively of the suf­
fix marking "person" (item (iv) in the scheme below).
A H  ffiftite forms of the Verb conform to the following 
scheme:- the Finite Verb contains, within the bounds of a 
single word and in a fixed sequence
(i) the Verb Root, i.e. the lexical element; 
this is inherently either transitive or in­
transitive ;
(ii) the marker(s) of "passive-ness", "intrans­
itivity", "causative-ness", "reciprocity", 
"negation", etc., if any be present; these 
are Ds}
(iii) the marker of tense: this is an IS of the 
sub-class "tense-marker" which includes 
-Dt2 , -r, -mEz, -ml§, -(y)EcEk, -(l)yor, 
-mElt, -05 ;
(iv) the marker of person: this is in most cases 
the verb substantive ("v.s.")^'; it is this
1. Zero is used in this study to indicate the meaningful, i.e. 
contrastive, absence of suffix only; it is therefore not
postulated for DS.
2, Capital letters represent morpho-phonemic alternant5, see p. J,
5. Marker of the "imperative", cf. Lewis, p.157; Swift,p.155.
V. Described fully in Lewis, p. 96 f f ; Swift, p. 14-2 ff.
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that makes the Verb a Predicate, but it is 
also the marker of the grammatical subject.
In the interrogative form these are arranged into two words 
(a mere convention of the orthography, not reflected in the 
suprasegmental features): the marker, the enclitic particle 
ml, is placed between (iii) and (iv) and initially in the 
second word. In the imperative, optative-subjunctive, condit­
ional and the ~Dl tense, ml is a separate word following (iv), 
which is there not the v.s.
This structure is illustrated in the following examples:
yap + ar + lm I make
(i) (iii) (iv)
yap + ar mi + yim? Do I make?
(i) (iii) (iv)
yap + tir + lr + im I have (something) made, I
(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) cause(s.t . )to be made
.p
yap + tir + ii + lr + 0 It is caused to be made
(i) (ii) (ii) (iii)(iv)
yap + tir mi + yor + um I am not having (s.t.) made
(i) (ii) (ii) (iii) (iv)
yap + ti + m mi? Did I make?
(i) (iii)(iv)
1. For these markers of person see Lewis, pp.106-7.
2. The 3 r d  person is unmarked, except in the imperative
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yap + ma + di + m mi+ Did I not make?
(i) (ii) (iii)(iv)
Ngn-llnlte forms of the Verb contain, also within the 
bounds of a single word, (i) and (ii) in the scheme above, 
and (iii) whose exponent is taken from one of the following 
groups:
(a) -r, -mEz, -(y)En, -ml§, -Dlk, -(y)EoEk, -DIgl1 , -(y)EcEgl1 
ebc.(markers of t;he"verbaladjec'bive" or "participle")^;
(b) -mEk, -mE, ~(y)'l§, -(y)En, -DIgl, -(y)EcEgl, -ml§, etc. 
(markers of the "verbal noun")b
(c) -(y)ErEk. -(y)InCE, -(y)ElI, -(y)E^ -(y)Ip and many 
others (markers of the "verbal adverb"); or the phrases 
which substitute for these, such as -Cy,)EnE kadar,
-Dig! iQin, -(y)EcEglnE, -DlktEn sonra^ ;
(d) —(y)Ip (marker of the "verbal conjunction").
(iv), however, is absent? Interrogation is indicated by ml 
which follows immediately, written as a separate word.
1. These are compound suffixes consisting respectively of —di 
—Dlk and -(y)EcEk + the possessive DS (here given as -(s)l(n) 
but using other persons as the need arises). Nevertheless,
they are suffixes in their own right, since they function
differently from the forms without the "possessive" DS.
2. Cf. Lewis, p.158 ff. 3. Cf. Lewis, p.167 ff.
4. Not to be confused with it.s homonym belonging to the nomin­
al series of IS (marker of the "dative").
5. Cf. Lewis, p.174 ff.
6. Person is of course indicated in some, in the possessive 
mentioned in footnote 1, for instance. This is merely a
nominal DS, however, i.e. a modification of the Stem, not 
the grammatical subject.
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Here are some examples
(a)
ak + ar 
(i) (iii)
which flows
yika + n + ir 
(i) (ii)(iii)
which may he washed
anla + § 4- ii 4- maz
(i) (ii)(ii) (ijj)
which cannot be understood or
agreed
yap +. tir 4* an
(i) (ii) (iii)
which has/had^" (something) made
geg + mi§ 
(i) (iii)
passed, past
soyle + n + me 4- dik
(i) (ii)(ii) (iii)
which is/was not said
gel 4- ecek 
(i) (iii)
which will come, future
koy + dugu 
(i) (iii)
1which he/she/it put
yap + i§ + tir + acagi 
(i) (ii) (ii) (iii)
which he/she/it will stick (tr)
1. The English tenses given do not represent the full range 
needed to translate the Turkish in every context.
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(b)
yap + ii +. mak being made, to be made
(i) (ii) (iii)
yap + ii + ma 
(i) (ii) (iii)
being made, to be made
ya§a + yi§ 
(i) (iii)
living, (manner of) living
yap + ma + yan 
(i) (ii) (iii)
he/she/it who does/did not make
yap + tir -t- il + digi 
(i) (ii) (ii) (iii)
that which is/was caused to be
made
yap tir + il + acagi 
(i) (ii) (ii) (iii)
that which will be caused to
be made
(c)
geg + mi§
(i) (iii)
ko§ + u§ + arak 
(i) (ii) (iii)
that which is passed, the past
by running about together
gel * me + yince 
(i) (ii) (iii)
upon not coming
gel -I- eli since coming
di + ye
(i) (Hi)
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saying, by saying
dur + ma + yip 
(i) (ii) (iii)
upon, by not stopping
evle -f n + ene kadar 
(i) (ii) (iii)
until getting married
anla + ma + digim igin because I do/did not understand
(i) (ii) (iii)
gid + ecegine
(i) (iii)
instead of going
yap 'i- tir + il + diktan sonra after having/having had
(i) (ii) (ii) (iii) (something) made
(d)
gel + ip come and
(i) (iii)
A Verbal Predicate ('‘VP”) is realised by a Finite Verb, 
a Verbal Non-predicate ("V)?5”) by a Non-finite one. The con­
verse is not true, it should be noted: as will become apparent 
in Chapter 2, a Finite Verb does not always function as P, 
nor a Non-finite one as JP.
Here are some examples of Glauses containing (i) VP
(ii) V?:
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(i) VP:
(53)
Ben^bekledim.t--- u________ j
VP
(54)
, Anlagiliyor 
VP
(55)
,Biz „ anlamiyor muyuz?, Don’t we understand?
VP
(56)
Kim^bilir? Who knows?i----1\------ 1
VP
(57)
tBahar , sever misin?, Do you like spice?
VP
(58)
tKahverengi(ioldu.. It became brown.
VP
(ii) V£:
(59)
t siz,igelelit since you came ("coming")
V^ 5
I waited.
It is understood.
1. Clause-units not yet discussed are left unlabelled.
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(60)
fsoguduktan sonrai after cooling
I f
(61)
t Fist'i-k^  cLa^kahverengj^ olunca , Upon the pine-kernels also
I f becoming brown
(62)
' Uzerinelt yazmak i$in mi?. To write on?
V f
(ii) The Form of the Nominal variant:
A Nominal Predicate ("UP”) or Non-predicate (UN?5) con­
sists of a Nominal to which the v.s. (verb substantive) is 
suffixed. The exponent of this Nominal can be:
1. a formal Noun bearing any of the IS of the 
nominal series except -(y)I/-(^)Z, the marker 
of the "direct object"”^;
2. a N“^ word, such as an A j.
It can be a single word, or a Word-group, simple or expanded. 
In the interrogative form the particle ml follows the Nominal 
but, in writing, separated from it; it is to the ml that the
v.s. is attached. The Nominal here substitutes for the
items (i), (ii) and (iii) of the Finite verb.
The following examples show the Nominal of NP as a N6un
(nos. 63, 64, 65, 66), as an Adjective (nos. 67 - 70)» as a 
single word (nos. 63, 65, 67, 68, 69) and as a Word-group 
(nos. 64, 66, 70):
1. See below, pp. 77-7^.
(63)
v Musaade^kendinde ,t 
NP
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Permission (is) with yourself.
(64)
t Kimin yszisirtbu?t Ifcose writing (is) this?
NP
(65)
tSuleymaniyededir.t (It)is at the Suleymaniye.
NP
(6 6)
' Ben,, sizin f ikrinizdeyim., I am of ("in") your opinion.
NP
(67)
, gekeri,, yok., 
NP
(It) has no sugar (in it) ("Its 
sugar is non-existent")
(68)
f Kagti?, 
NP
How much was (it)? ("It was 
how much?")
(69)
, Fransizlt degilsiniz.,
NP
You are not French,
(70)
,Ders ,, daha muhim.t Lessons ("Lesson") (are) more
^  important.
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W f i is more limited than V? because of the accident 
that v.s. is defective, lacking all of the forms bearing the 
suffixes listed on p.62. It occurs only with the following, 
which are enclitic: -(y)sE (marker of the conditional) and
are required the verb ol- 'become' is employed as suppletive; 
such forms are verbal, however, not nominal.
A Clause whose P/? unit is realised by P, whether VP 
or NP, is hereafter termed a Pinite Clause ("P.01"), one in 
which it is realised by whether VJ? or N?, a Non-finite 
Clause (u^ .CLn). Discussion of these two type will occupy a 
large part of Chapter 2.
The other, non-predicative. Clause-units:
Each of the remaining Clause-units has a Nominal as is 
Head. Relationship, or function, is indicated by the potent­
ial presence of IS or its absence; that is to say, these unit 
Heads are either
iken/-(y)ken (marker of a verbal adverb^). When other ISs 
(71)
tdomates biberse 
N?
if it is tomatoes or pepper(s)
(72)
benuLondradayken
NT5
when/while I am/was in London
or
2. N (i.e. a formal Noun).
1. Cf. Lewis, p.19C ff.
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Any one of these units may he made interrogative by appending 
the enclitic ml, which is written as a separate word.
The first of the groups above, N -headed units, con­
tains two Clause-units:
1, the Adverb Clause-unit,
2, the Complement Clause-unit.
These are now described.
The Adverb Clause-unit (symbolised ”N^vM): ^ ^
This unit is most often the qualifier of the Root of 
the verb of the P/? Uniij its commonest occurrence is there­
fore in Clauses with VP or V J ? .
(73)
( gimdi11 ogrendim.t I have ^ust learnt (it).
tfAv TP
(74-)
tDoneeekler mi,ttekrar?t Will they return again?
TP HAv
(75)
vPirince gore4d e g i q i y o r It varies according to the rice.
VP
1. Absence of hyphen indicates that the following symbol de­
notes the class of word, not the marker.
2. “Adverb" is restricted to one meBningjin this study: an 
Adverb qualifiers a verb only. Lewis, p.193 ff. » deals
with “adverbs” in the traditional, multiple, use of this 
word.
3. Postpositional phrases are generally used adverbially. 
Por their structure, cf. p..56 above, footnote 1.
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(76)
i t i iyice „ kaynaymca , When the water is thoroughly
NAv V? , ., . 1boiling^
(77)
, gok „konu§an , who talks a lot
nAv V?
it will be seen that the position of this Unit relative to 
that of the P/? one is not fixed.
The Complement Clause-unit ( ") :
In contrast to the last, 
Root (as it were the "action") 
"person" or "thing"):
(78)
(Az geherliuigiyorsunuz.l 
WG VP
(79)
tBiraz daha dokuku buluyorum.i 
N° VP
this Unit qualifies not the 
but a nominal (as it were a
You drink (it) semi-sweet 
("little sugar-y")
I find (it) a little more 
flaked-off.
(80)
tIst&nbuluuallak bullak,,etti., It made Istanbul topsy-turvy.
R° VP
1. A final comma indicates that the clause quoted is not a  
"complete"sentence"; it occurs only in the translation, 
since Turkish does not use any punctuation mark in such a 
position.
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(81)
4 §ehriyeli„ yapacaksan, If you would make (it) with
—
F  vermicelli ("vermicelli-y")
)
(82)
tKahverengi,, oldu., It became brown.
WC VP
(33)
Sogan^kahverengi,, olunca, When the onion becomes/is
iP V/ . ^ brown
(84)
tKendilerirtgekerliholan, those who are themselves sweety
VjP
(85)
, Turk,, olmadigini | that he/she is not a Turk/
^  V? T >■ H ^Turkish (dir. obj. )
It is clear from these examples that the position of the 
GN Clause-unit is invariably immediatly before the P/^ unp-t;
—ISThe remaining Clause-units are N -headed, that is, 
they belong to the second group on p.69. These, too, are of 
two types:
1. those with explicit IS,
2. those with implicit IS.
The first contains the "suffix-marked Adverbial units" and 
the "specific direct object" Clause-unit; these will now be 
dealt with.
The Suffix-marked Adverbial Units:
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1There are four such units, marked by the suffixes -DE , 
-DEn\ -(y)E.^ and ~(y)lE^; the suffix of the first three is 
stressable, that of the last enclitic. All, like the N^v 
Unit, qualify the Root of the Verb forming the Vp or Y f  of 
the Clause; all may also function as the N component of NP/N^5.^
(a) The Clause-unit:
(86)
fLondrada mi„oturuyorsunuz?, Do you live in London?
N“*'D'E VP
(8?)
,Hiq bir fark„yoktur, There is no difference at all
NP
\iqinin y a p i l i § i n d a i n  the manner of making the
n-de
inside.
(88)
tUQte „burda„ olacaktmiz .t You were going to be here at
n -d e . n -de
three.
1. For -DE see Lewis pp. 29, 57 ("locative");Swift.p.137 ("loc­
ative"). For -DEn see Lewis, pp.29,37 ("ablative"); Swift 
p.138 ("Source-Route Suffix"). For -(y)E see Lewis, p.29,
36 ("dative"); Swift, p.135-6 ("Goal Suffix").
2. ile/=(y)lE has two functions: (i) it is a conjunction (see 
Chapter 2), (ii) it replaces in the modern language the now 
"dead" "instrumental case-ending"-in. It is the second that 
concerns us here.Cf. Lewis, p.86; Swift, p.204.
3. This adverbial function of nouns bearing these suffixes is
not their only one, but it is the only one at Clause level.
They also function as Qualifiers at Word-group level (see
C
p.44, for -DEn operating thus). Some also function as N 
st -Clause level in literary Turkish.
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(b ) The ]\[~'^ n Qlgu s b -unit:
(89)
tKitaptan,lSgrenilmiyor
j\|-D En •y-p
(90)
, tencereden.i gikarmamak, 
N-DEn yp
It isn't to be learnt from 
books.
not to take (it) out of the 
pan,
(91)
,lyi„!>ilmi,yorum„ onu„akildan., I don't know that well from
VP •DEn memory.
(c ) The N (y)-^ Clause-unit:
(92)
,Vereyimusana
VP
Let me give (it) to you,
(93)
'Istanbula,, grelelii since coming to Istanbul
(a)
(94-)
.Hen nboyle .Lvanivorum.,
I\[-^v yp
I always do it thus (boyle <  
bu ile).
(95)
fBen„f lstik ve uzumle t 
N-(y)lE
ryapiyrrrum, .
VP
I make (it) with paa^ e
with pine—kernels and currants
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These Suffix-marked Adverbial Cla.use-units can be seen to 
occur either before or after the F/J? unit; they are there­
fore not positionally fixed.
The Specific Direct Object Olause-unit alternant:
A Head marked by the IS -(y)r^ is one of the two altern­
ants of the Direct Object Unit, namely the "Specific" Direct 
Object. This, and the otherjalternant which is described next, 
is associated with transitivity of the Verb, whether overtly 
marked by DS or inherent in the root (cf. p.60 above); it can­
not occur in Clauses with NP/Np?.
(96)
,Biberleri„ oydum., I scooped out the peppers.
JJ-(y )i yp
(97)
Kim„yaptillbunlari?l 
VP u~(y^
Who did these (things)?
(98)
Onu
l\f (y)i
^ertesi giine kadar
NAv
,tencereden„ cikarmamaki 
h“DPn
Not to take 
it
out of the pan 
until the next day;
This unit-alternant is seen to be positionally free, like the 
other units with explicit IS:-
1. Cf. Lewis, pp.28, 55-6; Swift, p.136.
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There are two Clause-units with implicit IS. The first
of these is an alternant of the last discussed, i.e. the 
p
Non-secified variant of the Direct Object unit. Since the
two, the "marked" and the "unmarked" are in free variation,
}
being mutually exclusive, the Direct Object unit as a whole 
may be symbolised  ^ ^on-specific member
being
The Non-specific Direct Object Olause-unit alternant:
(99)
, Bahar „sever misin?, Do you like spice?
N ^  ^  VP
(100)
' Gayet guzel vakit| We are having ("spending")
tg e Q i r i y o r u z a very nice time.
VP
(101)
, ICardegim, i§ ,
x - W *
^aptigi zaman, 
V^
When
my sister 
does/did work,
(102)
Oyle bir §ey
N-(#V '
,bekliyerek,
1. Of. Lewis, p.35; Swift, pp.
The fact that these two 
seem to have been recognis
Expecting 
such a thing,
190-1, 13d.
are indeed alternants does not 
)d before.
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This unit-alternant is seen to he invariably immediately 
before the P/? unit; it is thus positionally fixed.
The Grammatical Subject Clause-unit:
The other unit with implicit not explicit IS is the 
"Grammatical Subject" unit, Bn like N"”^ ^ ,  which is in con­
trast with only one other form (namely N”^ ^ ) ,  this unit is 
in contrast with all the other non-predicative nominal units
1. with the N"" "^-headed units (N"^,
N-Cy)®, and ir(y )1/(^ )?; and
2. with the N“^-headed units (ltv , P).
To indicate that absence of explicit suffix is meaningful 
this unit is symbolised
This unit is associated with the marker of person (i.e 
item (iv) in the scheme on p.60 above) which the VP or NP 
contains; it may also occur in Clauses with VJ? and N? having 
its IS drawn from group (c) (p.62 above).
(103)
t Ben n bekledim.i I waited.
IT^ VP
(104)
, Kim ,i bilir?' Who knows?
N-i2 VP
(105)
2, Hiq sesnduyulmuyor., No sound at all is heard.
N VP
1. Cf. Lewis, p.35.
2. It has not been found necessary to distinguish between 
active and passive verbs when nostulating N as 
"grammatical subject".
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(106)
,Kimdirtl o kadm?. Who is that woman?
n p ir^1
(107)
tTiirkgenin kibarligi,
W”0
,kalmadi., 
vf
(108)
, siz„Istanbulat,geleli,
N-0 N-(y)E Y?
(109)
Kardesim»------ i
i§ yaptigi zaman 
N“(/)/ y )?
The position of this unit is seen not to he fixed.
These, then, are the theoretical constituents of the 
Olausea Predicate/Non-predicate unit (P/0) which may he 
verbal or nominal, a grammatical Subject unit (N“^), a
Direct Object unit with specific and non-specific alternants
—(v)l/(/)/ 0a Complement unit (N ) and five adverbial units
(N^v and four suff ix-rnarked ones: N”^ ,  # j^”(y)-^  #
N An "indirect object" unit has been found unnecessary;
the "vocative" (which is without suffix-marker) has been ex-
1eluded because of its limited application.
when
my sister 
does/did work
The nobility of Turkish
is no more ("does not remain")
since you came to Istanbul^
1. In the illustrations, any vocatives that occur are simply 
labelled without comment.
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Naturally, Glauses do not usually contain all of these 
units, although it might he theoretically possibly for one 
to do so. rfhe first question to be considered in seeking 
an explanation for the actual content of a given Olause is 
this: since at Glause-level there are no universally recog- 
nised patterns comparable to the Word-group^ what are the 
factors governing
(i) the selection,
(ii) the sequential arrangement
of units in the construction of a given Clause?
(i) Selection of Glause-units:
Some selection is grammatically determined. For in­
stance, the presence of "intransitivity" and "passivity" in 
the V exponent of the P/? unit and the use of a N exponent 
for that unit, preclude the presence of the j\p(y 
Clause-unit.
In the other hand, it can be shown that not a single 
one of the nominal Glause-units which are grammatically per­
missible is obligatory: in no case is an expressed Adverb 
or Suffix-marked Adverbial unit necessary; no verb which 
"governs" the "dative" ( N " ^ ^ )  or the "ablative" 
needs to have it expressed; no transitive verb needs an ex­
plicit Direct Object ( N ~ ^ u n i t ,  and no Predicate
1. Swift (190 ff.) identifies endocentric phrase structures 
whose Head is a Verb and whose "modifier" is one or other 
of the Clause-units listed here. Under the heading "modi­
fier, however, he brings together items which, in my view, 
belong to different levels of structure; for instance, he
does not distinguish between a type of Adverb omitted from 
this study which bears the same relationship to the V as 
the Aj does to its N-Head (juxtaposition, fixity of se­
quence) and the type classed here as a Glause-unit (free­
dom of position^ , Stoift does not recognise structural levels.
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or Non-predicate needs to be accompanied by an expressed 
Subject (N“^) unit.
The only conclusion that can be drawn from this is
i
that all non-predicative nominal units are optionsl . This 
is tantamount to saying that those units are lower in status 
than the P//5 unit and that the latter is therefore the Head 
of an endocentric group, for, since the P/? unit contains 
not only the ’content* component (in its Hoot) but also in­
dications of the implied presence of other units (in its
Vi
Root - which is inherently either transitive or intransitive 
- and in its DS), indications of time (tense) (in its IS) 
and of the grammatical subject (in the v.s. or its substitute) 
the non-predicative nominal units are mere amplifications or 
qualifications of the elements present already in the P/9?5 
unit.
This superior status of the P/JP unit is accepted by 
some Turkish grammarians:
"The verb is the essential (esasli 'having the 
essence1) element, the main (ana) element, the 
fundamental (temel 'foundation*) element, the 
prop (direk) of the Clause. The whole structure 
(yapi) of the Clause is founded upon it. All the
p
other elements are elements which gather about
1. This is an observation that does not seem to have been 
made before.
The difference between Turkish and English practice in
this respect is interesting; e.g. certain English trans-
£
itive verbs require an expresAed Direct Object, unit ~ like, 
for instance.
2. Presumably he is not using this word in a locational sense!
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the verb, support it, and complete it."'*'
"For a sentence" (i.e. I?.Cl) " to exist, the 
minimum condition/stipulation is a finite verb.
A finite verb is necessary and sufficient for 
the existence of a sentence. This means that a 
sentence can be a single word if that word is a 
verb, because it contains both subject (‘actor’, 
fail) and verb (‘action’ fiil), the two funda-
p
mental elements of a sentence.*1
Swift makes the same assertion:
‘"The one essential to a clause is a predicate seg­
ment. Many Turkish clauses consist of such a seg­
ment alone.
Theoretically, therefore, the Turkish Clause, like the 
Word-group, can be described as a Qualifier-Head^ structure 
in which the form of the Head determines which Qualifier(s) 
may be present, but in no case determines which shall be.
It follows that the presence of these qualifying Clause-units 
must be entirely a matter of choice, and in the subsequent 
chapters an attempt is made to identify the factors which 
govern the speaker's selection.
(ii) Sequential arrangement of Clause-units:
Accounting for the arrangement of the units within the
1. Ergin (1962), pp.576-7. 2. Ergin (1962), p.576.
3. Swift, p.174-.
A1-. The sign avoids indication of sequential arrangement.
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Clause is the more difficult problem of the two.
The "accepted" view - that "secondary element precedes
primary", that "the verb is the last element in a clause"
has already been found inadequate.^ The position of the verb,
however, - the criterion by which a "sentence" is deemed
"reguiao?" or "inverted" - is merely part of a much larger
problem: it is the question of the sequence of Clause-units
other then the P/jE5 one which presents the greatest difficulty.
2 d 4Following Deny , and like Bilgegil , Lewis sets out
the sequential a- angement:
"... the typical order of the elements in a liter­
ary sentence is: (l) subject^, (2) expression of
r r
time, (3) expression of place , (4) indirect ob-
n o
ject , (5) direct object , (6) modifier of the 
verb^, (7) verb. If any of these elements is 
qualified, the qualifier precedes it. T^e defin­
ite precedes the indefinite, so elements (4) and 
(3) will change place if the indirect object is 
indefinite and the direct object is definite^^
1. See p.17 ff., above. 2. Deny (1921), p.911.
3. Bilgegil (1964), p.51. 4. Lewis, 239.
5. Our .
6. Both are presumably our F^v and
7. Our
8. Presumably our # i.e. both alternants,
9. What this is is not made clear,
10. That is,
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Not only is this exceedingly clumsy, but on Lewis's 
own admission does not always fit the facts:
"It will not escape thes reader's attention that 
such 'typical' sentences are relatively infre­
quent among the enormous variety that can occur 
in human speech, especially in its written form’*'. 
Nevertheless, although not every sentence will 
have all these elements, the order given above 
will be found to fit not only most sentences but
p
also most clauses within the sentence."
The truth of this may be doubted.
However, there are indisputable facts to be uncovered: 
a careful examination of the position of each of the non­
predicative nominal units relative to that of the P/J? unit 
reveals that the former fall into two groups:
(i) those whose position is fixed,
(ii) those whose position is free.
Into the first of these groups fall three Clause-units:
(a) the alternant of the Direct Object unit;
(b) the N^ unit,
(c) any non-predicative nominal unit which is 
interrogative, whether (1) by virtue of hav­
ing as its exponent an inherently interrogat­
ive nominal Root (such as kirn 'who?', hangi 
'which?1, nasil 'how1? ne 'what?'; kimi 
'whom?', kime 'to whom?', kimden 'from whom?'
1. I'he assertion that the written form shows greater variety 
than the spoken is one that could only be' made by someone 
who has not tried to analyse the latter! Yet it is a 
truism, scarcely ever questioned.
2. Lewis, p.241.
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kiminle 'with whom?', etc.) 
or (2) by virtue of the presence of the en­
clitic interrogative particle ml.
All three occupy the position immediately before the P/)? unit, 
no matter whether the Clause is in the main "regular" or "in- 
verted" It will he observed that (a) and (b) above, that 
is, the two non-interrogative units, are non-suffix-marked 
ones so that their being positionally fixed supports the 
hypothesis that fixity of position replaces a suffix as mark­
er of relationship.
Into the second of the groups fall 
^ DEn^ jq. (y)E all of which are positionally free.
It will be noted that they are of two types: non-suffix- 
marked ones (N 1T^ V ) and suffix-marked ones (the rest).
The latter may be presumed to make no use of position as 
marker of function, in accordance with the hypothesis above.
1. When more than one of them occur in a Clause, one must
take precedence, of course. It has not been possible to 
work out the rule for this, although examples no.SSh on 
p. does suggest one possibility.
2. Ediskun (1963) mentions the position of interrogatives 
(pp.366-7).
Concerning the position of the interrogative, cf. Hal- 
liday (197C), pp.161-2: "... we put first, in an interrog­
ative clause, the element that contains this request for 
information, the polarity-carrying element in a yes/no 
question and the questioning element in a ' wh-'-question,." 
Substitute "before the verb" for "first" and the statement
is true of Turkish, and for the same reason - emphasis, as 
will be shown later.
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The former, however, are positionally free, for although each 
frequently occupies the initial position in a Clause^, in 
fact any position is available to them; it is clear that in 
any given instance some factor t-^erh than determination by 
"grammatical rules" must be in operation.
Swift explains the use of the initial position for
these two units as the result of choosing one or other as the
"topic" about which the rest of the clause is the "comment"
but he never justifies his division of a clause (or utterance)
2into these two parts. "Meaning" is also the criterion used 
by Turkish grammarians:
"In "regular" (kuralli) sentences the words are 
arranged according to their importance and the 
most important word occurs beside the verb."
or more accurately:
"There is no fixed (kesin) order for the elements 
occurring before the verb. They are brought
1. See Lewis above (p.84-) and Swift, pp. 178-9
2. The impression given is of a mechanical division of the
clause, on a par with the tradition "subject and predicate". 
In fact, there is a lot of evidence to support his unsub­
stantiated claim: Mundy (1959) uses the concept, and it ap­
pears in the following pages. Unfortunately all Swift of­
fers is "that it is not a matter of grammar at all but a 
matter of the lexical meanings- of the words themselves and 
of the total context of the utterance of which the clause
is all or part" - but he gives no evidence, (p.178).
5. Gencan (1966), p.75.
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close to it according to the degree of emphasis 
required. The most emphatic is generally the 
element closest to, and immediately preceding, 
the verb, and it has the tonal stress of the 
clause.
Although the accuracy of the last sentence may be disputed, 
it is at least a pointer to the fact that phonetic prominence 
of some sort, and occurring at a particular point in the in­
tonation contour may exercise a controlling influence upon 
the position and/or sequence of the units it encompasses. 
Swift seems to imply a contour-initial prominence also 5 
Meskill includes an "emphatic word order"-'5.
These, however, are only scratching the surface, pick­
ing out details - hence the apparent contradictions; examin­
ation of the larger context can reconcile them. A start will 
be made upon this now, although the account will not be com­
pleted until Chapter 5.
Phonetic prominence is a feature found to occupy one,
iT'ML
and only^ , unit in a Clause; selecting a unit to receive this 
prominence entails the selection of a certain sequence also. 
To demonstrate this, a brief description of the basic inton­
ation contour is necessary.^
1. Ergin (1962),pp.376-7. Swift, p.174.
5. Meskill (1970), pp.61, 62.
A. The description that follows is a summary of original
work not yet published. There is no adequate published ac­
count of Turkish supra segmental features,, intonation being 
particularly badly served: Nash (1973) analyses a highly 
specialised style (read anedote) which bears little relat­
ion to the conbuurs of spontaneous speech; TansVl^likewise 
does not deal withjspeech (he analyses a poem); Ediskun's 
eaminstion (1963) is superficial and inaccurate.
- contined on next page -
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The basic, , intonation contour and its prominent parts:
All isolate clauses in Turkih, be they affirmative, 
negative or interrogative, unless carrying one of a small 
number of special implications which need not concern us 
here, are uttered with an identical tune. This begins at a 
high pitch and ends at "base-line" pitch, that is, the speak­
er's lowest; the steepness of the intervening slope depends 
upon the length of the contour (or clause), its lack of 
smoothness being due to the minor modifications imposed by 
word accentual patterns.
This descending contour has two peaks of prominence:
(i) the high pitch at the start; this is a pitch 
prominence, rather than a stress prominence;
(ii) a single primary stress with associated raised 
pitch which interrupts the basic fall and is fol­
lowed by a sharp descent to "base-line" pitch.
Thus this peak of prominence, a stress promin­
ence, which does not reach the same absolute 
pitch as that at the start, immediately precedes 
the "tail", section characterised by low
pitch, weak volume, and total or almost total 
absence of word accentual patterns.
It is the second of these, the stress prominence, that affects
-continued from previous page -
Previous work on stress is admirably summarised by Lees 
(Lees (1961) ). Mundy also deals with it (Mundy (1953) )> 
and Swift makes excellent observations about "segmental 
stress"; unfortunately some of Swift1s .findings are ob­
scured by his use of suprasegmental "phonemes". A use­
ful prosodic analysis is to be found in Winnick (1972)'
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sequence in the isolate clause; the first (pitch prominence) 
seems to be significant only in structures larger than the 
simple Olause and discussion of it is not appropriate before 
Chapter 5.
Although this basic contour does not alter (except in 
the presence of one of the special implications already men- 
tioned), the proportion of it which lies before this stress 
prominence and after it does vary; indeed, where both promin 
ences coincide, as in example 117 below) all may lie after 
it. This proportion is inseparably bound up with the se­
quence of units, for the stress prominence is located either 
within or immediately preceding the P/? unit. Th.is is il­
lustrated in the following examples, where the stress promin 
ence is marked 7 j every syllable after this lies in the tail
(110)
llle bu aileyle_____ it------------- Please ("absolutely1’)
fjAv N-(y)lE introduce us
to ("with”) that family.
c m )
/
Hnl Irfan r>a r*n They collect
, topliyorlar., money from the people.
(112)
Beni hep They
always
/
cenup tarafma
send
w-(y)E
me
, gonderiyorlar. to southern districts.
VP
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In this last example, it is still the pre-P/? unit that has 
the contour stress prominence, even though it may seem at 
first sight to be far removed from the P/0?, for it is the
stressable syllable of the, +, n "~(s )•*• (n ) ^ord-group
(cenup tarafi) that bears it.
Ihe next three examples have the P/9? unit in the Initial
position so that the two prominences coalesce:
(115)
t Sordum 4 
VP
,bir kag arkadagima.
N" (y)h
I asked
a few friends of mine
(m)
t Guzel t, aliyor, 
N^v VP
. herhalde » sesi. ,
O - e ) 1
(115)
vGuzeldir,, herhalde.
NP
ore lari.
NAv
It picks up 
the sound 
well,
I suppose.
It must be nice 
there,
I suppose (" thereabouts is 
nice, I suppose")
Returning to those units or exponents whose position is 
grammatically determined to look at their position in relat­
ion to that of the stress prominence, it can be seen in no. 
Ill above that the (para) is not only immediately be­
fore the P/0? unit as already stated, but also coincides with 
the stress prominence. Interrogative words show the same
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coincidence of position and stress prominence:
(116)
f  r\
What can one expect of that? 
(,rWhat is expected ©from it?")
, Ondan ,i ne , beklenir?
N•r Dhn 0 VP
(117)
, Kim u yapti , hunlari?.
-0 Vp H"(y)1N'
Who did these (things)?
(118)
/•
, Hasilt, gotiireceksin Ubunu? 
rAv ttti ' -(y)IF VP N
How are you going to take 
this away?
It is possible that the relationship between 
position within the Clause and possession of the stress 
prominence may be a causal one, and and interrogat­
ive units occupying the position immediately before the P/^ 
unit because they all require to receive the stress; 
that is, both have inherently not only word stress but also 
Clause stress^ However that may be, the fact remains that
(i) in a Clause containing either of these, the 
speaker has no choice over their position,
(ii) the stress prominence is either the pre-P/^5 unit, 
as here, or the P/^5 unit itself.
There are two other cases in which the speaker has no 
choice over the unit to bear the stress prominence: it is 
grammatically determined where the P/^5 is either interrogat­
ive or negative. That is to say, stress prominence coincides
primary
1. There is only one/stress in each piece;
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(i)
with the stressable syllable immediately preceding
(a) the unstressable (enclitic) DS which marks 
verbal negation (-ME-),
(b) the unstressable (enclitic) particle ml 
which marks verbal interrogation, unless 
negation (-ME-) is also present, when that 
takes precedence
(ii)
with the marker of negation itself (degil 'not') in NP/N?.
(119)
Bunlar „ bir tiirlu
N NAv
, not ntutamiyorlar 
VP
They
cannot take note(s) 
any how.
(120)
t Zeytinyagi lt pekmiyor,
if
m y  
W i VP
Rice doesn’t soak up
.Plring.i
V *
olive oil.
(121)
s
'Donecekler mi tekrar?, 
VP NAv
(122)
/
fBeraber „ hep l( turkpe mi i 
nAv jjAv ^ - W X
konuguyorsunuz?,
VP
Are they going to come back 
again?
(Is it) always Turkish
(that)
you speak 
together?
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(123)
/
,Koyu muu iqersiniz 
NC VP
FI' W
(124)
(?ransiz,t degilsiniz
i P  NP
Do you drink tea
You are not Prench.
The findings can be summarised thus: the stress promin­
ence of a Turkish Clause is placed either just before the 
P/i5 unit (which is where the N_^ ^ s or an interrogative 
unit is placed) or in the P// unit itself. It was seen also 
that there are three units whose position is fixed. It fol­
lows that when a speaker wished to emphasis one of the other 
(positionally free) nominal units he moves that unit^ into
the pre-P/Z unit position. The following example has been
u i
made up to illstrate this :
(125)
'^ Av*1 ‘V<*°-0~~‘ fy) 1 * -^e child brought her dog
N N ^ N 
sim-fa getirdi. to class today.
N-(y>E vp
This is the "basic” sequence, that is, the least "coloured"
1. It contains more single-word units than a smoothly-flowing 
Clause would have and is therefore rather ungainly; never­
theless, it is perfectly "correct” and serves to illustrate 
the principle in question betternthan any of the Clauses 
available in the corpus.
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one. Theoretically, however, since every unit here possesses 
freedom of position, every one can be placed in any position, 
hot every possibility has been tested, for there must be 
scores; the point is sufficiently made by giving six others 
only:
(126)
Bugun.1 Qocuk„sinifa ,
m Av Y t y ) E '
A kopeginiu getirdi., 
jp-(y )I yp
The child brought her dog
to class today.
(127)
, BuKun.kopeftini,, sinifa, 
(y)I N-(y)EHAv N'
t gocuk,, getirdi., 
N"0 VP
(128)
.Bugun „ cocuk ^ kopegini,
NAv tvt y^ )T
/
, sinifa,'getirdi. 
yp
The child brought her dog
to class todayy "fca
u)4
/
The child otti ^ m - cL
to class today.
(129)
,Qocukhkopeftini„ sinifa, 
(y)I M-(y)EN N'
/
, bugun „ getirdi.(
I\fAv VP
(130)
,Qocuk„kopegini,, sinifa.
N-0 -(y)T N-(y)E
vgetirdi,, bugun., 
VP NAv
The child brought her dog
/ , f 
to class today, f <rv J+ w~CUi
t
/
The child brought her dog 
to class today.
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(131)
t Qocuk„kdpeginilt sinifa, The child brought her dog
n r s - W t - W ®
/
tgetirdil(bugun.t to class today.
VP N
It is clearly seen that whereas English retains the same 
word order throughout and shifts the stress prominence, Turk­
ish retains the stress prominence and moves the words to it.
To point the contrast, the word kopek may be substitut­
ed fo r  kopegini (that is, replaces
(132)
tBugunlt Qocuk „sinifa i The child brought one/some
^Av -^ -0 ]\f“(y)E z
from the class of object dog’
,kopek .^etirdi., to class today.
In this case, not only does the obligation of maintaining 
the sequence N + p/j? reduce the number of possibilities
but even the following is unacceptable:
/
*Bugun„ qocukn sinifa, The child did bring one/some
nAv „-0 „-Cy)E
from the class of object 'dog1
/ 1, kopek tl getirdi to class today.
yp
Conclusion:
The discussion has shown
1. To the Turks asked this feels like the answer to a question, 
however, as such it would be unacceptable; that would 
have to be:
"Bugun qocuk sinifa kopek getirdi mi?" "Bid the child . ,.n 
/
"Getirdi". "Yes, she did."
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(i) that the fixity of position exhibited in the
majority of Word-groups obtains in the Clause only 
in three cases, and
(ii) that the positional freedom possessed by almost all 
units cannot be explained by the earlier hypothesis 
which suggested that freedom of position might be 
associated with presence of a suffix marker; it 
was found to be so in the case of all the suffixed-
jyxr un. gf
marker units, but not in that of N and N , which 
are without overt suffix.
Nevertheless, two rules of position can be identified:
(i) the position of the unit alternant,
0N and of any interrogative nominal unit 
has been found to be the pre-P/? unit one 
invariably and thus to be grammatically 
determined. Accordingly these need be men­
tioned no more.
(ii) the remaining units, free positionally,
are found to be placed by choice in the pre- 
P/75 unit when they are to receive special 
emphasis.
Many questions remain unanswered however; for instance:
1. what governs the sequence of units in that part of 
the intonation contour before the stress prominence 
and within the tail?
2. Is the initial pitch prominence of the contour a 
factor affecting sequence?
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3* Is the verbal content of the low pitched, unemphatic 
tail really "less important" than what precedes it 
(This is the Turk's stock explanation of the "in­
verted" sentence)?
Possible answers will be suggested in Chapter 5. Meanwhile 
there is much more to be done in identifying those sequences 
which are grammatically determined, before the factors 
governing the speaker's choice in the rest can be dealt with. 
They v/ill now be sought in the structure next in size to 
the Simple Clause but at the same level as that, namely, 
the Expanded Clause.
CHAPTER TWO
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COMBTHATION AND SEQUENCE AT CLAUSE LEVEL - 2: 
THE EXPANDED CLAUSE
In the previous chapter fixity of sequence was found 
to be a feature of some Word-groups and Clause-unit combinat­
ions but not of others; the suggestion that its presence may 
be asoociated with absence of suffix-marker of relationship 
was tested and found inadequate.
In this chapter, the Expanded Clause is examined with 
the object of identifying those sequences which are grammat­
ically determihed and those which are free. Some methods of 
indicating relationship are also shown; recognition of these 
will help later in the identification of the larger struct­
ures of speech.
THE EXPANDER CLAUSE.
\ The Simple Clause, like the Word-group* can be expanded,
by compounding or by multiplicity or both.
Expansion by compounding:
Just as the Word-group is deemed "compound" when the 
exponent of one of its constituent parts is another Word-group 
(termed "included"), so a Clause is "compound" when the ex­
ponent of one of its constituent parts, that is, Clause-units, 
is another Clause, also termed "included"}
1. Ihis term is also the one used by Turkish grammarians, a
clause acting as exponent of the constituent of another being 
called girisik ("entered into"). Cf. Ediskun(1963),P.579;
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In the exposition that follows attention is especially 
directed towards the Finite/Non-finite nature of the Clause 
which is included, since this not only illustrates how poor 
a guide morphology is to function hut also highlights one of 
the most significant facts of combination in Turkish, viz. 
that theoretically any structure can be operated as a Non-head.
Included Glauses:
An Included Clause may be the exponent of any Clause- 
unit except the verbal variant (VP/V^5) of the ' B / ' f unit. It 
may realise either the whole of a unit or only part of it.
Thus it may be the exponent of either
1. an unqualified Clause-unit Head; or
2. the Non-head member of a Word-group constitut­
ing the whole of, or part of, the unit.
1. In the first, the Included Clause is, of course, the ex­
ponent of the whole unit, if that be simple. It is either
(i) a tradition^"noun olause" (in our termin­
ology, J?.C1 with suffix marker from group 
(b) (p. 60) -i- IS of the nominal series) 
as in the following:
(155)
.Yanmasini,, kasdetmiyorum.. I don't mean its burning.
vN-(y')l yp
in which the Included Clause, a single unit one, is made 
up as follows:
yan verb Boot (intransitive);.
-ma IS of the verbal series (b), creating a
de-verbal noun;
- s m  PS of the nominal series (3rd person of the
possessive set)
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-i IS of the nominal series (-(y)I) marking
the specified Direct Object.
Or it is
(ii) a traditional "adverb clause" (?.C1 with 
suffix marker form group (c)) as in
(154)
, GulumsiYEHEKltgitmi§ t She herself
v nAv VP
^ k e n d i s i went (there) smiling.
It will be shown, however, that P.01 can function as exponent 
of an Included Clause in those units xvhich are without overt 
suffix marker (viz. N^),
2. In the second, the Included Clause is a Qualifier. Thus:
(i) if it is the exponent of Aj in a pattern
A Word-group, it is a traditional "adject­
ive clause" (?,C1 with suffix marker fromm 
group (a) as in the following:
(155)
. ayiklanMISgjfasulve beans that have been strungis ry
vAj r
(ii) if it is the exponent of a nominal qualifier 
(as in patterns B and C Word-groups) it Is 
again a traditiona^'noun clause" (j^ .Cl with 
IS of group (b)), as in:
(156)
tonu, , anlamak,, meselesi. The problem of understanding
it
whose structure is:, „ y B  \ ^-(s)I(n)
r:.-, j _i -
I----- V1T (rf w  -E-^_rW- ( S ) 1 (n )_1
1.02
It will be sbown. however, that a I.01 may function as 
i.e. as Qualifier i$ a pattern B Word-group.
An included Clause occupies the same position as the
single word (N, Aj, Av) it replaces, This is seen most
clearly when it is operating as a Non-head; for this reason,
1that function is described first.
I.-Xncluded Clauses functioning as Non-heads:
(A) The Included Clause is the exponent of Afj in the 
t Aj' N (lOff (pattern A) Nord-group Q'VAj11) :
Only j^ .Cl (Non-finite Clauses) occur here.
(137)
tbugunMyeDlGXMlZn fasulyeyi, The bean(s) we ate today
This is a pattern A Word-group whose Aj is realised by a ^.61 
consisting of two units, N^v and V^5:
t nA v „ v 1/^
<— VAJ---
i_______ N-(y)r ______________ i
(138)
Ali these
tyedi§ertlirayat roses that I bought
, alDI&IM,, gullert for seven liras each
1.Throughout this exposition the suffix marker of relation­
ship present in the J?.C1 is indicated by capital letters; 
there is of course no such marker where the Included 
Clause is T’inite.
2. The final IS is no longer indicated by the class symbol
B  but specified.
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the structure of which is:
Ad ,Ad„ r-WV(fO+-(y)E v?-* „-«)«?()
'—  Aj^ -Il----------- VAJ------- j— ujpGOX W ) 1
i-------------------~N-i2f---------------------1
that is, it is a pattern A ^ord-group with two exponents of 
Aj , the first simple, the second a ^.01 with two Units, of 
which N (^0^ j_s realised by a simple pattern A Word-group,
(139)
tki§innyiYECE£rI; pirinci the rice he will eat in winter
i====>~-rJ > - b j '
whose structure is identical with that of no. 137.
(140)
t Qali§miYA0A&Itl zamanki, his situation
tvasiyetin,i, when (3at the time at which")
he will not work
The strudture of this is:
» y ? * n N - ( 4 ) Z ( l i l ) + - D S  N-(^)ZW) + (-DS)+-(y)I
L— V A tV l N ~ ^  —  ij... -...,--1
i Aj r  .M-fl-(*OffGO-\
i_________________ -N-(y)1 ------------------- 1
a pattern A Word-group whose Aj is derived from another pat­
tern A Vvord-group having a single-unit ^.01 as its Aj.
(141)
.yazi tutACAK §ey a thing that will hold writing
> l-h-i
a pattern A word-group which has a two-unit ?.G1 as exponent 
of its Aj member.
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(142)
t QOkttkonu§AN^birisi a person who talks a lot
 5
similar to nos. 137 and 139.
(1^ -3)
t kankoca ltQaligAH, the child of a family
rbirv ailenin <$ocugU the husband and wife ("wife-
i____________\\_______i
husband") of which work 
A l - I T 0 V?  N-«W«)+(n)In N-(a)I<n)
Vrv J t  ^ i :
L— V A j -,— — I
i_____________ N-(n)In______u K-(s)l(n).__i
that is, a pattern C ^ord-group whose Non-head member is 
realised by a pattern A Word-group having as Head another 
pattern A ^ord^group and as Nopj-head (Aj) a 3?. Cl of two unit
- which is multiple, and 'V^ 5
(144)
, bitMEZfttukenMEZ,para inexhaustible money ("money
^  el x b  1
that does not finish (or) 
becomes exhausted) 
which is simplg a pattern A Word-group with a one-units $.Cl 
as Aj, that unit being multiple.
(B) 'ffhe Included Clause is the exponent of in the
, + , n “(s )^ -(n ) (pattern B) Word-group
c±_>.hr-u =
Both (i) ?.C1 and (ii) F.Cl occur here.
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(i) The Included Clause is Non-finite:
(145)
onlarm ya§aYI§ tarzlarl their mode of living
N-(n )Ih N~C=)IHi
LM “ — if ------- 1
(146)
satandan para the question of taking
alMAK^meselesinji , money from the seller ("from 
the one who sells")
VN Yf i u~('s)^(n )
 1\_ N-(s)l(n).yppW)W-
(ii) The Included Clause (VN js Finite:
(147)**5
Anneme, oldu„ haberi.
gelince,
N"*(y)E.
M/lf ■(JO&t
■N-(y)E _u. - N " -0.
When
the news that he had died 
("the 'he-has-died1 news) 
came
to my mother,
N-(s)l(n) vg 
,N-(s)l(n)_j
------------ iLy^ s-- 1
1. See also p. 51 above.
2. The exponent of this N is also an Included Clause.
3. "**" indicates that the quotation is taken from a literary 
work, not from the corpus on tape.
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(14-9)** 
t Kugakli ,(ba§katibin,
"Hala^lstanbuldan,
, birlt ses„ seda,jok?
. hemsire hanim" '--- 5--------- [
With
the cummerbunded head-clerk's 
"There1s-still-no-word-
from-Istanbul-
miss"
, cevabiyle t reply, N-(s)I(n)+-(y)lE
,Ao„W WVW)+-(n)In HAv N DEn Aj W V O O ^ j p  yoc W W
v-c4hn I-.—li k
-p^ Y.lLp  p
N (n)In
------ lLp-pj^ oc-1
--------   jL]yj"~(S ^ (n )j
N-(y)iE
which is simply a pattern C Word-group (operated as 
Glause-unit) having a pattern B Word-group as its second mem­
ber; it is this which has a E.C1 as exponent of its Non-head 
member.
(C) The Included Glause is the exponent of ^~^n )^-n pn the
|N n^ ^ n,t|N (s )^- (n )^ (pattern G) Word-p;roup ( uVE~'^ n ^ n|t) ; 
trT ?  f *
Only ?.Cls occur here.
(150)**
,Di§aridan„al&IKhABIMIZ(in t three-fourths ("three in four")
d^drtte,^  uqu of what we buy from abroad
N"*DEn lt y ^ - C*1) ^  1n “-I):E„ N~^s )^Cn )
T.' V [
W (n )ln i\ if (s)l(n)
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II - Included Clauses functioning as Clause-unit Heads:
It is most convenient to present the Glause-units having 
a Clause as exponent in this order:
1. non-adverbial units having an overt marker 
(i.e. only),
2-4- non-adverbial units lacking overt marker 
( i . e j  N ° ) .
5-6. adverbial units (N and the suffix-marked 
ones ).
1 • Ihe Included Clause is the exponent of the unit-
alternant ( nVN*~~^^tt) :
Only Non-finite Glauses occur here, namely ?.Cls having 
suffix marker from group (b) on p. 60; -mEk, however, does 
not occur in this use in the modern language.
(151)
YanMAsini kasdetmiyorum. 
i ---- yp------ 1
I don’t mean its burning.
(152)
Sizin sesinizini______u_______ i__i
bulunDUG-Unn.i__________ i_1
Don’t you want 
your voice
to occur (”be found”)
in it? (’’Don't you want the oc-
istemiyor musunuz iginde? curring of your voice in it?”)
\-----------------------------------------------------------i\_____  i
N-(n)In N-(s)l(n)+-(n)ln (y )I yp
DEiN
~N-(n)ln - m i -(s)I(n)
■VN
1. This has an inherent -(s)I(n).
(155)
lazira gelENleri aliriz.
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We buy (the things) that are 
("come") necessary.
Nc y^+-(y)I vp
\_____SL_J
t  h-vp i
2. The Included Clause is the exponent of the N* ■ w z unit-
ilternant ) :
Contrary to the situation in other Clause-units, here 
it is the E.C1 j which occurs most commonly, J?.C1 being found 
in one case only.
(i) The Included Clause (YN js Non-finite:
Only that which bears the suffix-marker -mEk occurs 
here and then only as Direct Object of the one verb 1ste- 
1 want':
(154)
GorMEK istiyorum I want to see
i______ )i____ 1____ i
memleketimi. my country.
In this the Included Clause is discontinuous:
' VN
(155)
Burada da
______ it__ (
VP j N' 
- - <~~r
 TP
(y)I
Here,too,
yemek §eyine.,, kursuna
gitMEK istiyordum.
I wanted to go
tOjf cookery what’s-its-name
e ourse
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That is:
N-DE n - W ) W  N-(s)I(n)+-(y)E N-(s)I(n)+-(y)E yp
'   -..  J  1
i______________ n“ (y )E------------------ 1 t_Y^  j.
L N"n ?JLC 0 -i t----------------------- VN“ ^  ^ -------------------------- if-VP-J
It will be noted that the Clause-head bearing -mEk must pre­
cede iste- immediately, but only the Clause-head. A Clause 
marked with -mEk is not the only type of YN“^ ^  possible 
with iste- , as will be seen in the next section.
(ii) The Included Clause (Vh~^ ^ )  is Finite:
This is possible only when the Verb whose Direct Object
this unit is is drawn f(oQm a small class having inherently
transitive roots: this includes bil- (know1, san- 'think1,
1 1'believe1, de-* 'say', de-** 'call', 'name', iste- 'want', 
'wish'.2
Juxtaposition of V N ~ ^ ^  and VP/V^ occurs with all of 
these. Fixity of sequence is also present where the verb is 
de-** or iste- (see examples nos. 156-9) but $not where it 
is one of the others listed (nos. 160-5).
bas three uses, indicated de-*, de-**, de-***.
2. Cf. Ergin (1962), p.58A; he terms this type of sentence
"iq iqe birle§ik cumle" ('one inside the other compound sent­
ence'). Lewis deals with some of them under "asyndetic 
subordination" (p.274-).
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(156)
(Sen^tuccara^ meaning (or, 'for the reason
that1) "You do not look like 
, benzemiyorsup,,diye, a meroh8nt„t
' u  ^vp^-i— y?
1--------- V N ~ ( r f ' X -----
(157)
kardeqim gelsin diye so that my sister might come
\________ w______ i\ i
i VP, +~(/)^ yj?
The same structure occurs in the next example :
(158)**
Kalbi kirilsm istemem I don't want his heart toL_____i\________ w_______ i
break ("I don't want 'Let his 
heart break'")
(159)
t §imdi^ kendi (nerdfe^dersiniz? Where would you say he is now-
("'Where is he now?' you
would say")
NAv NP VP1___1\____ i\___ L
- m
“ (^ )Z---- 1\ vp-
(160)
Biliyor musun bilmem. I don't know whether you know
______________i\_______I
("'Do you know?' I don't know")
t VP + | VP
L_vh~ ^ )^-— ilvp i
The next example is basically the same as the last but has 
the reverse sequence:
(161)
{ Bilmem^biliyor musunuz?( I don't know whether you know,
VP ,VP t
l_ VP— ii_Vh" ^  ^  — l
(162)
Bu,kac senelik Do you knowi 1 * n_______ i °
^biliyor musunuz?^ how many years (old) this is?
("'This is how many years^ (old) 
do you know?")
Aj n -C^)^)+- ds +-(302 VP
Y-i— 1 '
i-----------►Aj-----i
t— -----i
■VN“^ ^ ------ >______1'__-VP_1
(163)**
Ben^ b.o§|t durur muyun^ Do you think
'saniyorsun? that I would stay idle?
("'Shall I stay idle?1 you 
think")
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(164)
Bedim "Sen yap, corbayi". I said "You make the soup".i----- 1 \____ l\Z.________ i ^
v e  n~5 vp,' I— __il 1______ __1
i VP Jl VJpOO?_____ I
In the last example de- precedes its Object, in the next it 
follows:
(165)
1 Her;i aleyhinde bulunanii "Are you going to kill
 ^sen^oldurecek misin?( everyone who is against you?
("every in-your-opposition- 
dedim#1 occurring-one")"
I said.
Aj , r DE„ N”^ VP +~(302 vp
' P_ > A T
1------- ^ V P - 1
1----------------- VN“(^)2  !L_yp_J
5. The Included Clause is the exponent of the. unit (llVM“^lt)
Both (i) #01 and (ii) E.C1 occur here.
(i) The Included Clause (Vh~^) jg Non-finite:
(166)
l Yogurt la (NtutturMAsi,t zor. Getting it to take ("its-
causing to take") with yogurt
is difficult.
' N-(y)lE^ y^ 4— 0 Kp
 VKT^--- — 1— NP -1
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(167)
Agir ^ ategte^yapMAK^iyidir. Doing it on a slow heat is good.
Aj N- W ) 2 W)-t“DE + - 0  Np
 1—
i — N”^ --------- 3 L_V/_1
i--------------VN~^----------- 1'— NP— 1
(168)
Yazi deDlG-lN boyle olur. What you (properly) calli____ i\_______ li i 1____L
'calligraphy' is thus. 
t N ~ ^ ^ v V/t NC VP
i---- .m ~ 0 -----
(169)
' YapmaYAN^kalmadi
,V/ VP
l_VN"2— i £—  VP— i
(ii) The Included Clause (VN~~^ ) is Finite:
This is only possible when the verb whose grammatical 
subject the Included Clause is is de-*** 'mean'. The two 
units (VN~^ and VP/V/) must be juxtaposed but their sequence 
is optional:
(170)
f Epeyt gezdiniz(| demek. It means that you have travel­
led quite a lot ("You-have- 
travelled-quite-a-lot meaning/ 
to mean is").
N^ -it— VP— 1
There isn't anybody who didn't 
do (it)("He/they who does/do/ 
did not do (it) does not re­
main" ).
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That is:
|HAv u VP, UP
P. 01
I vu”*2------ iu RP_J
(171)
Duzeldi demek bu is. It means that this businesst_______ i\______i ii i
has sorted (itself out).
VP NP , Aj,, R-(Ay'C^)+-0
L-X^— i
l— VP-r-l I— nA ----------- I
L_VH-ih_!l- NP --1
It will be observed that the form of de- here is always 
V/, which in fact constitutes a derived NP; that is, there 
are grammatical contraints placed upon this type of compound 
Clause.
4, The Included Clause is the exponent of the N^ unit (uVN^n):
Both (i) #.C1 and (ii) P.Cl occur here.
(i) The Included Clause ( Y . N ? )  is Non-finite:
As with the simple form of the Compelement Clause-unit, 
there is some overlap with adverbial forms; that is, a form 
commonly used to qualify the action of the verb is used to 
qualify a Noun instead:
(172)
] GulumsiYEBBK'' gormuq^ onu ^ She saw him smiling (i.e. he
was smiling, not she).
, V?, VP
I— VP—i i_VN~(y )hi
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(175)
, Qmrumde, ilk defa
'------- l\___ L\—  \
For the first time in my life
bir insani
\--- 1'_____ i_i
t uyurKEN^seyrettim.
I watched 
a person 
sleeping.
r-DE Aju N  ^ Y f  VP
^  1 N-Cy)^' - T0
'— y - r - Y N
■NAv -VN-(y)I JL-VEJ
(17'+)
Qinilerl^ olDUGU SIBI
gdtiirmugler ^
^-(y )I
They took away 
the tiles
(just) as they were
VP
rG' ci _^L]-VN --- 1
I—  j^ “ (y)2 -------ii_ yp_[
(ii) The Included Clause (VN^) is Finite:
CFor a Vfi to be F.Cl the Predicate of which this is 
the Complement must be Verbal (VP/V?) and be formed either
(a) from one of a restricted class of intransitive 
verbs which includes gorun- 'seem1, gozuk-
'appear1, 'seem1, sayil- 'be deemed 
'be surprised1, or
(b) from one of a restricted class of transitive
 ^ 1 verbs wich includes san- 1 think1, 'believe1.
1. These classes are as yet only tentative.
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As with VH"~^^ realised by P.Cl, VH^ realised by P.Cl 
must precede immediately the P/^ unit whose Complement it is.
(e)(l75)**
Uyur gorunmelerine ragmen
VP
-VN,C - Y f
despite their appearing to be 
sleeping (“despite their-'he- 
is-sleeping1- seeming")
(176)** 
v Hep^ tavganlarla^ugragir ^
t gozukuyordu.^
NAv JL r
(y)iE VP
She appeared to he 
airways occupying herself with 
the rabbits ("She-is-always- 
occupying-herself-with-the- 
rabbits she appeared").
"I " 0 Yp
t---------yp0------------ yp-]
1'his could also be used in the following sequence: 
g^raigir^ , gozukuyordu,
, hepAtav§anlarIa t|
showing how. it is only the Head of the Included Clause which 
is restricted as to position.
(b) The next structure, in which the VN^ which is P.Cl is 
Complement in a Clause whose Verb is transitive, is possibly 
more revealing than any other structure of the ability Turk­
ish has to reduce structures of almost any type to the status 
of Qualifier. In this one, the Clause which contains the
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VN^ also has an obligatory Unit. It is to this that
0 Cthe VN is the Complement. The VN being a P.Cl, however, it
contains a marker of person in its V / f  constituent; there is
lack of concord between this and the "person " of
(177)**
v Senia buyu)tyaparls sanirlart. They think that you cast spell(s}
("They think you 'She casts 
spell(s)(").
K“(y)^ yp
I— (y ) 1 — [£;___vN^________ il VP i
(178)**
Sizi o sandik. We thought that you were he.
("We thought you 'He it is'")
'— N ~ ^  hl-VN0— ILVP— I
(179)**
 ^Beni ^ Did you think
that I
buna razi olurum ,1m, would be agreeable to that?\_____H____  \ i °
("Did you think me 'I will be
t sandimz?( agreeable to that?'")
Even the supposedly literal translation does not render the 
Turkish accurately, for the interrogation is not of the Verb 
('you thought') but of the phrase buna razi olurum (*I will 
be agreeable to that'); that is, interrogation is moved from 
the Verb Unit (so that it is sandmiz not sandmiz mi) on to 
one of the non-predicative nominal units for special emphasis 
That fact that it is not the verb olurum which is interrogat-
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ive (that would he olur muyum) shows that it is the whole 
phrase (buna razi olurum) that is made interrogative; it can 
therefore only be nominal:
yp +ml yp
i_______ 11____ 11___ I
-N' -vnC _lL_yp_l
It will be observed that in the type of structure 
examplified in nos. 177* 178 and 179 the sequence is fixed:
N' (y)I + rO, ( + VP/V?
JL 1______I
9. The Included Clause is the exponent of the Suffix-marked
Adverbial Units:
Only ?.C1 occurs here.
These are in effect VN to which the appropriate 18 of 
the nominal series is attached.
(180)
VerMEK+TE devamr edin.
VN'-DE VP
Continue to give (it) ("in 
giving" (it)").
VN—DEn
(181)
TapTI&IM-i-DAN pisman oldum. I am sorry I did (it) ("from 
i-------------U______ i\_____ 1
VN'-DEn NC VP
my doing (it)").
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W (y)E
(182)
Anadolunun.bir„tarafma—— --------1\___ i_______  i
gitMEG+E nkarar,, verdiler.
They decided to go ("upon 
going")
to a part of Anatolia.
N-(n)In  ^A^ N-(/OZ(?0+-(s)I(n)+-(y)E ^  +-(y)E N-(^)Z
' „  L - > - - ' 1
I s I
-r ■(y)E
-m
-(y)E il_p  I
(183)
Ali§mami§" Our folk
tbizimlthalk( are not accustomed
i apart imanda, to living ((in)) (a) communal
life
t mu§terekAliayatta ..yagamaya,. in block(s) of flats.
YP N”-032 lAeinN " ^ ^ ^ ? +”;D:E V?■ L-l^ =Z5 :
lj^-DE lL ■N ■DE iLy^J
-0 -YE“(y)E
YE■~(y)iE
(18 4-) * *
Karninin doyurMAKfLAt 
kalmaz.,
It does not stop at ("remain 
with")
filling its belly.
(y)i ws +-(y)iEIf
I-----
VP
1L-VP-
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A Tr
6.The Included Clause is the exponent of the N unit ("Vff
All but one of these Clauses are 0.C1.
(i) The Included Clause (W ^ v ) is Non-finite:
The IS which mark verbal adverbs (those in group (c) 
on p. 60) are very numerous; as all exhibit the same features 
of combination and sequence a selection will suffice:
,KaynaYINQAuaynillgekilde^su. When the water is boiling
1. (From previous page) For the use of a pattern A word-group 
to express the possessor-possessed relationship, instead 
of the pattern 0 one as described above (pp.AO-1) see 
Swift, p.207.
2. For the interpretation of VN^v as a "subordinate Clause" 
instead of as a Clsuse-unit, see Chapter 3.
(185)
Sult iyicelt kaynaYINCA, When the water is thoroughly 
boiling
you put ("throw"J the rice
2Cinto itk
atiyorsuna pirinci.t
-ih YphLj^~( y )1— 1
(186)
! atiyorsun
in the same (=as before) 
you putlthe. what' s-it, the 
'§eyipirinci. rice (into it).
V? ,Aj m N" 
 <>8— t
-(0)0GO+-d e N-0 Yp N-(y)l N“(y)l
ji
 N"DE
jUyp—l jyj (y)I.
(187) 
t Bvin kiraya mit
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Are you letting the house
v veriyorsunuz (ssiz ,
gellNCE?. when you come ("upon coming")?
N'
-N’
(y)l N-(y)s VP N V0
 ^7 i_VB—*i— N-0_io_YN'
(188)
IngilteredeYKEN While/When in J^ngland
f kullamyordum. I used to use (it).
, N0 t VP 
l_^j-Av _iv_ yp— \
(189)
Kagti, aben[tordaYICEN?i
NP , N~^ >t N0
How much was it when I was 
there?
NPJL— VNAv
(190)
 ^BenazorlukMgektim I experienced difficulty
ogrenirKEN , while learning (it).
^-0 N~(/)J VP i N0 .
-N
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(192)
,GelirKEH M getirmedlm.
N? „ VP 
- W A ' ^  lVP_
(193)
Agmamak lazim
I didn't bring (it) when I 
came ("when/while coming")
One must not lift off ("open")
pi§irirICSN the lid of the pan
tencerenin Jsapagim.
+-0
while cooking (it).
Y f  NP Y f  ,N^n )In lt K~Cs)1Cn)>-i-(y)t
u=v— r
V N ^ 1LHP-JLVN n^.ifasf
N’(y)t
(194)
tBurada„lisan , You went
ogrenMlfFEN SONEA after learning/having learnt
gittiniz n the language here.
N N lt Y f *  ^VP
-VNAv
(195)
, Haberim,jyoktu,
.evlenENE KADAE.
iLVP— 1
I knew nothing about it ("my 
knowledge was non-existent") 
until marrying.
IT*2 HP
N-0_iL_Np.
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(196)
,Sutu , You must boil
iyice^abarANA KADAR t the milk
^aynafracaksm. t until it rises well.
N-(y)I | nAv u yj? x VP 
^ ^  ^ —b— — ilv p  — s
(197)
'Ben t Because
I
,gok^ soganltkoyDUSUM X Q 1 E  K put (in) a lot of onions
t§eker ltkoymuy orum. t I don't put sugar (in).
V^ N"*(^)^ VP 
i I > •J_______  ui____i
1 ]\] “0— i--------VNAv------------ lLN " ^ VP — 1
(198)
t Bizleri,' konugturMAK IQ Iff t In order to make us speak
tbir|Xmevzuuatin„ortaya M throw out a topic.
iNf-(y)1 yjp VP
1______ l_li____1-'-:
i VNA7 1------- p~(y  i_VP-1—N”*^ 1
(199)
[Onu^vekalet,, aldit The Ministry took it
fbastirMAK iQlff., to print (it)
N-(y-)I N-0 VP , v7,4^
■N (y ) yp-1 LvffAv-
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(200)
Beni.daima
. cenup tarafms\____ fill_________i
gonderiyorlar
They always
send
me
to southern parts
rahat edeyim diye kism. so that I may be comfortable\----- Ll______ I  i\ * t ^
in winter ("saying 'let me
be comfortable in winter'11).
j\f“(y)£ ]\jAv ^r~(^)J^^~(s )l(n)+-(y )E ^  y^-^Av |
r-=— > i - vT z 4 r T T l _ ^ ---- l
-vn ~ W l
N N' (y)E JL J L.VP VNAv
(ii) The Included Clause (VhAv) is Finite:
(201)
' Iglerinden lltekaut, As soon as they retire from
their work
'oldular mx t
maa§larini| aliyorlar. they get their pensions
l -^DEn  ^ NC  ^ vpy  „ VP
■VNrAv 4t ■(y)l -VP-
Conclusion:
The following principles of combination have emerged 
from this examination of the Clause expanded by compounding
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(i) Both ?.C1 and F.C1 my be Included;
(ii) Units with overt suffix markers and the
suffix-makked adverbial units) are made compound 
only with Jf.C},;
(iii) All units without overt suffix marker (N^,
N # N H^) qre made compound either with
?.C1 or with F.C1.
As regards sequence:
(iv) The Included Clause is seen to ^occupy the posit­
ion occupied by the simple (i.e. single-word) 
exponent it replaces; this is shown most clear­
ly when it operates as the qualifying member of
a Word-group but is also trugf when it operates 
as the whole Clause-unit.
The position obligatory for Included 
Clauses which are F.Cl is that which is avail­
able to the single-word exponent. The fact that 
the Included F.C1 does have to occupy a fixed 
position (viz. juxtaposted to the ~ £ / f  unit, and 
in most cases with fixity of sequence also) is 
in accordance with the hypothesis put forward 
earlier, that the absence of suffix-marker in­
dicating relationship is associated with the 
presence of position as indicator.
(v) Sequence within an Included Glause is seen to be 
unaffected by the Clause’s being included: any 
sequence possible in the Simple Clause in 
isolation is possible when that Simple Clause is
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included. Thus, even though in most cases the P/J? 
unit of the Included Clause is placed last, in no.
186 the P/75 unit is seen standing before all other 
units, while in nos. 154, 1?1, 172 and 176(b), the 
Included Clauses are discontinuous.
Discussion of the principle of compounding and its effect 
upon sequence will be continued in Chapter where the 
Sentence is examined-; but before that can be done, the 
principles of combination occurring when expansion is by 
multiplicity must be described, for there the principles are 
different.
i
Expansion by multiplicity:
Examination of Clause expansion which uses two or more
like units in apposition reveals (a) many sequences which
2are determined either grammatically or by usage and there­
fore do not require the speaker to exercise choice, and also 
(b) some of the devices employed in Joining like units, an 
appreciation of which will prove useful in the identificat­
ion of larger structures.
These conjunctive devices are various and may conven­
iently be used as headings under which to describe^ the 
simple types of multiple unit.
1. Like Quirk (Quirk (1954)), I find the distinction between 
co-ordinate and paratactic impossible to maintain, since 
in Turkish "coordination" is achieved far more frequently 
by Juxtaposition ("parataxis") than by use of a conjunct­
ion (the two have already been illustrated in Chapter l); 
he uses the term non-dependent|to cover both, describing 
co-ordination without conjunction as having "zero relating 
element".
-continued on next page-
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1 It may be sound resemblance of some kind that is the
principal marker of relationship. The items may constitute 
the widely recognised patterns, (a) the "doublet(as in no, 
201^) or (b) the "manufactured doublet"^ (as in nos.202 and 
2036):
(a)
(201)
tQolugumuza^ qocugumuza t which is/are necessary
,lazim gelen\_____ il2____ i for our wives and children
Here Qoluk cocuk is the doublet; the structure of the
Clause is
-N-Cy)E.
(202)
Kitaptan,,mitaptan,
N — i
it is not learnt
ogrenilmiyor., from books and such.
\_=_1
~DEnN
1. (continued from previous page). I'his is very suitable to 
the present wocfrk. I'hus, the relationship between the mem­
bers of a structure exhibiting multiplicity is "non-dep­
endent 1 while in compounding it is dependent.
2. As is the sequence "black and white" and "Oxford and Cam­
bridge" in English.
4. u
3. Cf. Lewis, p.236; Swift, p.l21./Also illustrated here on 
p . 7 1  ("allak bullak"), p.104 (bitmez tukenmez"), p.106
6
5. Cf. Lewis, p. 237V Swift, pp. 120-121. ^ lso later, ^o. All 
p *  4 J 7 A  uvxd, 3 3  ei* iss-w 3 / 1  Jji A ^ (
(ses seda") and later (r\o. 535 ®^ .p. 2,sl)
(203)
 ^I emiz letting, memizlettim.,
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I had (it) cleaned and so on,
VP VP
In both of these structures the number of items is re­
stricted to two. Both exhibit juxtapostion and fixity of 
sequence in addition to similarity of sound,
2. Where two or more items are without sound resemblance, 
.juxtaposition alone is a common method of conjoining (i.e. 
x an(3- y) or disjoining (x or y). xhis has already been seen 
in word-group expansion (Chapter 1, p.53 ff.> nos 38 - 40, 
43, 45, 46, 48 - 52) but it occurs at all levels.
(204)
t Bir,,oglu,^birnkizitvardif He had a son and a daughter
(”A son of his and a daughter 
of his were existent”), 
i Aj uN' ^ ^ , 1  Aj NP
^  h — i ,
■H— 0
(204) 
tPistlglnuzumu 1
(y)I -j^— (y)l
You fry
N kavuruyorsun, the pine-kernels
VP
i -M-ti)1 »-ve_i
(205)
Bir de In addition,
ispanakli peynirli we make (it)
yapiyoruz.
Av ,TC C
with spinach and cheese 
(”spinach~y and chees-y”)
fN—  VP ,
L_VP— 1
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(2 0 7 )
tAnnenize^babaniza t P l e a s e  give ("you will say")
,cok selamlarimizil_? (I_____________ I
muhabbetlerimizi,
our many greetings ana Hour 
many)) love((s))
soylersiniz. to your mother and ((j^our)) 
father.
N-Cy)E N-(y)E A . |M-U)?(yfn-(y)lilT-(^)?(yf)-t-(y)It vp
Tzdbzr A\__
-N"<y)E. -N' '(y)I.
1  —a
JLYp_t
5. The joining of such a juxtaposed group may be further 
marked by the use of a suffix, '^ his is done is two ways:
(i) by manipulation of one or more suffixes which
mark some other notion, specifically bjs deferring 
one or more of the suffixes required grammatically 
and making it or them explicit only on the last 
one. The Heads thus linked can be Nominal (non­
predicative) (as in no.208) or part of the P / f  unit 
(as in no. 209):
(208)
i I?t\yumurtaYl1^ gezfliriyorsun, You spread thefat and egg
(on it)
------rr—k:— ;-----
r-(y)l____-N u~VT?-
(209)
i k
Eger domates/ biberSE If it is tomato or pepper
Cj
cd — 11—
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(ii) with verbal (un|ji(s only, by the use of the con­
junctive suffix ~(y)lp (listed on p. 62). This 
l'S replesces any other IS in position (iii) of 
the scheme on p.60 (i.e.the tense marker) or of 
that on p.62; and (iv) also (i.e. the marker of 
person) if the verb is finite. It may also, but 
need not, replace the DS ~mE- which marks negat­
ion ((ii) in the scheme):
(210)
TuzlaYIP^ You apparently salt (it)
sik+IYOH+MUg+SUN and squeeze (it)
V? ,i VP t r-Ur-t 1
! VP—
(211)
'Havagazinih kxsIP, It is good
x agir(ategte^ yspMAKi to turn down the gas and
tlyiairM do (it) on a slow heat.
T _ . ..__1
rrpr ~H )n — 1 i___ i
-VN‘•0.
This suffix is much used in joining Glauses (see Chapter h).
with both of these conjunctive devices involving suffix­
es the sequence of items is fixed, the complete form being 
last.
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(A "5. A A juxtaposed group may also be joined by a lexical item 
the simplest of which is the conjunction, Conjunctions are 
oi? two kinds, one used singly (as in nos, 41 and 47 in Chap- 
ter 1 (pp.53 and.. 55)» Ahe other used in multiplicity (as in 
no.42, p.53).
(212)
Et tlveya „tavuk , eti Meat or chicken-f lesh\ w x i n i
vknnuluyorf is put(in).
p-0 q^ GOiW ^ )T(n) + - - 0 Yp
1  L "
'---H W - 1^— .---- ■■■  ■--1 ,____ I
L_---------- N“0-----------------1MTP— >
(213)
f OnlartdemistirmiglerAartik. By now they have altered
ttelsffuzuitfla ,it ahengi^de., both the pronunciation and
the harmoniousness.
N~0 VP NAv ,ldy 4 , 0.1 C.j ,
I____ u___ \\____ 1 u-~t ..
i_N“!Lilvp_ilha'^_1i---------  (y )'l------ 1
The next example combines multiplicity with compounding (for 
the latter see above p.105):
(214)
tAnlatmi§uadama t He explained to the man
x alandan,daiM satandanMdat the question of taking money
ipara..almak^meselesini,. both from the buyer and from
the seller.
VP p-(y)£ ,tVHI)Eri1tGti p~(s)T(n)(y)f
-YP-JLN'
____ ,______ x__= P— 1 L
■(y)E_n N-BEn__________ |,____N~(y)l_
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(215)
,Bir t atimla||biril kilicim, I have a horse and a sword
("A horse of mine and a sword 
,var., of mine are existent").
, Aj „ ,Aj„ Hp
~ p — 1 — !—  (_____,
i-------------- h-^---------------- — mjp— i
fete next example shows a multiplicity of units which 
are themselves compound:
(216)
, Kihayet . In the end (only)
I.E.in yazdigi a few poems
i bix7 giir.le that T.E had written and
benim yazdigim an article
tbirltmakale , that I had written
kaldi.
-5.V
remained.
HAv|M-(n)ln ytffS'jy, jj-CjO K jO+^J tj
t S i >~H v 1——T----  1I__________  "__._ -  11 >■ ' - ____ I I---1
l _  I--------------------- I------------ - ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------
N'■ (n )In ^ ( s ) 1 (n )  ^A;i ^ N- ( /) 2"(/)+-0 yp
.1
i____ i
i.e. ^ VP is the basic structure.
10
he conjunctive devices in sections 4 and 3 may be com­
bined (as in no.2 1 7 ) but not those in 4 and 3(m).
(217)
Fistik^ve Uuzumunu , I put ("threw") (in)
(attim.( the^pine-kernel(s) and cur
e;j |( N-DS+-(y)I ^ yp
'r rJ[ 2 fj  ^r '
-(y)I-N ------------il-VP-
lexical restriction may also operate in unit expansion,
a
alwys in conjunction with fixity of sequence. It occurs in 
many structures only one of which will be mentioned at this 
point: a word or phrase belonging to a limited class 1 Expans­
ion Filler" (a sub-class of "Filler? substitutes for the 
final item or items in a series. When used singly this Fil­
ler is invariably last; where there is more than one, usage 
dictates the sequence they follow, although the whole filler 
group is itself last.
(218)
, Odununu, kdmurunu,v ve, He buys
'kijgm,'yiyecegiupirincinil his fire-wood, the coal and
(“His”)
'BILMEM uNEsini ,,alir. , the j[ rice he will eat in winter
and ( ( his))I-DON 'H-KNOW-WHAT.
jj—(y)I c.i ,hAv „??i+^ yp vp
13A
(219)
,MargarinitFALANt We used to use
ikullaniyorduk^ margarine AND THE LIKE^
N-(y)1 . VP-r^ Tijr- —  -A . ' 1___ l
It happens that f alan never bears a suffix whereas bilmem ne 
usually does. his difference is immaterial for the problem 
at hand; what matters is that their position is fixed: last 
in a series and Juxtaposed to that series.
These six conjunctive devices have been shown in simple 
examples. Several of them occur together, however, in a num­
ber of types of expanded unit which exhibit an internal pat­
terning sufficiently striking to suggest that they should be 
seen as struc^ljres in their own right. These are termed here 
Multiple Unit structures. All of these are common in speech, 
one occurring not at all the rest only occasionally^ in the 
written language and therefore able to throw light upon the 
conditions present during spontaneous speech and absent dur­
ing the process of writing which make certain sequences use­
ful. All possess not only the features Juxtaposition and 
fixity of sequence but also some kind of resemblance between 
their component parts; this may be realised, for instance, 
by repetition of lexical items or of syntactic patterns or 
both, by the use of pairs of antonyms or of "likes" or of 
substitutes.
Taking this resemblance as the common feature is the 
most convenient way of grouping; thus the headings used are
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(1) Repetition.
(2) Contrast,
(3) Substitution.
(l) Multiple Unit Structures possessing the feature "Repetition"
Turkish contains a category of word "multiple conjunct­
ion" , e.g. ..,dE ...dE (cf.p,13l)> ne... ne... 'neither... 
nor...1, hem... hem... 'both... and,..'. xhe units (or, as 
will be seen later, Clauses) which these Join usually exhibit 
s high degree of similarity of lexicon (i.e. repetition) 
and of structure (i.e. parallelism) or both.
(220)
t GEREK ( Whether
t renklendirme ^ BAKIMINDAN,  ^ from the point of view of
coloration
,GEREK,
sekil BAKIMINDAR, form the point of view of1___________11______________________1
shape,
In this expanded unit, whose structure is:
CJ CJ N " ^ ^ n  ^"(s)1(n )*|-"’I):En
t 11 .  ' 4 :: :.. 1 ................... .. .....................11 , - n -  _  1 — ■ > ■■■  I
1-------------------- I  ..........  1-------------------»
1------------------------     I
there is repetition of the CJ, the stem bakimin and its suf-
fix -dan, as well as of the Word-group pattern B (N t +
H-(B)I(n)).
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(221)
Yufkaninu ikiucunu^ You will stick together
YA suYLAN YA yumurtaYLAN the two ends of the pastry
iyapx§tiracaksin.( EITHER WITH water OR WITH egg,
N-(n)In Ad N-W)?«)+(s)I(n)+-(y)I c j J T (y )EE,,C;j J T (y )lE, VP
 1   '-------- 1 A
i_________________if—Cy) ^ ___________ n____ ,[f- (y )  il-v p — 1
'1'he parallelism in these may be said to be grammatical­
ly induced, the result of using a pair of conjunctions. How­
ever the same kind of parallelism is common, especially in
speech, without use of a special class of word. In this any
lexical element may be repeated:
(222)
' BlBitFARQASI it ORDAN,, a piece of it from here ("there”)
(and)
, BlRaPARQASIltORDAN,, a piece of it fjoPpi there,
which is , A,j n ^-DEn with repetition
 1, !
of each word, the effect being conjunctive 
(223
, T e la f f uz tl ITIBARIYIE , It is different
, §lVEtilTlBARlYLE ( in respect of its pronunciation
, AHEN3E ,t iTlBARjtYLE t ((in respect of)) its accent,
i b a g k a d i r ((in respect of)) its harmoni-
2ousness.
1. It is not at all emphatic, as the English version may sug­
gest.
2. The repetition has keen removed from the English version by 
(( )) so as to give the true force of the Turkish.
-(v)lE 157which is simply a three-fold expansion of the N J
unit, each one being a pattern B Word-group, followed by NP,
(224-)
BlRAZ,zorLAN I would set (her to work)
. BlRAZ ..nasihatLA a little by force,
sokarim.
which is
a little by admonition. 
■j^Av -j^— (y)lE j-j-H'v (y)lE yp
(225)
t Erzurum^tagi,, DENlLEN
-N‘■(y)iE
i..  <
-iL-VP— 1
The stone
siyah ..kehlibar,BENILEN, called "Erzurum stone",
((called)) "black amber"(=jet)
, kiymetlidir., is valuable.
In this, a pattern A Word-group has its Aj member made multiple, 
the exponent in each case being an Included Clause. This is 
therefore an example of expansion by compounding and by multi­
plicity occurring together. Its structure is:
' p— (s)l(n)*-0 y-gH— $ Aj.'N'"^^^4""^  n ~ W) X W )
-N"*0_ -N-0
•VAj VAj ■GOZGO  1IT
-r~0_
1___1
-IL-NP—1
Repetition is also a feature of the two-part structure 
recognised here as such for the first time and termed 
Amplification. This does not exhibit parallelism. In it, 
the noun which constitutes the first member is repeated with
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the addition of a qualifier; this forms the second member. 
Thus N ,Aj, +, is its form when the Head is a Noun
and the Non-head an Aj ; the Head m,ay be any class of word,
however. The two members obviously exhibit fixity of sequence 
but they need not be juxtaposed.
(226)
t 0 USU,it o ,PISI1SU , That STREAM, that PILTHI STREAM
, a k x y o r . ' b o y l e flows thus.
In this there is amplification of the N~^ unit:
Aj N“^)^(^)**^Aj t Aj n N ~ ^ ^ ^ V P  N“^ 11S
'-i — i 1 l~t>— 1
i____________ ._____  ,_____________ 1_n________ i
i______________ _N ^ _______________ -iLyp_ii_]\T“ ( y )
In the next it is N”^*^ which is amplified: 
(227)
t ARAZl, BQjg^ARAZl They seek
ariyorlarv building plot(s), vacant build­
ing plot(s).
N ~ ( / ) X ( N“W)ZW)+-(^)Z yp
i______  -tj i L—>— -1___________  Li_____i
'---------------  iv_YP-i
In no.228 the amplification is of the P/? unit:
(228)
, ARAPIK, (| QOK» ARAD IK. t We missed (''sought") (them),
we missed (them) very much.
| VP ; NAv , VP ,
i---- -VP-------1
In the next example it is the N unit that is ampli
fied:
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(229)
(Sicaktir, It1s hot
^HISPETEN, tl BURAYA 0 NlSPETEN..,, relatively, relatively to here.
NP NAv ,q „NAv 
1___)'---- d-jhFrFT1
uNP-Ji N V----
In the next example, the unit amplified is prob­
ably N ^20^ ^ut .^•jle YQ-p-fo W3S never expressed to make this 
certain. It has as qualifier an Included Clause:
(230)
l Bir tltencef eye , Into a pan
, bir „ ket tlEASUhYE t a layer of beans ,
t AYIKhAhMIg^PASULYE,t beans that have been strung,
N-(;OZW)+(y)£yg+-$
— :------------------>: -•   — \  8 ,
(y )e_______11_____________ tvt-(zO£.-tj - j * ------------ -------------N
In the next example the unit is amplified, having
an Included Clause as the qualfier In the second member. The 
members are no {juxtaposed:
(251)
fMecburii Of necessity
t EASUXYEYlit Qikarttim, , I had the beans brought out
tBUGUN uYEPl(jiMIZ„EASULYEYlthe beans we ate today.
sNAv , N"'(y)1 typ , , NA^( f^“ (^ )Z(^ )-i’-(y)I
i vAiYl—, 1--- ,-i
i______,— l _ r  J ■ 1  i
i_NAvjL]j;f-( y )tJL_ Vp i
14-0
In the next, no.232, the unit amplified is N
again the two members of the structure are not Juxtaposed:
In all these examples the structure has consisted of 
an unqualified Head followed by a qualified Head, spej(cifically 
by a pattern A Word-group. In the next, however, the 
qualified form consists of a Pattern B Word-group; this en­
tails a modification of the form of the Head:
(232)
Ben ^ NANE^de ltkoyuyorum I put (in) mint, too,
YA§ NANE. fresh mint.
'tlL_CJ-LL_YP„j
(233)
Those
on s eki z inc i, v a s 1 r da tei ,t MOT IF,, 18th century motifs,
L&IE.M0TIPLER1 tulip motifs
/1, tamamiyie,! degenere Mo l m u § became completely degen ere 
A • w-(^)J(jrf)+-DS w-(0)JW)+~0 Ar(s)l(nir (y)i:
A - ( y ) i ^ c _hiaOLVBJ
1. French.
14-1
In the final example the N^v (actually a is
seem amplified:
(234)
tBu,para„ goktur This is a lot of money (uthis 
money is much") 
to pay for ("give to") (a) 
school,
, MEKTEBE uV£RFiEK IQIN
, LICYhiA 1vj£KTEBEaVhRMEK i Q l h ((to pay for)) (a) hoarding
Thus, every Clause-unit has been shown capable of ex­
pansion by use of Amplification, a structure which by definit 
ion includes repetition.
It is noteworthy that the structures just described, 
which exhibit parallelism, have obligatory juxtaposing of 
constituent members, whereas Amplification which has no 
parallelism possesses not juxtaposition but only fixity of 
sequence.
(2) Multiple Unit Structures possessing the feature "Contrast"
This is achieved by using pairs of antonyms, verbs exx 
hibiting affirmative-negative opposition, or other words 
chosen to express contrast. Other features, such as parallel­
ism, may also be present. A multiplicity of adjacent inter­
rogative units is the regular method of expressing alternat­
ives :
school.
G O Z 6O +-0 (£OZW)f-(y)E
N ^------LL-PP_U. •Av
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(235)
tQtelde mi pansiyonda mi?l In a hotel or in a boarding­
house?
This is not a full Olause but only a detached Clause-unit
expanded:
ur , i. „ i
When the opposition is between affirmative and negat­
ive, the sequence is grammatically fixed; with Nominal units 
it is negative+affirmative, with verbal units affirmative* 
negat). ve:
(236)
BE^DAKlKA^degil, would sit (idle)
BE^SAATT l not (just) for 5 minutes
^otururumj but for 5 hours I
N ^ ■ Aj(lN (*0^60 p/ a VP
1 * l ........ I  i N> , . i  :
0_ -N'Av
(23V)
ANLAK MI ,a ANLAMA.Z MI_l
.konu§tugunu?.
, v p  „ v p ,
i— 2 i i_______ t-i
i  i—  ( j  ) X i
A L J
Does he ((understand)) or 
does he not understand 
what he is talking about?
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(3) Multiple Unit Structures possessing the feature "Substit­
ution" :
This type is the most productive of clues to the prin- 
ciples which govern sequence. It is confined very largely 
- and in one case wholly - to the spoken language.
By substitution is meant the uttering of a second 
element, which is a modification of a first element (as 
has already been seen in Amplification but without the repet­
ti on which that structure exhibits).
Two basic structures have been identified, both having 
two members:
(i) Assembly;
(ii) Particularisation.
(i) Assembly:
The first member of this structure consists of a list 
of items which usually, but not necessarily, lack the IS re­
quired; the second member contains a portmanteau word which
(a) subsumes the it’ems in the first members, and
(b) bears the required IS.^
This is often a demonstrative o, less often bu which may be
a Noun or an A3 (meaning respectively 'that, its1, 'its'
and 'this', 'that', 'it' 'its'. Others are her 'each','every'
2 -Shepsi 'all of them'. When each item is a Clause-unit, as
1. A variant with only one item in the first member is also 
theoretically possible but I have failed to find an example 
of this at Clause level. It is common, however, at Sentence 
level (see Chapter 4) where it is termed "Demonstrative Com­
pletion!!
2. Formerly hep^i+si (Lewis^/75). Note that this includes the 
possessive DS -(s)l(n): the significance of this will 
emerge later.
3. Where the number of items is specific the portmanteau word 
may be the appropriate numeral + -(s)l(n).
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here, it is called "Clause-unit Assembly".
(238)
,AHQILARI,,HlZMETQlLERl,, HIS COOKS, HIS SERVANTS,
'^ OFORLERl,, HIS DRIVERS,
, HEPSI t ALL OP THEM
t Qajginin^iqin&e ( rush around
, dort donuyorlar., inside the market.
Here it is the N ^ unit which is subject to expansion and it 
consists of an Assembly structure with a three-fold first 
member and the portmaneau; word hepsi as its second member:
, N“^tl N”^ u N“^ 4 , N~*^ n , N“(s)I(n)+-DE vp
 \ A  T  I t 1 _  v— t 1 --------- TXijp — 1----- :----- 1 ,______L
L-----------N~^-------1________p-DE__^.........-Il-vp i
In no. 239 it is again the N~^ unit that is expanded 
but here the Head alone shows expansion by means of Assembly, 
the whole being qualified by a single- Aj whose exponent is 
an Included Clause:
(239)
t Bizde ^ eze,! gibi,, kullanilan, The stuffed mussel(s), 
fMlDYE ,jDOLMASIM stuffed mackerel.
fUSKUMRUllDQLMAS.I,, fried mussel(s)
,MIDYE hKIZARTMASI,
BUNEAR ' t varmig.
used among ("in") us as
. a
hors-d'oeyres
there are these ("These are 
existent.")
JN --------1-------------------- 1---------~ ----
— V A j  1— I)---- ,---------------N- W ) Z O O
-JL 1l
-N ------------------------ -— n-NF-1
In the following the first member of Assembly is trans­
formed into a marked qualifier (N"^n ^ n ) in the second:
(240)
'GerekuLOMATES^ ger ekltBlBER, Whether tomato(es), or pepper(S.)
f gerek|tPATLIQANt or aubergine (s ) ,
rLAiiANA,n 1 APRAii,t cabbage, (vine-)leave(s) ,
, BUNLARIN,'HEPSlnin^iqi| the stuffing ("inside") of
ALL OP THEM/THESE 
. ayni yapilir.. is made the same (way).
H N-(s)I(n)+-(n)In N-(s)I(n)+-0NAvVp
N 0_____________________  — ----— iLjq-'AvjLy-p _i
The next (no.241)) has already been discussed in part 
in no.218 (p.133). She tT^ ) 1 unit is the one expanded here:
1.The symbols are shortened here so as to allow the whole 
Clause to fit on one line.
2. These items may be N~^, they may not be presented as Clause- 
unit s at all; this is a question discussed at some length
in Chapter 5.
(241)
.Herkest_______ t Everyone
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ODUNUN OMURUNU buys
ve^ kijgmit yiyecegi
his wood, his coal
and the (“his") rice he will
eat in winter
PIRINCINI
BlLMEM NESlNl his 1-don't-know-what;
HEPS IN 1,, filan ltalir his all-of-them, and so on.
in which hepsini subsumes (i) odununu (ii) komurunu (iii)
kigm yiyecegi pirincini (iv) bilmem nesini. It will be 
noted that in this case each item in the first member bears 
its full complement of suffixes.
(ii) Particularisation:
Ihis structure has three variants:
(a) the exponent of each of the two members is 
a single word;
(b) the exponent of the second is a list;
(c) the exponent of the first is restricted to 
the one word gey 'thing1.
It wi&l be seen again that the sequence of members is fixed 
and that juxtaposition, though possible, is not an essential 
feature.
(a) rl'he first three examples show Clause-unit particularisat­
ion being used in the initial unit (no.242), the final unit
(no.243) and an internal unit (no.244); it is therefore ap­
parent that its presence does not affect the basic sequence
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within the Clause,
(242)
, ORDA,n UKffADA , There ("in that place"), in
Ur fa
tsagtaflekmeknyaparlarT they make bread on (a) griddle.
m ~ d e  >i ,
l (^ )^ _lLyp_l
(243)
t garki hda ^ sdyliiyorlar^ And they are singing, too,
 ^HERlFLER, uhAZhAR.^ the rascals, the Laz.
N~(#)J 01 Vp N-0
l_______ ,_J I U \ l____l'  I Ur i---1
l h _ ^ ^ ? - 1 L C j_i l v p_h ---- 1
(24-4-)
'Sonradan, Afterwards
tBURDA,HTOPTA§>INDAt it was made
^yapilmigM o.< here, in/at Topta§i.
nAv n -D3S n-UE yp n-0
i----- i_. ^ ------- 11 it____ I
In the next, no.245> Particularisation occurs within a 
Word-group:
(245)
t QHEEBtukilQigin pek|iolmuyor[ They don't have very many
strings
^BAKLANIN, f azla broad beanT(s )( "Their strings
do not occur much").
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N^-(n)lri)( N-(s)l{n)-i--0 ^Av Vp N-(n)ln ^Av 
=^4  i ~  1 J  11 1 —^i— ■-- 1— i
'--------— N “0——------------------------- Lp^Yll
In this example the two members are not adjacent.
(b) In the next variant the second member is a List. It will 
be noticed that where the sord in the first member is a 
"portmanteau" word, this structure is in effect the opposite 
of "Assembly",
(246)
t Ama)V BAH&R usever mi sin ^ But I don ' t know
'bilmem^ whether you like spice -
KARA BlBER M TARQIN', ^ FALAN. black pepper, cinnamon and the
Vp like
cj YF+-(if)xj Ad N-«)zw)+-( )^z x-wX' N-cy)z
zf j \ , _I_a__ ,___li
l_ C j J 1 _____________________________ IL . V E J
In neither this example, where the unit expanded is 
nor the next , where expansion is of the unit-alternant,
are the two members of the structure juxtaposed:
(247)
HEPSIR'I Qigden. koyuyorum, I put all of them (in) raw
, ZEYTINYA&INI m FAiAn ., its olive-oil and so on.
1. Cf. p.110, no 160, where this structure is analysed.
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N-(y)l uc N-(s)l(n)4=(y)I ^-Cy)!1
1--------- r ~ v  I .-----1
i W  (y^ ?1U!T9-JLVP — 1
“ 0In no. 2-18 it is the N unit that is expanded: 
(24-8)
'O T E K l h E R ^ h a n g i s i d i r Which are the other ones, 
 ^SARI ^ GLAhLAK the ones that are fair,
t UZUN t jBOYLU^OLAPLAR,? the ones that are tall?
N NP NC ^*-0 t Aj,,
«____ i>— 5=Ak=r-1 '------ N ° ----------r-ji=r--1
L_ p-^r1 __ 1--VIT"^  rr1^ --------- VN~^----------- 1
i— — 1
(c) The third variant has been termed '^ Temporary Substitution" 
in some of its manifestations it does not occur in writing 
at all, even in written representations of speech. It dif­
fers from the other variants in one respect only: sey 'thing' 
is substituted for a word of any class required in the Clause, 
the 'real' word following (as the second member) either juxta­
posed or not.
In the first example the structure is seen in the
unit:
1. For the absence of suffix on falan se^above, p. 134.
(?4£»
Bizim §EYLER, GENQLER 
Abdulhamid zamaninda
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Our what1 s-its*-names, young 
men
at the time of Abdulhamid
Yeni Zelandada decided Ojgave
bir koloni yapmaga decision")
karar to found a colony
vermi§ler.
Line by line this is
in New Zealand
N' N
£ = 5 = 3
J L
^-(0)00 pr-(s )l(n)+-LE
 i\ .....    1
aj iLr ^ Y £ )+"DE
,Aq „
J \ I
N~ W l
J I a
N-0
NT—DE
W
N"
(y)E
VP
J
the structure of the basic Clause being shown vertically on 
the right.
1. Cf.p, 120, footnote 1.
In the next example the N ~ ^ ^  is expanded:
(250)
Atiyorsun,, ffiBYX,^  PIRINQI», You throw (in) the what's-it,
the rice,
VP N"^y ^  N“ y^ ^  i ,lz!___,__iL_r______1
VP— it— N'Iy)l
Nos. 231 to 253 illustrate Temporary Substitution as 
expansion of the Adverbial Nominal units:
(231)
! §EYDE t| { ANKARADA t In what’s-it, in Ankara
birMlstanbulupastanesi| there was
v a r d i a$ "Istanbul1 tea-shop. 
i N“DEn N”^E , Aj ^-('s)l(nH-(0)Z(y{)+0
L ^ --- 1'------------- N~^------------------LLNP-h
(252)
t ffiSYLERlNDEN,nESERIERlNDEN, I know (him)
' taninmM from his what's-its, from his 
works.
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(253)
Burada .da I wanted to go
lyemek^EYlBE,^ KURStJBAi to a cookery what's-it, course
t gitmek|)lstiyordum<[ here, too.
B
I_______ lv
-B
-VB
"(y)E
4 L
_ A Tr
Bo. 254 shows the B Clause-unit so expanded, no.255
0
the h unit:
(254)
I gEY^GlBI,, ^ BlhAV^GlBl, Like what1-it, like pilaff
suyunungekti.l it soaked up the ("its") water
i. NuPP t\ N,iPPi B” ^ 1 *VP
i -B
(255)
Umumiyetle Generally
ispanakli ve we make (it)
§EYLI, , SOfiiUSLI with spinach ("spinach-y")
yapiyoruz biz.
B;r-(y)lE NC c .^ iN0 u NG t Tp N
and with what's-it, with onion
("what's-it-y, onion-y")
-0
a' c=L
-B-(y)iEfl______ Kq ji_vp_n_N-0
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The P/jP ClRUse-unit is not excluded from Temporary 
Substitution;
All the previous examples have shown the structure with 
juxtaposition; the next illustrates it without:
These three variant forms of Particularisation have one 
feature in common: the relationship between the first and 
second members is that of "imprecise” followed by "more pre­
cise", or "general" followed by "particular". The same se­
quence is found in Amplification also.
Conclusion:
Multiplicity of Unit has been shown to be achieved by 
one of several meqns; items are joined
(256)
Benim^sihhatimiu ona They what's-it-ted,
§EY EDIYORLARDI, attributed
,BAG-L$ YORLARDI, my health to that.
' ( n ) T ' n  Pej ' iT  f n  — ( t r  Yi£
\---------- ^ ^  1L'__VP
(257)
Arkasmdau da And on its back
x Uirn gEYSlj 1 vardip it had a what1 s-it, e- houo-e-
|bir^KQ^KU ( a house.
(^)Z(jOt0 C^)^W)+-0
L_n ~DE j |_q j_j|---- ■h-NP-l
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1. phonologically, by use of sound resemblance;
2. by suffix, either by the use of a special con­
junctive IS in the case of verbs, or by "defer­
ment" of an IS or BS+IS in the case of nouns 
and also v.s. in the case of verbs;
3. lexically, by the use of a conjunctive, or of 
a portmanteau word;
4-. semantically, by the use of items in contrast,
or of words standing in a relationship of 
"general - particular" or "imprecise - more 
preces";
5. structurally, by the use of parallelism;
6. positionally.
It is the last that is significant here. Of its two 
exponents juxtaposition is important only in being a con­
junctive device; realisation that juxtaposition has this 
function is essential in the analysis of structures larger 
than the Simple Clause but it has no importance in the 
search for the factors governing sequence. Its other expon- 
ent, fixity of sequence, however, is a feature which in som. * 
cases advances the search.
Pixity of sequence appears in two groups of structures. 
In one of these (which includes phonologically- and suffix- 
linked multiple units and those containing contrasted elem­
ents) it is determined grammatically or by usage; thus this 
group cannot provide any clues to choice of sequence. In 
the other group occur structures which have not previously 
been recognised as such, Particularisation, Amplification 
and Assembly, in which sequence is determined by usage but
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in a certain pattern. It is these that suggest an ordering 
of sequence.
The constituent members of these structures (Particular­
isation, etc.) differ from those in the first group (those 
joined by suffix link or by parallelism of structure) in be­
ing logically unequal. This imples that one member must be 
dominant, one dependent, thus forming a relationship already 
seen in the Word-group between Head and Ron-head,•and in the 
Simple Clause between the P/? unit and the rest. which of 
the two members is the dominant one, which the dependent one 
it is too early to say; in Chapter 5 an interpretation will 
be put forward but in the meantime the four observations so 
far made must suffice:
(a) The members of the structures Particularisation, 
Amplification and Assembly constitute a sequence:
(i) a statement of some kind, followed by
(ii) a modification of that statement;
(b) The relationship between the members of these 
structures is "imprecise + more precise". In the 
case of Particularisation and Amplification this 
is contained in the meaning of the member words 
themselves; in the case of Assembly the second 
is "more precise" not semantically but grammat­
ically.
(c) These structures have a distribution strikingly 
different in spontaneous speech and in the writ­
ten language: they are common in the first, rare 
in the second; indeed, most forms of Temporary 
Substitution are absent altogether from the 
second.
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(d) like most of the structures in the first group,
they contain repetition in lesser or greater
degree, in fact, to a degree that is unaccept­
able in the written language. The great use 
made of them in spontaneous speech, even by high­
ly accomplished speakers, suggests that they must 
meet some need existing in the speech situation 
which is not present in the other. An attempt
will be made in Chapter 5 to identify the charact­
eristics of the speech situation and discover how 
they affect the structure of utterances, but be­
fore this can be done, it is necessary to know 
the structures common to. all sfyles.
Accordingly, those structures larger than the Expanded 
Clause must now be identified, starting with the next in 
size, the Sentence.
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CHAPTER THREE
COMBINATION AND SEQUENCE AT SENTENCE LEVEL - 1: 
the SIMPLE SENTENCE
Just as a Word-group is a structure which is without 
meaning until operated as part of a Clause, so a Clause is 
without meaning until operated as a part of, or the whole of 
a Sentence.
Sentence is here defined in purely formal terms as 
a grammatically complete structure consisting of at least 
one Clause. Thus, since it must he complete, a Sentence can 
never consist of a detached Clause-untt or of a ?.C1; a F.C1 
on the other hand can constitute a Sentence although it does 
not necessarily do so (cf. Chapter 2, where E.Cls were seen 
operating as Included Clauses).
Three types of Sentence have been identified:
1. the Single-clause Sentence,
2. the Two-clause Sentence,
3. the Three-clause Sentence,
all three occurring in both Simple and Expanded forms.
It is the Simple form that is dealt with in this chap­
ter. However, no discussion of the Simple Single-clause 
Sentence is needed here, since it is co-terminous with the 
Finite Clause already described. Discussion of those sent­
ences traditionally described as ^co-ordinate" (i.e. combin­
ations of two (or more) clauses which are in a non-dependent 
relationship) is also excluded, since co-ordination is inter 
preted in this study as "multiplicity", a method for expand­
ing simple structures, not the basis of a structure in its
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own right.
This chapter, then, deals with Simple Sentences com­
posed of two or three Clauses which are logically unequal.
THE SIMPLE TWO-CLAUSE SENTENCE:
The relationship between the members of a Simple Two- 
clause Sentence has been found to be indicated either
1. by a suffix, or
2. by positi^on, with or without another 
marker, which is not (by definition)
a suffix.
Two-clause Sentences may accordingly be examined under 
those headings.
1• Relationship marked by suffix:
The suffixes in question are IS and the Sentence type 
may be symbolied "Sx.S", indicating "Suffix-marked Sentence".
This type of Sentence is the largest unexpanded struct­
ure in Turkish having a suffix to Indicate the relationship 
between the parts. The category contains all thos&Sentenees 
traditionallydescribed as consisting of a "principal" and a 
"subordinate" clause (that is, of a F.C1 with a KCl).^
The "subordinate" Clauses treated there are those f . G l s  
already classified here (pp. 120-124-) as the "Included 
Clause" exponents of the N Clause-unit. Thus, the Included 
Clauses occurring in examples 185 to 196 would by the tradit­
ional view be interpreted as "adverb clauses of time", that 
in no. 197 as a "clause of cause or reason" and those in
1. Cf, for instance, Swift, pp.235-7.
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nos. 198 - 200 as "final clauses" or "clauses of purpose". 
Others not illustrated in Chapter 2, such as "privative" and 
"adversative" clauses, clauses of "concession" and "condition" 
are constructed and used in the same way.
This difference in interpretation comes about in the 
following way: the F^v unit is most often situated in the
initial and final positions of a Clause; consequently, when 
its exponent is VH - a particularly when this Included 
Clause consists of several units - it can have the 'feel' of 
a separate, though not an independent, statement. In that 
case, interpreting it as an Adverb Clause (as a "subordinate" 
clause) is perfectly acceptable. It is not acceptable, how­
ever, where it is situated medially in the Clause, for there 
it is clearly a Qualifier of the P/^5 unit like any other 
nominal unit.**'
Thus the Adverb Clause functions on two levels: on one 
it is comparable to the Included Clause operating as exponent 
of a nominal unit, on the other it is comparable to the in­
dependent P.Cl. The first has been illustrated already, in 
Chapter 2 where that interpretation was adopted in order to 
show
(i) the similarity between Units and the Clauses 
that may realise them, and
1. Possibly a medial Included Clause gives rise to the "dis­
continuity" discussed by Halliday et el. (1965, p.28).
If this is so, it would emphasise the point being made 
here; unfortunately it cannot be proved, however, until 
the supra segmental features of Clauses expanded by com­
pounding has been investigated.
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(ii) the possibility of enclosing one structure 
within another, which is fundamental in 
Turkish syntax.
how, the second interpretation will be adopted, In order to 
draw attention to the similarity between these "subordinate" 
clauses which have suffix markers and those which have not. 
Accordingly, the Clause (compound Clause) earlier described
as having an Included Clause as exponent of an initially or
* .A.'Vfinally placed N unit is now re-interpreted as a F.C1
( a simple Clause) to which is attached another Clause which
is 3?.C1 and contains a suffix clearly marking
status),
(ii) the nature of the Clause's relationship 
to that F.Ci against which it Is Juxta­
posed,
(iii) its being conjoined to that F.Cl (i.e. it 
has a co-ordinating as well as a subordin­
ating function.).
The term "subordinate" has, however, been found misleading 
and is therefore not used in the terminology of this study; 
the ^,C1 functioning thus is therefore called a "Suffix- 
marked Dependent Clause" and its function described as ‘ 
"Dependent" here, whereas it was "Included" in Chapter 2. 
The F.C1 is not termed "principal" here but "Dominant".
Thus example no. 185 o n  p. 120 I, his new purpose re­
interpreted as follows:
(I) lack of independence (i.e. "subordinate"
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(258)
I Su^iyice^kaynaYINQA When the water is thoroughly 
boiling
you put the rice (into it).atiyopsunnpirinci.
F.Cl- 1 L-F.Cl
Sx.S
The conclusions that can be reached about sequence 
within the .Suffix-marked type of Two-clause Sentence are as 
follows:
(i) the relative positions of its constituent Clauses 
can be seen from those illustrations given in Chapter 2 
(pp.120-124) where'VfT^ v" is not medial and is therefore 
capable of re-interpretation as a Dependent Clause, that is, 
in nos. 185-192, 195, 197-200. In these, the two Clauses 
are Juxtaposed, but not in a fixed sequence, for in some 
(nos. 185 and 186, for instance) the Jf.Cl precedes the F.C1, 
while in others (nos. 187 and 189, for instance) it follows.
The existence of both sequences supports the hypothesis 
that where relationship is marked by suffix the relative
positions (or sequence) of the constituents is optional.
*1
Thus, contrary to the dictates of prescriptive grammars , 
which would allow only the first to he "correctu, a speaker 
can be observed to select one sequence in one context, the 
other in another, without any apparent loss of grammatical
p
"correctness" . That is, he varies his selection not in
1. Cf. p.15 above.
2. It is even possible to show that circumstances exist in 
which the prescribed order is unacceptable, although this 
has not been done in this study.
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response to some dictate of grammar (for none has been ident­
ified) but possibly in response to contextual factors* some 
of which will be tentatively identified and discussed in 
Chapter 5.
(ii) Sequence of units within the constituent Clauses 
does not seem to be affected
either by the Clause being P.Cl or ?.C1 (this has al­
ready been dealt with in Chapter l), 
or by the Clause being either member of a Suffix-
marked Sentence.
It does seem to be true that a ?.G1 when Dependent most often 
has its Head (its P/JP unit) last; however* other sequences 
are not excluded, (see, for instance, no. 186 where the P/? 
unit is initial in the ?.C1. and no. 200 where the unalter­
able N + p/^ s group is initial). A P.Cl is also unaffect­
ed by having a Dependent 7*. Cl attached to it: in nos. 185 
and 186 its P/jP unit is initial, in 190, 199 and 200 it is 
final, in 187 and 198 it is medial.
2. Relationship marked by Position:
It is possible to describe the relationship obtaining 
between the members of the Suffix-marked Sentence in terms 
other than those ^ust used: instead of saying that such a 
structure consists of a Dominant and a Dependent Clause (or 
a ’'principal" and p  "subordinate" one), one can say that it 
consists of a "statement" to which some kind of "qualificat­
ion" is added (e.g. a Clause expressing the time at which the 
action of the "statement" takes place, the reason for it, the 
condition under which it occurs, and so on). Ihis "statement" 
is capable of standing alone and is therefore grammatically 
"independent", the "qualification" is not (for without the
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other it loses much of its meaning) and it is therefore 
grammatically "dependent1 upon the other which is thus "dom- 
iant" over it.
When expressed thus, it becomes apparent that this is 
the same relationship that obtains between the Head and Non- 
head members of a Word-group, and between the two members of 
the structures Particularisation, Amplification and Assembly. 
That is to say, it appears that the relationship "Dominant 
and Dependent" occurs at all the levels of structure so far 
examined. The sequence of members within the structures 
exhibiting it is in some cases free (as in the pattern 0 
Word-group, in some nominal Clause-units in relation to the 
P/? unit, and in the Suffix-manked Sentence), in others it 
is fixed, either as Dependent^Dominant (as in the pattern A 
and pattern B W'ord-groups, in the and Olause-units
and the P/?, and in all Included F.Cls), or as Dominant* 
Dependent (as in Particularisation, Amplification and Assem­
bly, but in no Word-group and no Clause-unit group).
Prom now on, as we progress through the remaining 
Two-clause Sentences and even larger structures, it will be 
found that
(a) suffix-marking of relationships no longer occurs; 
that is to say, it occurs in no structure larger 
than the Suffix-marked Sentence;
(b) fixity of seijtquence takes over as marker of relat­
ionship^ ;
(a) the fixed sequence is invariably Dominant*Dependent,
1. Of positional markers Swift notes only juxtaposition, not
fixity of sequence. Cf.p.172; "the relationship or relat­
ionships between segments within an utterance depends uP°n 
their juxtaposition ..."
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the one not recognised in the grammar books.
Two-clause Sentences which are without Suffix-marker 
of relationship ("Non-suffix—marked Sentences*) invariably 
XDOssess the feature fixity of sequence, as well as the juxta­
position which is common to all types of Sentence.
Sentences in this category are of two kinds:
(i) those without obligatory other (non-suffix 
marker)(i.e., with only juxtaposition and 
fixity of sequence as markers of relation­
ship) ;
(ii) those with obligatory other (non-suffix) 
marker.
These are referred to respectively as "Non-suffix-marked 
Sentence without other marker" and "Non-suffix-marked Sent­
ence with other marker" and symbolised "^(^)S" and "$?((*)S".
(i) Non-suffix-makked Sentence without other marker (Sx(/)S):
There is only one type of Sentence in this category.
Relationships identical with those expressed by the 
previous type of Sentence, the Suffix-marked Two-clause one, 
(such as Statement 4= condition, statement t reason or cause, 
statement t time, and many more) are also expressed by pairs 
of Clauses without any suffix to indicate that relationship, 
in other words, by pairs of F.Cls.
In such structures, the Dependent Clause is no less 
dependent than is the one that is suffix-marked in the other. 
Indeedip supra segment ally its dependent status is just as 
clearly indicated. -%id yet, because no visual sign is appar-
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1ent m  the written text and because there is usually a total 
absence of lexical and structural similarity between the 
constituent parts which would draw attention to the exist­
ence of a relationship, it has hitherto passed largely un- 
rn
noticed. hus this sentence type has been postulated only 
2once before , although "subordination by juxtaposition" has 
been recognised as a feature of Turkish.^
Such pairs of E.Cls therefore constitute a second Sent­
ence type, the Dominant member of which is termed here the 
"Statement" ("St"), the Dependent one the "Comment" ("Ct"). 
These constituents arejnot only juxtaposed but fixed in se­
quence: the Clause which loses much of its meaning when re­
moved from the other, i.e. the "Dependent" one, is here the 
"Comment"; the sequence is thus Dominant*. Dependent and the 
Sentence type is "Staiwnent-i-Comment" ("St*Ct")^L
1. I'his is partly due to the deficiencies of the system of 
punctuation, newly adopted into the language along with the 
Latin alphabet in 1928, and not yet well assimilated: there 
is very real difficulty in fitting European punctuation to 
a language having a very different structure.
2. Mundy (1955).
5. Cf. Lewis,p.274- ff. ‘Asyndetic subordination'; Swift (p. 175) 
when discussing the example Besliyemiyecektin beni niye 
aldm? ^jlfj.you were not going to be able to feedjjne^ , why 
did you take me?'is his rendering although “fou were ... 
feed me, so why ... ?" would be closer) observes that "here 
a relationship, requiring a subordinating conjunction in 
the English translation, is clear from the juxtaposition 
of the two segments (each a clause) in which the second is 
clearly a comment on the first, despite the absence of form­
al signals of relationship such as particles or suffi^xes 
would provide."
A. li'or Swift, every combination of two or more "segments", be 
they "phrases" of "clauses" is arranged as "topic" and com­
ment". That is too sweeping and unsubstantiated an ssumption 
to be followed in this study. However, it is undoubtedly so 
in the Sentence types under discussion.
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St+Ct .Sentences are used to express all the relation­
ships listed in the previous section (see pp. 158-9), with 
the apparent exception of*St+Ct(Ct-purpose); this seems to 
be absent and to be replaced by its converse St+Ct(Ct^con- 
sequence). which, in turn, is not found among the Suffix- 
marked Sentences although it is particularly common among 
the Non-suffixed marked types.
Three of the relationships that can be expressed by 
this type of Sentence have been selected as representative 
of the whole range of formal variants:
(a) Statement + Comment(Ot=reason),
(b) Statement + Comment(Ct=consequence),
(c) Statement + Comment(Ct= particularisation,etc.) 
Using these as evidence, it will be shown that the relation­
ship ia question may be expressed
either merely be the juxtaposing in a fixed sequence 
of the two F.Cls,
or by such juxtaposed, sequentially fixed F.Cls,
reinforced (i.e. the meaning made more explicit) 
by the addition to the second F.C1 of a lexical 
marker, termed here a ''Comment Word" ( "C¥" ). ^
1. This class of word, newly postulated here, draws its mem­
bers from the traditional classes "Adverb" and "Conjunct­
ion". In St+Ct Sentences, however, they neither "qualify 
the verb" nor "join"; they merely make more explicit the 
relationship which the Ct has to the St, a relationship 
which is present without them. They are therefore redund­
ant. Nevertheless, they are useful for testing the valid­
ity of the contention regarding the nature of the relation­
ship. G.Ws include yani 'I mean", mesela 'for example1, 
tabii 'of course', fakat 'yet', 'but', onun iqin 'therefore'.
1(3) Statement t Comment(Ct-reason) :
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(259)(a)
,Bulguru t
N-(y)I
, iyi,
NAv
t ayiklamak, 
V f
, la zim.\______i
NP
Ta§
N
VN-0 F
oluyor t 
VP
jUmumiyetle,
N~(y)lE
srasmda.
N-DE
1
Cl
F, Cl
1
i F.Cl n F.Clt
M st- + - c t — 1
One must
pick through
the wheat
very thoroughly:
there are
generally
stones
among it.
2
1. Because the examples are from now on of considerable length 
it has been found that structural analyses of the type 
given hitherto, using symbols, are unnecessarily cumbersome, 
even confusing. To simplify matters, therefore, (i)Clause- 
unit is the smallest item identified individually, (ii)
the unit is named under the actual exponent only, (iii) 
the bracket indicating the Clause, which is the thing to 
which attention is now primarily directed, is drawn vertic­
ally, to be clear of other symbols.
Clauses are henceforth number^consecutively; the number­
ing makes no distinction betwee F.Cl and ?.C1 since the 
important fact is that they are Clauses, their suffix- 
marking being held to be of little significance.
2. The colon cannot be used in the Turkish text since its use 
in Turkish differs from that in English.
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There ere two ways in which this can be tested to de­
monstrate that the Dominant+Dependent relationship postulated 
is valid.
Pirstly, it can be transformed into a Suffix-marked 
Sentence; there is no significant change of meaning:
(259)(b)
Bulguru 9ok iyi
ayiklamak^lazim1
VN“^ UP
'Umumiyetle^ aresmda
P
N-Cy)iE n -de
tas 
1__
F
N-0
olDUGUNDAN/olDUGU
Cl
1
Cl'
One must pick through
the wheat very thoroughly
BECAUSE there are
generally 
stones 
amons it.
, F.Cl1, F.Cl2
\^ i
J Sx.S-----
This version retains the original sequence; the prescibed 
order is equally possible:
(259)(c)
Umumiyetle . arasmda
ta§
oidu8undan/oidu8u IQIN
bulguru Qok iyi
ayiklamak lazim.
P.
1
Cl
Cl
BECAUSE there are
generally
stone(s) among it
one must pick through
the wheat very thoroughly,
, F.cf-,, E.Cl2 ,
£1 V ~ T
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Secondly, it can be tested by retaining the St+Ct 
structure but making the relationship more explicit by adding 
the Comment Word Qiinku ’because1 to the Ct, either before it 
or after it:
One must pick through 
the wheat very thoroughly
BECAUSE
there are generally 
stone(s) 
among it.
uw I P, F.Cl „ g . c k ,
L_St —  + Ct L
Qiinku is a particularly good illustration of the true function 
of a Comment Word: it is both grammatically and semantically 
redundant, for the meaning of the combination of Clauses is 
clear without it.
d. It is interesting that Turkish orthography requires a full 
stop before the Clause to which Qunkii is added (as has been 
done here), for this corresponds exactly to the interpret­
ation placed upon the structure here.
(259)(d)
.Bulguru gok iyi
ayiklamakulazim.1
NP
gUMU
FLC11
CW
t tagi(oluyor tVumumiyetlet 
N-0 vp tr(y'>1E P [C12
t arasmda 
M-DEN or
'Tag ^ oluyor^
N“^ VP p[ci2
t umumiyetle ^ arasmda,
N-(y)lE H-DE
^giMKU. i
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(b ) Statement -t Comment(Ct=consequence) :
This is a relationship which cannot be expressed by a 
Suffix-marked Sentence:
( 260) ( a ) 
f Para|t yok. 
N”0 NP
,Satilmaz.
l ---------------------------  L
VP
P
P
o r
c r
There's no money (about) 
(so)
it can't be sold.
tP.Cl1 , P.Cl2 
U—St— + - Ct —
This relationship can be tested by adding an appropriate 
Comment Word. In this case onun icin 'for that (reason1)' 
is suitable; its position is before the Comment:
( 260) ( b )
,Para yok,
\ ill i
N"0 NP 
t ONUN IQ1N, 
NAv=CW
p
p
satilmaz
VP
c r
,Cl2
There's no money (about);
therefore
it can't be sold.
'F.Cl1,, P.Cl2 ,
i— St- +- Ct '
Transformation into a Suffix-marked Sentence is only 
possible if a complete reversal of meaning is accepted:
( 260) ( c )
^Para olmaDI'CINDAN/
N-0
olmaDI&I IgiN^ 
V?
satilmaz.<-------- L
VP
p
c r
c r
BECAUSE, there isn't any 
money (about) 
it can't be sold.
ff.Cl M P.Cl
■SxS
the other sequence also being possible, of course.
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(c) Statement +  Comment(Ct=particularisation, etc.):
fhis is also a very productive combination.
Like the last, this cannot be expresseed by a Suffix- 
marked Sentence (unless "reason”, "proviso", "concession"' 
and the like be classed as types of particularisation, which 
is of course possible). It is, however, analogous to a 
structure seen earlier under "Multiple Unit Structures", . 
namely, Particularisation, since the second Clause is a 
particularisation or exemplification or emendation, or the 
like, of the first.
(261)
F.Cl1
He
tavsiye ediyor. recommends (this):
VP
1 Soya fasulyesini.
N— (y)1
"Eat
yiyiniz ,t 
VP
-p ^^2 soya beans"
diyor; VP he says
VP
F.Cl1 , F.Cl2
i-St - + - Ct
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(262)
fffahsen Mtanimama ( 
rAvN V?
" w ~(y)E 
.imkan,yoktu|Vtabii
N~^ NP CW
§eylerinden,
P
 ^eserlerinden,
N-DEn P
tkendilerini,
N' ( y ) l
(tanirim»
VP
Cl1:.
C1‘
There was no possibility
•p 1of course
of my knowing (him) 
personally:
I know
him
from his what's-its, 
((from)) his works.
, F.Cl1, F.Cl2, 
L_ St - + - Ct 1
Several Comment Words are available, depending upon 
the precise nature of the particularisation, e.g. yani 'I 
mean1 'that is', mesela 'for example', hatta 'even': 
(263)
tOnansogan uda^
(konuluyor^
VP
,H A T T A t
CW
ibiraz bolca.
P
NAv
,koymakalazimf
-0V?'VN ^ NP
Cl'
Cl'
Onion, too, ij£ put
into that:
one should
EVEN
put rather a lot (in)
f f . c i1 1, j r . c i2 , 
- st - + - ct— ‘
1. This word tabii is a Comment Word; its presence here is
irrelevant to the structure illustrated but shows that the
Clause to which it is appended is a Comment - the Ct of a
previous Ct not quoted. 2iTenporary Substitution, of.pljl
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(264)
^epsiyi, You grease
jj-(y )!
,iyice ( 
MAv
F .Cl1
the (baking-)tray
( yagliyorsun,( well,
VP
(Sade yagla., with fat:
-
. Biz MESELft 
\ - \\ _ 1 we, FOR INSTANCE,
N“0 CW F ,C12
Vita yagif. f use
(kullsniyor^uz. Vita margarine.
VP , S-.Cl1 » F.Cl2
St Hr— Ct----1
(ii) Non-suffix-marked Sentence with other marker ($^(hQ s ):
Several structures fall into this category. They are 
grouped under two headings:
(a) Statement + segmentally-linked Comment,
(b) Statement 1- Comment with restriction^
(a) Statement + segmentally-linked Comment (tlSt+5 C^t'lt)
Sentences:
In this the first P.Cl is a Statement as before, the 
second a Comment upon it but this of necessity incorporates 
segmental link . This is
either a demonstrative (Aj or N Root) whose referent 
is sometimes clearly identifiable as a single 
item in the first F.Cl (as in no. 267), some­
times as the whole of the first F.Cl (no. 271)
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and sometimes not clearly distinguishable as 
either (i.e. ambiguous)(as in no. 269), 
or a suffix: the 3ud person possessive DS -(s)I(ii),
whose referent is invariably one item in the 
first Clause.
This structure is thus a two-clause one exhibiting not only
juxtaposition and fixity of sequence but also lexical
restriction in the second Clause, This is demonstrative Complet­
ion."
The similarity of this Sentence-type to the Multiple 
Unit Structure called Assembly will be apparent.^- In that, 
however, the first member is invariably multiple, so its true 
equivalent at Sentence level is in the Expanded Sentence.
The first Clause (St) In this structure frequently has 
a NP which includes var 'existent' (usually translated 'there 
is/are') or its opposite yok 'nohv-exi stent' , but this, al­
though by far the most common form, is not a necessary require-
2ment .
1. The classification of this structure as a combination of 
Clauses of unequal status may therefore be questioned; it 
could be argued that the Clauses are co-ordinate and there­
fore equal. While admitting this possibility, it Is felt 
that the structure is intermediate between the two. By 
classifying it as a kind of St+Ct structure, attention is 
directed towards the dependence of the second Clause upon 
the first, which is undoubtedly present in some measure.
The fact that it can be expanded (see next chapter) is 
also justification for classifying it as a structure in 
its own right.
2. This construction may be what Mundy (1955, p.500) had in 
mind when he wrote"the strength of the short statement form 
as a habitual pattern-sometimes causes inverted order in 
sentence development... It is interesting, and indeed im­
portant that they sometimes convey shades of meaning not 
expressed bjr the normal or uninverted order." Certainly 
this Sentence type Is not transformable without consider­
able alteration in meaning; cf.pph79-iSo below.
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Examples no. 265 QElcL 266 show the first Clause as an 
affirmative statement containing var in its NP:
(265)
There is also
1
a huge sitting-room:
Kocaman bir de saloni----------------------1
N p
var.
NP
, ONU iterk ettik . 
- ( ^ Z ^ -------- 1
N VP
AvN
bir sokak t , var. 
 ' 1 1
N p  NP
t QRDAtlbalik „f ilan.
n-DE n-0
sat lliyor 
VP
P
c r
2 1 Cl we abandoned it/that
F.Cl1 " F.Cl2 ,
St +-slCt 1
(266)
Qar§ikapiya dogru
P
P
.01-
Towards Qar§ikapi
there is a street:
fish and such
.Cl are sold 
there.
.g.Cl1 „ g.ci2 , 
l~-St - + -slCt— ‘
1. Curme (1951, p.170) notes a similar device in English: "The 
connection between the members may be made by placing at 
the beginning of the sentence a stressed personal pronoun, 
possessive adjective, or demonstrative pronoun or adverb re­
ferring back to the preceding proposition: ’In this crisis 
I have often thought of the old home, of Father, of Mother. 
That was a good place to start out in life from. Their life 
has always been an inspiration to me, their example a sure 
guide. There at least in memory I shall often tarry. Them
I shall often consult.'
This is not the equivalent of the Turkish structure un­
der discussion, for in that the demonstrative is not em­
phasised when it is placed initially. This point is dealt 
with at length in Chapter 5.
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Note that the words containing the segmental links are initial 
in the Clause. This is a point diiscussed further in Chapter 
5.
In the next two examples, the first Clause is a "rhetor­
ical question", an interrogative implying the answer "yes"; 
it is a reminder of something the listener is assumed to know:
(267)
-Bir ka my onun kasasimn
F
boyle qikmtisi ^ var^a?, 
-0N
0^ Qikmti t
NP
—0N
'tam burasma ,
N
'gelmig. 
VP
(y)E F
Cl1
Cl2
.E.Ol1 qP.Cl2 , 
' St - + -slCt— ‘
A lorry's radiator
has a projection like this, 
hasn't it?
(Well)1 ,
that projection 
came
right to his here ^fore­
head; indicated by 
gesture).
No.268 has a VP in the St:
1. This is a Comment Word required in the English version. 
Turkish could have igte in this situation, although it 
is not present in either of the examples quoted.
(268)
tBir bardak piringten^
N"•DEn F
4 yapacaksin,^ degil mi? 
VP
t0 BAEEAKLA ,
N-(y)iE
iki bardak su.
Cl'
F
N' w
vkoyacaksm.
VP
Cl£
F.C1 P.Cl
1— St -  + -s lct-
177
You are going to make (it)
with ("from") one glass of 
rice, aren't you?
(Well), with that glass
you'll put (in)
two glasses of water.
2
The Statement Clause of the next example does not in­
clude var, but its P is still a NP:
(269)
tPencereler!\ yuksek.t
n p
F
QNLARI ntemizlemek 
]\f~(y ) I  yfi
I----- z m r „ 0 .-- F
VN
NP
Cl' The windows are high:
c r
cleaning them
is difficult.
, g.ci1 , , F.Cl2 ,
1---St - +-slCt— 1
The final example illustrates a Statement Clause having 
a P/jP unit which is VP (as in no. 268) but also multiple: 
(2?0)
Anlar mi,Aanlamaz mi 
VP~
konu§tugunu?t
P.
N
i ONU, |da ltbilmezler., 
N-(y)I0 -j VP
P.
Cl1
Does he understand
what he (=another person) 
is saying or not?
2
Cl They don't know that either.
f F.Gl1 11 F Cl2 ,
' St - +-slCt— i
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si,This St+ Ct Sentence structure has a variant form 
which is borderline between two levels: it may be interpreted 
as either a Sentence of two Clauses, one of which is Depend­
ent (i.e. as St*s^Ct) or a Clause expanded -.by compounding 
and thus a Single-clause Sentence:
(271)
Whatever kinds of thingsfKbmur ihtiyacim,
F ^ r
kargiliyacak^
,ne gibi jgeylert 
.varsa,
VAj
F.C1-
V0
(*)f§imdiden, 
^Av
.dugunmemiz,
TO"*3
icab eder.
VP
P. Cl1
.01'
there may be
that will meet
the coal requirements
it is necessary 
for us
to think about (them) 
already.
F.C1£
•St— +- Ct-
It will be noted that the segmental link is absent. It is 
in fact option, and if present would most probably stand at 
the position indicated (*) and would be ONLARI. The Sentence 
as it stands is analysable thus:
l -VAq
NAv VP
II L
■N'-0.
-VN"■(/)/.
-V0- 1—
-VN- 0. T-VP-I
in which the first Clause is an Included one. With the 
word bearing the segmental link present it would be:
N (y )1  ^ ^ (0 )000  + 0 y-j# j^Av yp’*’ 0 yp
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Jl
~VAJ
N- 0 . JUT0J
-N-(y.)l
"cir^ zzr
V0
If *0- -yp-
si.St+ Ct is a Sentence type that cannot be transformed 
without considerable change in meaning, unlike the St+Ct type, 
Por instance, although it is possible to render no, 269 in 
at least two ways:
(269)(b)
Yuksek olan
VAo
'pencereleri^
N* (y)I
■yf
P.
ttemizlemek,! gug 
r-0TO NP
Cl
To clean
windows which are high 
is difficult.
(269 Xc)
,Pencereler,i yuksek
N-0 NC
i olDTjthj IQ IN 
Yf  ' ■
, onlarii
-(y)£
.cil
N F.ci*
t emizlemekh giic 4 
r-0TO NP 1
Because
the windows are high
to clean them
is difficult.
1Jr.ClJ-M P.Cl
SxS —
2
neither of these expresses, the full meaning of the original: 
269(b) is the statement of a general truth, as the English 
translation indicates, and is in fact the generalisation that 
can be made from the particular circumstance expressed in the 
original version; 269(c) make explicit the notion of causal
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relationship implicit in the original, excluding all other 
implications there. That is to say, these two renderings 
express something more limited than does the original. More­
over, both of them, particularly the first, belong to a dif­
ferent style of language: they are literary and occur only 
rarely in spontaneous speech, while the original is colloquial 
and occurs only rarely in writing.
The same point can be illustrated perhaps even more 
strikingly by transforming no 270 into a Suffix-marked Sent­
ence - this is the only example for which this is possible:
(270) (b )
Konu§tugunu They do not know
either
!
. anlaYIE anlamaUIGINI da whether he understands
what he says or ((does)) 
bilmezler. not ((understand)).
V^“(y)I y^ff  ^yjU-(y)l Qj yp
i— y^~ ^ y ) £j\---y^—1
1--------- . Y i r  ^y ^1---- iv—c j-jL-vp—1
This is a literary structure, unusual in spontaneous speech, 
s 1St* Gt is a Sentence type which occurs in speech with 
great frequency, on the lips of all speakers fl^m the almost 
inarticulate to the most highly skilled, yet it is infrequent 
in writing; this is a difference in distribution that suggests 
that it may be another of the structures (like the Multiple 
Unit ones) which serve a purpose in spontaneous speech. This 
point will be taken up in Chapter 5.
3. Por this suffix see Lewis, p.178.
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R(t>) Statement + Comment with restriction ("St+Ct 11) Sentences:
All the structures in this group of Won-suffix-marked 
Sentences have as marker (additional to juxtaposition and 
fixity of sequence).
(i) lexical restriction, or restriction in 
choice of tense, or both of these; and
(ii) one of the enclitic conjunctions dE 'and'
and ki 'that', a lexical marker which is
optional in some cases, obligatory in 
1
others.
Eight patterns have been identified and are referred to here 
as Patterns @  to(H),
p
Patterns (A) and (B) share the restrictions:
(i) the first Clause is either negative or 
affirmative-interrogative implying negation;
(ii) the enclitic conjunction ki is present, 
placed after the first Clause.
1. In these structures dE and ki have characteristics differ­
ing from those they possess elsewhere: (l) they are in 
some cases not followed by the potential pause otherwise 
associated with them (thus the t^wo Clauses may be uttered 
without a break); (2) they are in some cases obligatory. 
Ihe research that has resulted in the identification of 
the structures in this section an advance on what the 
grammars offer, has uncovered many more problems which can­
not be solved as yet. Por instance, (a) intonation may be 
one of the markers, even the primary one; (b) the pause 
after dE may possibly be excluded only when the second 
Clause cannot be 'understood' from what is implied by the 
first, i.e. dE-i-pause or dE/pause may be determined by 
lexical restriction operating between the two Clauses.
2. ' his pattern is discussed Lewis, pp.2 6 4 - Swift^ quotes 
an example when illustrating the uses of ki hut does not 
described the structure itself.
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Each has a third restriction: Pattern (A) requires that
(iii) the verb of the second Clause have the 
optative-imperative form.
(272)
, Bur da u yok,' zaten,t ki v
n :D^  n p
orda rtolsun.i 
PE yp
P
P
Cl1
Cl'
Anyway, there isn't (any) 
here
so why should therejbe (any 
there. ("Here there is 
not, anyway, that there 
it may be")
F.Cl F.C12 
St + CtE S
(273)
Ezberubir sey *
N N
P
bilmiyorum.kivr-1- A
VP
'konuigayim^
VP
P
Cl1
G1‘
I don 11 know
anything from memory 
that
I may talk.
F.Cl1 F.Cl2 
St + CtE S
On the other hand Pattern (B) requires that
(iii) the Predicates of the two Clauses have
to their referents in chronological order:
(2 74-)**
tNe zaman.tbize
NAv N-(y)E
fbir iyilikleri.
N'-0 P
dokundu kit------- i___1
VP
bugiin t1dokun a c a k #1 
Nav VP
Cl'
p .c r
When
has
a kind act of theirs (ever)
reached 
((to)) us
that it should ("will") 
reach (us) today?
The structure of this is: ,^01^ ^F.Cl'y
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-St + Ct -^S-*
In Pattern (C) the restrictions additional to juxta­
position and fixity of sequence are only:
(i) restriction of the form of the verb of 01
to the optative-imperative;
*1
(ii) use of ki after 01 .
(275) **
, Bu basima gelenleri 
VN“(y)^
.an1st.ki,\_____ L\ I
P
VP Gj 
§a§sin kalsm P
VP
011
Cl'
Relate
those things that have 
happened to me ("These 
(things) coming to my head") 
that he may be dumbfounded.
E.Cl1u g.Cl2,
1— st + c tH-s-'
Pattern (D) exhibits a different set of 
additional restrictions:
(i) the tense is the same in both Clauses;
1 2(ii) the P.Cl is negative, P.Cl affirmative;
2
(iii) P.Cl is also interrogative;
(iv) either the two Verb Roots are identical
and the person different, or the two Verb
Roots are different and the person the same;
*|
(v) the conjunction dE is appended to P.Cl .
1. Cf. Lewis, p. 264-.
( 2 76 ) * *
Ben ,, aglamiyayimjda , 
VP Cj
, kimler ( , aglssm? t
VP P,
Cl'
Cl2
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If I should not weep ("Let 
me not weep"), 
then who should ((weep))? 
("let who weep?")
P.Cl, i P.Cl , 
St + CtE-S^
(277)**
?elt 
tAv
tGece eri ,
r
^abahlara kadar^
uyumayayim.de
P
VP
' Pejyapayim?!
) £  yp
ci-
Cl'
1P.Cl -u P.Cl
If I don't sleep ("let me 
not sleep") at night 
("nights") 
until morning 
then
what should I do?
2
St + Ct^-S-1
The English translations suggest, that the implication here 
is of "condition"; basically, however, it is a Statment fol-
A
lowed by a Comment which is the expression of the"consequence
Pattern (E) is very similar:
(i) the tense is the same in both Clauses;
(ii) P.Cl is interrogative;
(iii) de is present 
as in the previous pattern, but
(iv) both the Verb Root and the person are
(v)
identical in each Clause, and
It is P.Cl^ that is affirmative, P.Cl2
that is negative:
(277)**
Isine u geldigi zaman
iv.V?
m
tinaniyorsunuda , 
VP Gj
¥
F
t i§ine gelmedigi zaman {
vnAv ^
,niye,Vv 3F
inanmiyorsun?
VP
01
01
Cl
Cl
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1 You believe
when it suits your purpose
2
("when it comes to your 
business")
 ^ so why
don't you believe
when it does not ((suit 
your purpose))?
Phis is compound: P.Cl^,, Jf.Cl^n P.Cl^ 'it  n {-----  — ----,---
'----SxS"— _1L -Sx S-
-St- -ctR s
Pattern (P) is very common. In it, the presence of
(i) dE in F.C11
(ii) the same tense in both Glauses
a
but without the negative-affirmative and non-interro^ative- 
interrogative opposition, combine to make the equivalent of 
a St+Ct(Ct=consequence) Sentence:
(278)**
i Ne , etti .
^ ( ¥ ) ¥  yp
Od
kurtar&i?\___ ______i
VP
F
F
What did he do
Cl'
that ("and")
01^ he sabred (him)?
.g.oi1 Lg.Cl.il
‘— -St + OtR-S-i
1. Of Lewis, p. 207.
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(279)
, foyle ,koyayimnda 
VP G S
iS121 i
j\p (^
rahatsiz „etmesin» 
N° VP
p q^I Let me put it like that
P. Cl'
so that
it won’t disturb you("and 
let it not disturb you")
P.Cl1 P.Cl2 
St + CtR S
Indeed the 'feeling* of St + consequence is so strong^
in all these patterns incorporating dE that the second Clause
(thelponsequence) may even be left unexpressed. In its place
a Clause-unit meaning 'that's why', 'for that reason1 may be
used, implying repetition of the previous sentence (as in 
2
Pattern (G), or the exponent of the second may be silence 
(Pattern (H)^.
hos. 280 and 281 illustrate Pattern G-:
(280)
- Evladim, “My boy,
burasi why is this place
neden kalabalik? (sb) crowded?"
- ,Husameddinin 
PP
muhakernesi , de --- - ------ -— i\___ i
GO
ondani
If-DEn
P.Cl1
p
"It's Husameddin's
trial 
so ("and") 
that's why?
1. And the intonation contour so striking, 2.Cf Lewis, p.207.
The implication here is:
— tHusameddinin
p .c r
muhakemesi de
N P
ondanlt kalabalik,. o r
It's Husameddin's
trial, so ("and") 
it is because of that 
that it is crowded.
MP
This couid be transformed into a Suffix-marked Sentence
Husameddinin muhakemesi
-------------------------------------L
H-0
.olBU&UNDAN
F LC1
\{jr
burasiukalabalik, F
N~^ MP
1
Because it is
Husameddin's trial
Cl this place is crowded.
, ff.Cl1, g.Cl2
Sx S-
It must be borne in mind, however, that such a transformation 
reverses the meaning (cf. p. 170 above).
The next eample is likewise given in its original formA
and then with the implication written out in full:
(281) **
1- 0 yahni yanakli kiz da' "That pasty-faced girl,too,
koca buldu. has found a husband."
Hem hepimiziden evvel. "And before us all".
- [Babasinm liralarinvarMda(
NP CjN
tonug igin.(
N
. F
F
Cl
 ^ "Her father has money
0 X 2 so that's why."
1. This is the normal conjunctive use of dE; it is not part 
of the pattern under discussion.
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fBabasimn lira lari)
i .g - w 2
l-— St + Ct® S-> and it implies:
Her father
This is: .F.C1 . fF.0£ ,
 hi s —
N F
var, dai n  i
NP CJ
[Onun igin, 
nav
hepimizden evvel
,AvN
, koca^buldu.,
yp
F
011
has money, so
therefore
Cl2
she has found a husband
before all of us.
.g.Cl1 , F.Cl2 ,
1 St + slCt S-1
The next example illustrate"^. Pattern (H); 
(282)* *
- Ne guldiin? dedi.
- IAklima
N'
fh i r  sey,
K-0
geldi de...\ ~ i
yp oj
F
1
Cl1
"Why did you smile?" he 
said.
(r\
"SometingA
came
into my mind (and so...)
0 F
In full, the Sentence might be
(Aklima ,|bir §ey|
P
geldi„de
VP Cj
onun iginf|guldum.
H'Av VP
c r
.012
Something
came
into my mind and so 
for that reason I smiled.
l.This is conventional Turkish punctuation. It implies tha 
something left unsaid.
which is: t F.C1, , F.C1 ,
1 St *slCt S A
It will he observed that some of these patterns (B,D 
and E) display a striking parallelism in their constituent 
Clauses and it will be remembered thatthis has been shown 
to be one of the conjunctive devices used to co-ordinate 
structures of equal status (that is, to make multiple struct­
ures ).
Whether this most striking of features is present or 
not, however, all Non-suffix-marked Sentence types in this 
section (that is. with additional marker) demonstrate that 
Turkish can express logical inequality without resorting to 
morphological inequality, that is, without formal subordin­
ation. For instance, dE and ki express nothing more than 
conjoining; however, use them to link Clauses which exhibit 
certain lexical and other restrictions, and a new relation­
ship which indicates more than mere conjoining is created.^
lion-suffix-marked Sentences with additional marker, 
si pwhether St+ Ct or St+Ct Sentences, are thus intermediate 
between the traditional "co-ordinate” and "subordinating" 
sentences: the constituent Clauses being Finite, and the
1, This last sentence of mine (beginning "however", illustrates
the same phenomenon occurring in English: "Use ... restrct-
1 wions" is F.C1 , contain^, of necessity, the imperative 
(use"): it is joined to the F.Cl^ (a relationship ...
created") by an obligatory "and" which merely co-ordinates. 
The resulting structure is St+Ct(Ct=consequence). It is 
transformable into the equivalent of a Turkish Suffix- 
marked Sentence containing a marked clause of condition:
"If you use them ... etc.".
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presence in one of a segmental marker (demonstrative etc.) 
and in the other of a lexical marker (conjunction) might 
lead one to expect the co-ordination of equals to be in oper­
ation (cf. the conjunctive devices discussed in Chapter 2). 
Against this, however, is the stronger evidence of the 
meaning: the second Clause is deprived of a great deal of 
its meaning if it is taken in isolation, i.e.- deprived of 
■its "prop", the first Clause; consequently the second can 
only be interpreted as Dependent and so the constituent 
Clauses are logically unequal. The strongest evidence of 
this is of course in Pattern (H).
To summarize: both types of Non-suffix-marked Sentence
si Rhaving an additional marker (i.e. St+ Ct and St+Ct ) have
(i) a sequence that is fixed,
(ii) a sequence of Dominant+.Dppendent,
that is, a sequence which is at variance with that tradition­
ally prescribed for two-clause sentences.
Less immediately apparent, but in fact just as clearly 
demonstrable, is the occurrence of the same sequence in the 
Non-suffix-marked Sentence without additional marker (St+Ct) 
which is far more common than the others.
3* Discussion:
It is apparent that the Two-clause Sentence expresses 
the Dominant - Dependent relationship by means of the whole 
gamut of structures: at one extreme is the Suffix-marked 
Sentence in which the relationship is explicit; at the other 
is the St+Ct Sentence which lacks all suffix or segmental 
indication of the connection between the two parts and yet 
implies the same relationship, as can be proved by transform-
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ing it into the Suffix-marked type. Between these two ex­
tremes come all other structures, in which
(i) like the Sx S but unlike the St+Ct S. the constit­
uent parts are formally equal, both being F.Cls.
(ii) unlike Sx S but like St+Ct S the existence of
a connection between the constituent parts is
made explicit, the markers (conjunction, segment­
al link, parallelism, repetition) being those 
shown in Chapter 2 to be markers of co-ordination, 
i.e. joining pieces of equal status;
(iii) despite these indications of equality the con­
stituent parts are seen to be logically unequal, 
one being Dependent upon the other.
All Two-clause Sentences , therefore, no matter how 
marked, have
(a) the feature juxtaposition in common, but
(b) Suffix-marked Sentences have no fixity of 
sequence, both sequences, Dominant+Dependent 
and Dependent+.Dominant being possible ;
(c) Non-suffix-marked Sentences have fixity of 
sequence as marker of relationship, in some 
(St+Ct) as the only one1. This sequence is 
invariably Dominant+Dependent .
This sequence is seen possibly even more clearly in 
Three-clause Sentence types; these will therefore be examined 
next, before any attempt is made to suggest reasons for its 
occurrence.
1. Apart fro'm supra segmental ones, regrettably not dealt with 
here.
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THE THREE-CLAUSE SENTENCE:
Three-clause Sentences seem to he a special feature of 
spontaneous speech and unknown in writing.
Two types have been identified, both having as their 
basis the Non-suffix-marked Sentence without additional
err St + ^Cl
marker (i.e. St+Ct )£. To this is added a third I?.C1 as 
follows:
1. the third Clause is a re-statement of tne first, 
either in the same form or a slightly different 
one; it is a kind of summing up. This type, much 
less common than the next, is symbolised;
St1+Ct1+Ct1;
2, the third Clause is a Comment prompted by the 
second one; the second is thus a Comment in its 
relationship to the first, and a Statement in its 
relationship with the third. There is .no direct 
logical connection between the first Clause and 
the third, ^his, highly significant, structure 
is symbolised;
St^Ct^t^+Ct2 
and may be termed a "Chain". Theoretically a 
Chain can be prolonged indefinitely by using each 
Comment as a new Statement.
Both types are more common in their expanded forms and are 
therefore shown in some detail in the next chapter. One 
short example of each will accordingly suffice here.
No.283 illstrates the St^+Ct^+St^ type; each member is
i
simple and the reiteration of St is not identical with its 
first occurrence:
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(283)
i Ben,
F.Cl
kangtiriyorum,, hep
,-ilVVP N
tbilmiyorum Aba§kalarini P
VP N-(y)I
 ^ama; 
CW
t hep[( karigtiriyorum^
N^v VP
P
I
1
always stir (it)
Cl I don't know about others
but
Cl
I always stir (it).
1, P.017 i P.Cl, 'P.Cl-i 
1—  St - + - Gt - + - Ct^-1
The next example has a multiple third member. It is
a Chain, but only because the word fasulye is used in two 
different meanings, as the English tranlation shows:
(284)
,<Jok le'aaetli 
 ---N
bir fasulye^degildi^
NP
P Cl1
t Gunku^ f asulyesi , 
CU
iyi,t degildi,
n g n p
t Pazardan,, aldim,( 
N~DEn yp
\iyift Qikmadi, 
N° VP
P C.12
It was not
a very tasty dish
because its beans (= in­
gredients) 
were not good:
F
P
^ 3  I got (them) in ("from") 
the market (and) 
they didn't turn out well.
5 -ptP.Cl , , P.Cl^ t P.Cl^,, P.Cl4
St1- +- Ct“/£>t2 f ct2
Both Cts are Clauses of reason.
mIt is especially the second of these two types that
provides evidence for the validity of the St+Ct concept, for
2 1 Ct is not a comment upon St : the speaker has arrived at
2 1 Ct by following up what Ct suggested. Clearly the implic­
ation is that the speaker is proceeding "step by step", an 
observation that will be shown to be of the greatest import­
ance in providing the key to the rules governing sequence 
in (Turkish (see Chapter 5). Of course, in the example given 
here, the "step" consists of a Simple (or in one case a 
short multiple) Clause, but that is merely the result of the 
limitations arbitrarily imposed upon the length of the 
structure for the purposes of the present exposition. (The 
expanded f^ Qjjms examined in the next chapter give a truer 
picture of the length that each step may attain.
Even the Expanded Sentence, however, proves to be less 
than the whole of the structure which the speaker uses 
and to be merely a constituent in a larger one, termed here 
the Sentence Complex. Both are described in the next 
chapter.
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CHAPTER EOUR
COMBINATION AND SEQUENCE AT SENTENCE LEVEL - 2:
THE EXPANDED SENTENCE., AND AT SENTENCE-COMPLEX LEVEL
In the previous chapter a classification of Sentences 
into Simple one-, two- and three-clause structures was made 
and the main patterns in the last two of these described, 
the first having been dealt with in Chapter 2 under "Clause" 
with which it is co-terminous.
It was found that two sequences of Clause occur:
(i) Dependent-i-Dominant,which, at this level 
is always optional;
Dominant ^-Dependent, which is fixed.
Larger structures must now be examined, the next larg­
est being, of course, the Expanded Sentence,
The principles of expansion at Sentence level are in 
no way different from those obtaining at Word-group and 
Clause levels, compounding and multiplicity again being the 
two methods used.
Perhaps surprisingly, however, it has been found when 
seeking illustrations, that the isolate (and thus easily 
quotable ) Expanded Sentence is uncommon in speech, where 
the utterance is usually either shorter (in effect a Simple 
Sentence) or longer, the structure here termed Sentence- 
complex.
A Sentence-complex is defined here as that portion of 
speech, at least one Sentence in length, which has clearly 
audible limits.^ In practice, delimitation presents no
1. Silence before and after, intonation contour and loudness 
are the main features isolating the Sentence-complex.
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problems; nor does identification of its constituent Clauses.
It is the accurate identifying of the relationship present
without a suffix-marker to guide that requires careful and
objective observation. Eortunately, the suprasegmental
''a
features almost alwys remove any ambiguity that the written
A.
text may present; for this reason, it is all the more regret- 
able that they have had to be excluded from the description.
In this chapter, therefore, first the Expanded Sentence 
and then the Sentence-complex are dealt with, with a reference 
to the largest structure of speech, the Paragraph. In both 
the principles which govern sequence are sought, those 
problems which seem to be incapable of solution when only 
grammatical criteria are employed are set forth for consider­
ation by different ones in the next chapter.
THE EXPANDED SENTENCE:
It has not proved practicable to arrange the examples 
to show expansion by compounding and by multiplicity separ­
ately as was done with smaller structures, since the two 
occur together so frequently. Accordingly, in dealing in 
turn with Single-, Two- and Three-clause Sentences, all 
expanded forms are given together.
1• The Expanded Single-clause Sentence:
In the first instance only multiplicity is possible 
here, since a Single-clause Sentence expanded by compounding 
is, by definition, a Two-clause sentence; however, a constit­
uent in the multiple structure may itself be compound (as in 
no.
A Single-clause Sentence (symbolised "l-Cl.S" and co­
terminous with P.Cl) expanded by multiplicity is one con-
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sisting of two or more equal structures in apposition; that 
is to say, each constituent of a multiple structure is a 
Sentence^.
A H  the examples from no. 285 to no, 
structure . l * *C l.s \  1-Cl.S'l
have the
1-----1-C1.S-
They may be grouped according to the type of conjunctive 
device that links them,
2
In the first example, .juxtaposition alone marks the 
relationship:
•(285)
8 * I used to climb ((into))
tree(s)
Aggca i ,Qikardim, l-Cl 
VP
saklamrdim. l-Cl
VP
S' (and)((I used to)) hide.
The relationship between the constituent Sentences may 
also be'reinforced by the use of a lexical conjunctive; in 
nos. 286-288 (and also 291) this is a conjunction:
1, A Single-clause Sentence and a Clause are co-terminous, of 
course; the distinction between Clause and Sentence must 
be strictly maintained, however, otherwise description of
larger structures becomes impossible.
2. Suprasegmental features are excluded from this study; 
otherwise, intonation and juncture prosodies would also 
need to be described here.
(286)
Vallah"1"
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Well yes,
yapiyordum
VP
AHA"
Cj~
gig anda
N-DE
(unuttum.f
VP
l-Cl .S
■l-Cl S
I used to make (it)
but
just at the moment
I've forgotten (how).
(287)
3. (Eabii \ \
CW
, her geyndegiigiyor, Q
VP
t o.^ DA t> degigmig,.
Cj VP
1-Q1.S%
Of course
everything changes (and)
that, too, has changed.
1. The function and thus the status of this word is discussed 
in the next chapter.
2. A conjunction is interpreted in this study as being extra 
to Clause structure proper. Por this reason, it is left 
outside the bracket delimiting the Clause/Sentence wherever
possible. It is, of course, not possible to do this with
the enclitic conjunction dE in any use except that described 
in the previous chapter.
3. The Comment Word indicates that the whole Sentence quoted 
is in fact the Ct to a preceding St which has not been 
given.
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(288)
HEM
“ c l1
guzellt diyorsunuz t 
N° VP
l-Cl
u-Sffig I 
u“(y
, HEM I 1
Cj
t niQmiyorsunuzit
YP
l-Cl
You BOTH
say that the tea is nice
S
S'%
AND (yet)'
you don’t drink any more’
The conjunctive lexical item may indicate membership 
of a temporal or special series:
(289)
AT FIRST
l-Cl,8
tlLK ONCE, 
,NAv=Cj
taslarimuyoktu
N
bu taslar.
HP
2
I hadn't any bowls,
T SQB’RA , 
NAv-Gd
ibunlari ,
l-Cl .S'
JPidet an, taldim., 
^-DEn Vp
these bov;ls
LATER
.3
%
I got these from Tide.
from Tide.
1. Putting in "yet" converts this from a co-ordinate Sentence 
into a St+Ct one. It seems to be obligatory in the English; 
t h i e f  Turkish, however, really is "co-ordinate".
£ m A Amplification.
3. The semi-colon is not used in Turkish; thus a Turkish ortho­
graphic sentence is shorter than the "true "sentence.
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The use of a Clause-unit as the conjunctive item (cf. 
p. 136) is illustrated in the next example:
(290)
KIMISI
H" l-Cl .s
■ bu kadar agir,.olur,.j p--------•«----- '•
N VP
iKlMlSl,
l-Cl
.hafif , | olur.i -7T--1  L
it vp
,s
SOME OP THEM
are as heavy as this (but)
SOME OP THEM
are light.
This also illustrates the parallelism that can occur between 
Sentences (cf. p .136 ff. where parallelism between Clause- 
units is discussed), as do the next two also; in 291 anto­
nyms are contrasted, in 292 negative and affirmative:
(291)
DUZ, 1 depolabilir,
NC Cj VP 1-C1.S
I It can be plain (or)
, IglEMELl,, de,i olabilir .,
N Cj VP 1-C1.S
%
((it can be)) embroidered.
(292)
t"Turkuzn l(dememigiz „
ttti l-Cl
m VP s
j'Osmanliyiz1'ndemisiz
VE~^F7a yp l-Cl
I We did not say "We are 
Turks/Turkish",
^ we said "We are 'Ottomans'
The neKt demonstrates the negative-affirmative 
opposition between Sentences with HP:
(293)
t Cur , v degil,,
N° NP
tuzun,,
NP
~| | It isn't thick,
l-Cl.S
l-Cl S %  long.
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The last example in this section shows a combination 
of multiplicity and compounding: a Single-clause Sentence 
has three-fold multiplicity, indicated by deferment of suffix 
(cf. p .129 above); the first two of the three constituent 
Sentences are Simple Single-clause ons, having a Clause-unit 
in common, the thirNcl is a Suffix-marked Sentence:
(294)
\ 0 salonda,
,toplanacaklarffif,,
VP
^onu^acaklar^/, (
VP
,akgam„olunca ,
,evlerine.
y V y l E
^dagilacaklardiT 
VP
This appears to be a straightforward example of three-fold 
multiplicity with compounding in the last member; in fact, 
it demonstrates two difficulties of interpretation that occur 
with great frequency:
(i) the first two Clauses can be seen either as
l M-DE „ VP „ VP ,
^ = L p r
—DEi.e. as two Clauses of equal status having a common N unit 
which is expressed only once, or as
-DEN tVP1( VP,
1-----
i.e. as a Simple Clause having a multiple P/9? unit. In
P .Cl1 (and)
F
?.C1
F L C p
They were going to gather
((they were going to)) 
converse
,C1  ^ in that hall
(and)
when evening came ("became")
((they were going to))
disperse
to their homes.
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practice, the suprasegmental features indicate beyond any 
doubt that the first interpretation is the correct one here.
The same avoidance of repetition is to be seen in 
examples 299, 300, 30A and 306.
(ii) the last two Clauses are clearly part of the same Sent­
ence but can be interpreted in two ways (cf. p 158 ff.):
/.Cl can be seen either as Dependent upon F.C1 in which 
case the Sentence is a Suffix-marked ones:
E.Cl4-,
 ‘
1— S3x.— S------ 1
thus making the third Sentence of the multiple structure a 
compound one (i.e. realised by a Tw^clause Sentence); 
or as Included:
, vftAv „ i r ^ I ,  v p ,
 *1'. 01---------- 1
in which case the Sentence is a Single-clause one expanded by 
compounding.
This double possibility of interpretation is largely 
a matter of terminology and. not nearly so significant as the 
previous point. It occurs, however, with all Adverb Clauses 
except the Clause of condition which can only be Dependent; 
accordingly, to avoid repetition the double possibility is 
not referred to again in this section: all Z’.Cls will be 
treated as Dependent only.
2. The Expanded Two-clause Sentence:
In describing the expansion of Two-clause Sentences 
the same order will be followed as was adopted for the
1. But cf. p.178.
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RSimple forms; St+Ct Sentences ere not dealt with, how­
ever, since they occur very rarely in an expanded form.
If the F.Cl is interpreted as Dependent, not Included, 
no. 295 shows an expanded Suffix-marked Sentence having a 
simple Dependent and a multiple Dominant constituent:
(299)
,Geldigi zaman(
V?
,ko§arim,,
VP
, boynuna usanlirm,!
N-(y)E yp A
tpperim v 
VP
The Cl could he placed last (after the three P.Cls), since 
it qualifies all three:
^.Cl1 ,P.Cl2 , F.C15 , F.C14 ,\-------- 1--1 — T JJ 1---1
? . CIt -E-,--- — F . Cl----------1
L-------------Sx. s-------- 1
It should be noted, however, that the sequence follows the
actual order of events; this is a point that will be taken 
up again later (Chapter 5) (j l + j l  SAfo),
The remaining examples are of Expanded Won-suffix- 
marked Sentences.
Nos. 296 and 297 expanded St+Ct Sentences, in turn 
St+Ct(Ct=consequence) and St+Ct(Ct~amplification, or contrast). 
In both the St is compound#^ being realised by a Suffix-marked 
Sentence. The Ct of no. 296 is likewise simple, while that 
of no, 297 is multiple, realised by Clauses in a "Temporary
F
P
P
P
i When she comes,
LCi1
q -^2 I run (to her).
((I)) throw my arms around 
her neck (and)
((I)) kiss (her).
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Substitution" relationship, the equivalent at Sentence level 
of the structure already identified at Clause level (see 
p. 14-9 ff. above).
(296)
,*gert
, ha kitten, 
11
yerini
W (y)l
ydegigtiriyor^, l 
Yf
idaha guzel bir yere\ 
.gikiyor^X,,
n
, qocuklarina ,ydaha iyi
c r
Ns-(y)E nAv f
^bakiyor$A?
V?
,haftada^bir defa yerine
Cl'
Cl3
i\!-DE JN
Av
iki defa u et .A
----------
Yf
bu nbir ihtiyactan docem
H-0
A
VAJ F
f .Cl5
(t)ir taleptir.,
IIP
tVermekteudevam edin<
P
Cl4-
If
he
really
changes
his place (or residence), 
goes
to a nicer place, 
looks after 
his children better, 
eats
meat tw^ice a week
instead of once, (then)
this is an application
arising from a need 
(sto)
continue to pay ("give”)(it).
c r
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This is:
ff.Cl2 u ff.Cl3u ^.Cl4 , F.C13 F.C1C --- 1\— A . w i_Lh± i
^ -L is- i 1 . L
-Sx. S 
-St-—
-Ll
JrrCt
-St+Ct.S-
The next, no. 297 may be rendered thus: 
, KOI1 M F.C12 ' F.C13 F.C1*
x=h=r
-Sx.S*
-St'
J1 St~tdhr-Gt--- 1
— ct--------- 1Ti^r
st+c t.s -
(297)
Ingiltereden,v gelirken 
^^BEh ---------N Y f
tgetirmedim.
VP
v geye^verdim,t 
N (y)E VP
^fakir gocuklar yurduna,
N-(y)B
'Verdim.t
VP
F
F
Cl
Cl
^  When (I was) coming (hack) 
from England 
2 I didn’t bring (it):
Cl
F Cl/i
I gave (it) to the what1s- 
it,
((I gave (it) ))
to the poor children's home.
The next group illustrates expansion of the St+s2Ct 
Sentence. These are the equivalents at Sentence level of 
the Multiple Unit structures described within the Clause in 
Chapter 2. Examples 298 - 500 illustrate Assembly (Sentence 
Assembly) (cf. p. Ih5 Tf. above): in all three the St is 
multiple and the link contained by the Ct is a portmanteau 
word, in 298 and 500 a demonstrative.
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N
(298)
Tuz„ kaginyorlar,
WfT VP
i tiitun,, kagiriyorlar „
v p
 ^ONUNlan yagiyorlar. x 
vp
F
F
F
01
Cl
They smuggle salt,
2 they smuggle tobacco
Cl
3 (and) they live by that
I ff.Cl 1 |, F.Ol2 I F.Cl5
1 P 1 \_
- s t  t=hu—■s 1ct
-st+s lc t.s -
(299)
fBunlarmnboyalari,
cz^ zzr
N—0 F
tyerli T
NP
topragi^yerli.
01-
Their dyes
are local,
k-1 __0 
N p NP
i§gisi<t yerli ?
Lszr
N”0 NP
,HEPSI , ,yerli 
N-^
F
F
F
NP
Cl
2 their clay is local,
Cl
Cl
2
4
their makers ("Workmen") 
are local;
All or them are local
3i F.C1 u F.Cl |\ F.C1- ,
I =7...   I -CT'Zi L
F. Cl
St siCt-
-st+s lc t.s -
The structure of the next, no. 300 is the same. The 
amount of repetition in these structures should be noted. In 
addition^no. 299 and 300 illustrate the non-repetition of 
an item common to several^. discussed above (p.201 ff); in 
299 this is bunlarin, a marked Qualifier within a Word-group, 
in 300 it is the two-unit group N”^ N""^^ (o onlara ).
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(300)
0 onlara
N'-0 F
,mihmandarlikuedecekti^
j\j“ ( ^  ) 0  y p
^IstanbulUflgezdirecekti
N-Cy)i Vp s'
Cl-
lazim gelen izahat
L
N
verecekti.
“(^)Z S'
VP
BUNLAR HEPSt
N' F
bana . dii§tu.
N'■Cy)E VP
Cl'
Cl-
Cl4-
He
was going to be a guide 
to them,
((be was going to )) take 
them around Istanbul,
((he was going to)) give 
them
the necessary explanations; 
all of these 
fell to me.
Examples 301 - 303 illustrate the opposite, i.e. Partic- 
ularisation (cf, p. 14-6 ff. above): in 502 the word particul­
arised is N ^ (butun Lazlar) in no 301 the "general" word is 
her, a portmanteau word (Ao), in 303 it is a numeral (cf. 
p. 14-3 above, footnote 3). In all the St is simple, the Ct 
multiple. Note also the presence of a suffix link (-(s)l(n) ) 
in no. 303.
(301)
Her tarafta t , vardir.,
N NP
i Aksaraydau dauolur,t
 llTp
N ^ Co VP 
, Fatih taraf inda\ida,l olur,.
N'-BE Cj VP
F
F
F
Cl
They are in every part:
Cl
2 they occur in Aksaray and
Cl3
((they occur)) around Fatih.
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(302)
Eskiden
Av
■Rusyada, Iranda
N - m
F
,butun Lazlar
N
^aliigiyorlardi m/
VP
Ekmekgiligi.
-(y)IN
onlar vapar,
\_______________ i \  i
N~0 yp 
fpastaciLigit
F
:T r7T
tonlar, ^ apar,, 
p-0 VP
lokantaciligi
F
N"■Cy)l
F
onlar, tyapap.
N'-0 VP
Cl1
Formerly
all the Laz
used to work
Cl'
in Russian (and) in Iran
(it was) they (who) did
the bread—making,
Cl
Cl4
they (who) did
the cake-making,
they (who) did
the restaurant-running.
F.Cl1 , g.CI2 g . c F  „ F . C p  ,
J I
St  r— t L-r SlCt
■St+slCt.S
(303)
/Bir ailenin iki gocugu
If-0
NP
-BlRl uk8Qakci,, oluyor, 
N°
A family has two sons:
F.C1-
VP
,BIRI tvkolcu noluyor,.
N° VP
Cl'
one of them becomes a 
smuggler,
F Q2_2 the other ("one of them'1')
((_ b.JL-O'O'WvJL.i'j] Om 'JUL el S "6-AvvOl^a. .
This is:
F.Cl1 , F-Cl2 „ F-Cl3
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-St li­ stCt
"St+slCt. S-
The next example, no. 304, shows Particularisation 
and Assembly together:
(304)
rFilan falan yerleri, 
ip(y)i
 ^dola^tim, t 
VP
,orda,
p ,C1‘
N-DE F
eksik Qinileruvart,
-0N ^ NP
^bozuk Qinilernvar,.
N—0 NP
tMusaade ederseniz ^ 
V0
.bunlari.
N’(y)I
F
f
F
^tamir ettirocegim., 
VP
I have visited
such and such places;
there are missingtiles
Cl'
.Cl?
there are broken tiles
there:
.Cl
^ if you permit
.Cl-
I will have them repaired
F.Cl1 ,F.Gl2 h I'.Cl5,, ? . c p h F.015
I________1 t__ - I L_ '
H S t  1 u r~S 1Ct
t------- .-- St— —
_1L
--*—
Sx. S
siCt-
-St+slCt.S*
The similarity between this and the Chain (p. 19^0 will be ap­
parent. This Sentence, however, is undoubtedly a two-part 
one,
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Like the 1st example, no. 305 also illustrates a
si,St+ Ct Sentence Included: it is the exponent of the St 
which is accordingly compound:
(305)
Onumuzdertcami u var.
-DEN —  N r Np
^Caminin yaninda t
N'-DE F
.bir ev , vardir,
\--  1 (_______h
N-0 NP
arkasmda da1---------- I___ L
h - d e  C o
. bir arazi vardir.\___________L\_______1
KT“0 RP
Onun vakfiyesidir.
P
P
NP
Cl1 There is a mosque in front 
of us(=our house)
at the ("its") side of
2
Cl the mosoue there is a house
Cl:
Cl4.
and at the back of it 
there is a building plot; 
(these) are its property.
P.Cl1 , P.Cl' P.Cl3 P. Cl4
siCt-
i==r-slCt
L -St+slCt.S'
this example also illustrates the various kinds of 
segmental link available, both lexical and suffix (cf. p .134 
above):
(i) caminin: in this, the Root (cami) is a
repetition of the cami in F.Cl^. 
(This is uncommon , replacement 
by a demonstrative being the 
usual practice);
(ii) arkasmda :this contains -(s)t(n), the pos­
sessive DS whose referent here is 
either cami or ev (i.e. there is
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some ambiguity);
(iii) onun: with this the demonstrative re­
places cami.
Segmental links will be discussed again in Chapter 5.
3. The Expanded Three-clause Sentence:
1 1 1The St +Ct +St Sentence type is seen expanded in nos. 
306 and 307. In the first of these both Sts are simple while 
the Ct is multiple:
(306)
, Ben ,
N'-0
F
hepsiniugigden 
N-(y)I n -EEdl
koyuyorum.
I_________ L
¥P
Ivimisi dei_______(i____i
,ilk once ,
Cl1
P
NAv
< sog8ninihkavuruyor,
(y)iN VP
ondan sonra
Av
fasulyesininfaIan,
* -- i
N- ( y ) i
koyuyor? 
VP
suyunu koyuyor^
P
N' ( y ) l
p
VP
c r
.c i-
Lci*
put
all of them (in) 
raw:
some people 
first of all
fry the ("its") onion (and) 
then
put (in) the ("its") beans 
and the like,
put (in) the ("its") water;
(-continued on the next page -
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i Ben i , hepsini, ,.gig
'koyuyorum ?|
F
VP
Cl5
put them all (in) 
raw.
F.C11 If.Cl2 , F.Cl-f Jt F.Cl‘f , F.Clt? m  5 ip m  ^  tp )
"i : _i
-St1 i L -Cf \--  QSf
-st1+ct1+st1 s*
In the next, no. 307. both Sts are compound, each being 
realised by a Suffix-marked Sentence. The Ct is multiple: 
(307)
1 If it is (done) in the,Pirindanolursat
t r DE v?
t da ha iyiMoluyor 
N VP
.Fakatt------ 1
CW
^umumiyetle, 
N-(y)lE
'tencerede, 
-DE
I'
. c r
.01'
N P.
^i^iriyorum ,ben,( 
,-0VP N
tfinnda tt ustunu ,
-DE N ^  n (y)I
p.ci4
4kizartiyorum,
VP
pirindaMolursa
lD’ri1
oven
it turns out ("becomes") 
better; 
however,
I generally
cook (it)
in a pan (and)
((I)) brown
its top in the oven; (yet)
N
daha iyinolur.l
NC VP
F .c i
p.ci
5 if it is (done) in the oven
J
g it turns out ("becomes") 
better.
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J'.Cl1 , F. Cl2 F.CI5 , F.Cl4 , f . G p  F.C1!
>==r 1 — 1   c
-Sf ■c,t1 i  _* stl
^Sti+Ct^hSt1 s-
It will be noticed that in neither example is the second 
St an exact repetition of the first; that this change of form 
is not mere carelessness but a phenomenon having some signif­
icance will appear in Chapter 5.
The Chain (St1+Ct1/St2+Ct2) 
ing expanded Sentence:
(308)
is the basis of the follow-
tHani,i varu ya,t gurda,
NP N P.Cl1
l uq tane maymun,,
N~0
t birisi ^ gozunu^kapamig 
p-0 ^-(51)1 P.Cl
2
t birisi lkula-giniMkapami§,,
N“0 VP
birisi Magzim,1 kapamig.
N(F 0 N VP
P
P
i Qyle olacak.!
vp
yBa§ka qare L , yok.,
r - 0
P
.ci-
,C1
.ci-
cr
N NP
You know (those) three 
monkeys over there, don't 
you? -
one of them has shut its 
eye<§),
one of them has shut its 
ear(s) ,
one of them has shut its 
mouth?
(Well), it has to be like 
that -
there's no other way.
F.011 , F.C12 ,. F.C1? „ F.C14 , F.C15 F.C1(
-St— I—* -Of
St1 -“slCt1/fit2-J'-Ct2-
-St1+Ct'4t2-i-Ct -
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That is to say, this is a St^+s '^Ct'/St2+Ct2 Sentence whose
1last two Clauses are simple but whose St is compound, having
as its exponent a Non-suffix-marked Two-claus.e Sentence, 
s 1namely St+ Ct(Ct=amplification). The second member of that 
Included . Sentence is multiple, the segmental link used being 
the possessive -(s)I(n).
The final example may be said to combine characteristics 
of both types of Three-clause Sentence:
(309)
Hig yapmadim.
' Av *N VP
, Qunkii 
CW
P.Cl
cok hafif ates vf____________ In
N
ister
-(y)i p
j i Q.,,t.
VP 
Elelfcik
N-0
^oldugu igin, 
V0
.yapmadim ben a§ureyi. 
VP V f  i f f 1
P
1 I never made it
because
.Cl'
it needs
a very low heat:
Cl?
since it(=the stove) was 
electric 
g^4 I didn't meke asure.
The P.Cl2 here is clearly a Ct upon P.Cl^, and J^ .Cl^  is, in
2turn, clearly a Ct upon P.Cl , thus:
y - c i 1 ,, P. Cl' r.ci3
s t c=Ahct1 /St2-x=h -ct— 1
That is, if taken as far as J?.C1  ^ this is a Chain. However, 
3P.Cl^ is grammatically incomplete; to complete it a fuller
version of St^ is added, thus: . ff.Cl^  u P.Cl^h
' ^Sx.S------ 1
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Thus the whole is:
F.C11 F.C12 . ff.Cl^  11 F.Cl^,
i i o 1 g”Sx.S-* " 1
'— St X-c^ T- 01 TSt  dirCt^ eLbr-St -1 4
2The significant point is this: Ct is not F.C1; however, a
F.Ol could he substituted for it:
,HiQ yapmadim.a Qunku qok hafif ate§ ister o.lX Ocagimiz elektrik- 
ti
The conclusion that can be drawn from the Clause ar- 
rangments illustrated is this: looking at the constituent
Clauses as a whole - and not, for the .present, at the words 
which they comprise - the "rule" postulated first in Chapter 
1 as operating with compound Word-groups, then in Chapter 3 
as operating with compound Clauses is seen to apply also at 
Sentence level: that is,"inclusion" of a structure does not 
seem to place any constraint upon its internal sequence. 
Consequently, once the sequence obtaining in the basic struct­
ure has been identified, it is possible to predict the same
sequence for its "included" operation.
4- • Discussion:
The present analysis of syntactic structures has now
encompassed the one traditionally taken to be the largest,
the Expanded Sentence, having progressed form the smallest, 
the Word-group, and on the way identified new types of 
structure. Enough has been presented to make possible a 
deduction of the principles of combination at each level.
It has been found that:
(i) constituent members of a structure combine in
some cases in a fixed sequence, in others freely;
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(ii) the free sequence is always associated 
with the presence of suffixes which pre­
clude all possibility of ambiguity, while 
fixed sequence is associated with lack of 
such suffixes;
(iii) at Word-group level the fixed sequence is
Dependent-frDominant, 
at Clause level: in the Simple Clause there 
is no fixed sequence (although there is 
some restriction of position), but in the 
Expanded Clause
(a) the fixed sequence of the Word-group is 
maintained when compounding is used 
(e.g. when an Included Aj Clause is ex­
ponent &f a Word-group member),
(b) the fixed sequence Pependent^Dominant 
also obtains when co-ordinating suffixes 
are used (i.e. -(y)tp and "deferment"
cf. p.129 ff.)»
(c) the fixed sequence Dominant^Dependent 
occurs in certain structures such as 
Particularisation and Amplification;
st Sentence level the fixed sequence is 
invariably Dominant^Dependent and gives rise 
to chains of Clauses in which each is a St 
(Dominant) to which a Ct (Dependent) can 
be added;
(iv) when any of these structures is "included" 
in another, it retains the sequence of its 
isolate form;
21?
(v) a sequence "imprecise*more precise" is
found both in some Multiple Unit structures 
within the Clause (Amplification and Part- 
icularisation) and also in' some Two-clause 
Sentences (St-frCt and St+s^Ct).
In addition, a. "step by step"" progression was observed 
in the St^+Ct‘/&t24*Ct2 type of Sentence (and will also be ob­
served in the Sentence-complexes described in the next section). 
The fact that this Sentence type is apparently peculiar to 
the spoken language is suggestive; this point will be pursued 
in the following pages.
Already more observations have been made about the Sent­
ence in Turkish than ever before; and yet one is very much 
aware, in working with recorded material, that even the long­
est structure so far described, the Expanded Sentence is not 
the largest structure in the spoken language, and that the 
real unit of speech has not yet been reached: when isolating 
structures for a description such as that contained in the 
preceding pages, one is very conscious of being engaged in 
cutting parts out of a whole. Consequently, we are not yet 
in possession of all the evidence available even among purely 
grammatical elements which is necessary before identification 
of the factors governing choice of sequence can be attempted 
with any hope of success. The structure of which the Sentence 
is merely a constituent is the Sentence-complex, and this 
must now be examined,^
1. Even this is not the largest structure of speech, it is 
suggested; that seems to be what may be called the "Speech 
Paragraph" but its analysis is not attempted here, since 
that would require a thorough understanding of (i) syntactic 
structures, (ii) suprasegmental features and their syntactic 
function, (iii) the features of Discourse, which is obvious­
ly not available at the present stage of our knowledge.
An ^xample of a Speech Paragraph is, however, given below.
P* ^  ,
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THE SENTENCE-COMPLEX:
Sentence-complexes as postulated here differ from ex­
panded sentences not in basic structure but in being complete 
entities, separated from neighbouring ones by silence and in­
ternally by suprasegmental features. The constituent mem­
bers are the structures called "Sentences" in this study 
which are found to have their full meaning only in a relation­
ship with neighbouring members. Thus although a Sentence- 
complex may be co-terminous with a Sentence, and often is, 
this may be anything from an unexpanded Single-clause Sentence 
to a Three-clause one exhibiting expansion on several levels; 
thus the term "Sentence" refers to a particular type of gram­
matical structure only, while "Sentence-complex" refers to a 
unit of speech, at least one simple Single-clause Sentence 
in length, separated from its neighbours. It may be a com- 
lete utterance'1' (as in nos. 310 and 3H )  only part of an 
utterance (as in no, 320)^
1. "Utterance" is used in this study to signify one whole 
"speech", in the sense in which it is used in drama. The 
term bears no structural implications. It is possible that 
the "Sentence-complex" corresponds to Swift's "utterance", 
since he uses this term to cover both as a structural and' 
as a phonological unit; cf,172-3:"What occurs is that the 
Turk. puts together into a single utterance as many items 
as he wishes to have considered together as bearing on one 
another in this topic-comment relationship, regardless of 
their lack of overt morphological signals of relationship."
Of.also Hallidtay (1970) p. 162 discussing "information 
structure" says it "is expressed by intonation. Connected 
speech takes the form of an unbroken succession of distinct­
ive pitch contours, or 'tone groups'; each tone group re­
presents what the speaker decides to make into one unit of 
information."
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The first two examples show the Sentence-complex at its 
shortest, both being realised by a Simple Single-clause Sent­
ence.. Both are also complete utterances:
(310)
At one timefBir zamanlar,
AvN
bizim filiz gaylari 
ir0
^pek guzeldi(. 
NP
(311)
Ne , . du;gunyorsunuz
If 00/ VP
^Matmazel?\--- 1____ i
Voc.
1-C1.S.
our "Filiz" teas
were very good.
What are you thinking
i-Gi.a about>
mademoiselle?.
The next two examples, also complete utterances, are
1 i p p
of Sentence-complexes whose exponent is a St +Ct /St +Ct 
Sentence, possibly the most common type in spontaneous speech.
No. 312 has a variant form with a segmental link. Its
.2structure can be represented thus:
G l 1  G l c 
-St^Ci'/St* 
1
I 015m CI Cl^ , or
-slct2 _\L
2
<2.)
(2)
■St' ^ C t ^ t 2 A^-^Ot2-- 1 (1)
S t ^ C t ^ t 2*81^ 2 S
1. J? and F are omitted from the symbolisation from now on.
2, The "nesting" of Clauses in the structures under discus­
sion "is so complex that some method has to be found of 
indicating the layers; accordingly each is numbered: (_).
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1 1 2  2It is thus basically a St *Ct /St +Ct structure (as shown in
line (l), whose middle member is compound (see line (2),
being realised by the second and third mambers of another 
1 1 2  2St +Ct /St H-Ct Sentence. The third member of the last men­
tioned is multiple (see line (2.). The first Clause-unit of 
all is also expanded by compounding and by multiplicity:
(312)
tbizim begenmedigimiz
,babalarl( dedeler
N
tkendi zamanlanna gorei
,her geyif 
tT^ 1
,uydurlamiglar.t
VP
<Evlerindetxdaima t
N-he NAv
.bir sarnie ,
tyaparlarmig.
VP
Yagmur sularinit
N-(y)l
onun igine
N-(y)K
^toplarlarmig. 
VP
Ql'
Those
fathers and grandfathers 
of ours
that we don't approve of
invented
everything
according to (the limitat­
ions of) their own times:
(for instance) 
a
they alw^s used to make 
a cistern
in their houses 
(and)
they used to collect 
the rain water((s)) 
in it.
- continued on nextb page -
or
Cl-
orda distill^ olur ---- lv~"...... u____ I
n -de n c yp
t en potable ,u en guzel|
suyu
t t '
< 7 ) 1
tondan^alirlarmig. 
r—DEnN
i Biz
VP
- 0.N
^butun o sarmqlar t 
N“C^)Z
t ortadan,t kaldirdik.* 
N-DEn yp
Cl4
cr
CI
221
it got distiile there 
(and)
they used to get
the most potable, the best 
water from there.
(But) we
have done away with ("re­
moved form roundabout") 
all those tanks.
It should be observed that his Sentence-complex contains only 
one Clause which is logically "independent", the first: only 
this would be as mea^ningful if the others were removed, Yet, 
although the remaining five Clauses are "dependent", not one
of them is ?.C1, i.e. a fc non-dominant one3^
1. French.
2. Qrtadan kaldir- is an inseparable set phrase; therefore 
If j_s ^  fac-fc j_n -£^ 0 pre-verb position (cf. Chapter l).
3. Clauses which are functioning as Included ones 
are not being considered here, as they are at. a different 
level of structure; there is one such in Cl of this 
example. Adverb Clauses, it will be remember^ed are being 
taken as Dependent, not Included, in this Chapter.
No. 313 has the following structure:
Cl1 012 Cl5 Cl4 , Cl3 lt Cl6 ,t Cl?, Cl8 , Cl9 Cl10 Cl11 ci-
i-St^Ct-db-St^^Ct^ Ct'
St
I— St+ct . S-il--- St1HrCt^t2+Ct2. S-
JU St:^ r C t ]^ =hrSt;^
(2)
•st1+ct1+ s t-
(2)
-St1 ci/st2 -ct'
- s t^ c tV  s t2+ct2.s- (I)
Thus this: Sentence-comp lex is basically a St^ *hCt/^ St2tCt2 
Sentence (line (l)(that is, a Chain) like the last, but each 
member is expanded by compounding. There is expansion by 
multiplicity only at layer (2 ):
(313)
, Bir doktorlv var,, 
N~^ NP
t Kendi altalyandir.,
N
N~^ 
0
NP'
(L 1|tavsiye ediyor.
VP
1
Cl
Cl
c
,soya fasulyesini
N-(y)i
TO U ) l  ci
lyiymiz,
VP
tdiyor
VP
tEtixi,,de„yerini|V tutar,. 
r Cq I N^ 1 VP
 ^igunun, vda ht ut a r,. 
Cq VP
dmrunuz^de tluzar,
H"*
Cl
I
Cl
J
1
Cx
Cd VP
There's a certain doctor
- he's Italian;
he recommends (this):
"Eat
soya beans"
he says: (because)
_ "It both takes the place of
3
meat
6 and also (takes that of
that (thing)
7 and also your life is pro­
longed, (and)
- continued on the next page -
VP
jMlmem ne ,t olur, 
VtT^
^ilan'j:/
F
L
cw
soya fasulyesini
If (y)t
 ^bilmiyoruny kit . 
VP
^G•drmediml^ bile, 
VP CW
i
01
J
n
9 1
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q  I-don' t-know-what happens;
Cl
Cl
and so on.
But
I don t know
(what) soya beans (are)I
11 I*ve never even seen (them)J
x Nerden^bileoegiz? r,112 (so) how ("from where")
w-DEn vp t
J should we know (them)?
The next example, no. 314, again a complete utter­
ance, is basically a St^+Ct^HrSt^ Sentence (see line (1) ) 
but the first St is interpreted as multiple, and the Ct as 
compound, having as exponent the second and third members of 
a Chain Sentence (line 2) whose middle member is expanded 
by multiplicity:
c i1 c i2 t c i 5^  o i^ M c-i5 u c i6 u ° 17i Op8 c i9
t n----- < { ^
H s t ~ ^ S t 1— 11-----------•Ct'/St2-------------------  1 ^
St1---- 1'------------- Ct1--------------------iLSt1— J
1 1 1--------------   StTfcCt *st . s ----------------------1
1, "Expansion filler11, cf pp. 133-4 above.
2. In this use, ki merely emphasises. It must not be con­
fused with the use described in Chapter 3.
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(314)
(Zeytinyagli dolma
nasil yapiliyor?)1
^allah t 
CW
but (in ^ se-i uu
- .gerek domates4 '-------  r
J- gerek biberR ---- Lv— ___ iv w Mi-------- — t. k
_ .gerek natlican
'___________ — 1\±__________________ _ i y  w  <
lahana y > i
8 <gsaPrak,»
5
01-
i 3
9 ^ unlg^m  hepsinin igi
N'
~m\ 9yn.i|yapilir, 
NAv VP
',Hig bir f ark . . voktur.
ii ------ LUZ 1
7 p  NPN’ CI‘
l;U^inin yapiligmda.,
-DE.
13
N
,§9D£§
(m)4
(How are stuffed vegetables 
-in-olive-oil made?)1 
Well,really,
sllw„veg-
whether tomato
or pepperMwo
or aubergine
cabbage„„u
v-vine-leaf,
the stuffing (“inside**) of 
all of them
is made the same (way)„ou 
There's no difference 
in the making of the inside:.
(m)4
I* Tiie speech of a non-native speaker of Turkish is enclosed 
in brackets.
u«v»MfT symbolises llhesi1ationn; it will be discussed in Ch.5.
3. Assembly. ^  Particularisation.
4. This (m) is the listener's non-verbal signal of attention. 
Here it coincides with the speaker's hesitation. It is dis­
cussed in Ch. 3.
c14,egert 
aj
15 domates biberseI      JU v>
NJ*
161 oyup., 
y ?
17(iginict
N(y)I
18 t dolduruyorsunuz^^
VP
1911-lahans veyahut vyapraksat 
N2.
20^iginef
]\[ (y
21 tSanyorsunuz-.,
VP
2 2  tX§niov
(m) °W
n3
a
ai'
ci
ai7
2 . 3  ^ Qnun iQinv, 
H V
24bir gegit dolma igi
' r 1^
25 ,va^diruuu
NP'
c.i8
if
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it is tomato or pepper
J
I u you scoop (it) out and
fill
the insi&b,
if it is c-cabbage or vine- 
leaves ("leaf1*) 
you wrap (it)
inside it.
, • I meanOuoo ■ VJ u
(m)
for thatw,
there is
one kind of dolma filling
1
(CW NJ 
( (Evet Evet
27 (Ama ne dolduruyorsunuz?)
G y  (
J <
(I mean, there's no differ­
ence*
(I see Yes
(But what do you fill it 
with?.'
1. Three brackets one above the other link taro lines of 
simultaneous speech, like the musical stave.
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The following example, no.$15* also a complete utter­
ance:, is a Sentence-complex which in the text follows on 
from the last. It is much longer than any Sentence, even 
an expanded one, and demonstrates a different principle at 
work in ogverning sequence: instead of the representation 
of logical inequality arranged in a sequence Dominant+Depend— 
ent found hitherto, here the determining factor is the 
actual sequence in time of the refer^ents (cf. also no. 295 
on p. 205 above)^ that is, the Sentence-complex represents: 
a number of acts which take place in a fixed order and are 
being described in that order.
This passage contains many other interesting features 
which are. discussed at some l,angth in the next chapter; here 
only its grammatical structure is dealt with. This is done 
after the text has been given, since an analysis using 
symbols is not feasible with a passage of such length.
1. The function of this word in discussed in the next chapter.
2. This may be either a I*.Cl which lacks its P/3? unit, or 
simply an item stated with no thought of utter^ing a full 
Clause, as occurs in the List which is the first member of 
Assembly, Cf, also pirinc on line55 > and bahar. line 53.
(315)
(Ne dolduruyorsunuz
iqine?
(What do you fill into 
them?)
Well now,
F
2 ilk once. first of all
5 vbol miktarda sogan onions in great quantity
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4- Me.se 1§WUU SJ SJ ■
CW
5 Ben bir kere yaptim
VPN0 NAv c:
bir buguk kilo biberdi 
NP
 ^ wov>«b:i-r "buguk kilo biber
S bir bu^uk kilo sogan.o(
9 Ince ince dogradim.
NAv VP
Zeytinyagmda kavurdum 
-DEN
11 soganlari.
N-(y)i
12 Kahverengi oldu. 
rC
VP
N VP
1
13 Onun uzerine-
r-(y)E
1A benou 
N~^
13 fistik ve uzumle 
N-(y)XE
10 yapiyorumww 
VP
17 kimisi u u
H"*2
10 fistik uzum u u
-(*)ZN
19 koymaz.wi 
VP
C
Cl
For instance
I made (tbem/it) once -
it was 1 /2 kilos ofUM V>V>
peppers,
 ^ w u uo
(and)
1/2 kilos of peppers
4
1/£ kilos of onions^,
I chopped (them) up finely
O U U U
01
01
I fried (them) in olive oil
the onions.
6 They got brown.
On to that/them"
7
0 8
make (it)
with pine-kernels and
currantsww
some peopleov>
don't put (in)ow
pine—kernels and currants
i. The Clause thus started is left uncompleted.
201Sogan«k3-..ij
H-'"
Upon the onions
21 kahverengi, toluncv.
N° Y f
22 ^ fistik ve uzumunxi
N-(y)l
23 .attini-\ ___ f w o o o
VP
24- 'Fistiklar^da t
N-0
25 ,kahverengi ,^
NC
26 ^ luncaya kadarlw, 
V/
27ttabiii
cw
.228 ikahverengimsii
5°
291 yanmas-.
0110
0111
Cl
30 tyanmasini„kasdetmiyorum,, 
VN-Cy)! Vp
getting brownoo 
I put (in)
the ("its11) pine-kernels 
and currants.
Until the pine-kernels,
too,
got1
brownow
of course
brownish,
12 i don't mean bu-
burnt brown ("its burning")
5l(£engini iL-^ anjjjLdegigeyki ^ 13 their colour(obj.) I mean,
( N (m) J it will changeooot.
1.The time is not expressed in the Turkish: oluncaya kadar 
may be 'get/got/had got/will get' etc. The Turkish "sub­
ordinate clause is therefore more weakly connected to the 
"principal" one than is the case in English.
2.Particularisation, 2nd member.
3. The Clause started thus, with is not completed;
yani represents a change in direction (it is a "hesitation 
disguiser": see Chapter 5)* the intransitive verb which 
follows requires rengi (N“™).
32(MWWWlFiffbik( 0jdaj„(
)  , v Cj( (m)
33 ^ kahverengiH oluncafUU, 
N° V?
34Lb2JJse£eEuo
N
35ipiringw„,
36 ikuguk bardakla
37.iki bardak kadarf \ [ %j \j
N
m r
39(|ko^dug,
( (m)
4Q \Bundan sonra^., 
nAv
41(bir bardak su,
42,koydum^w„v w„ 
VP
C
14
,15
Cl16
229
uyuuUp°n the pine-kernels,
too. „
getting bro*nWMo 
this timeOM
rice:
with a small glass
I put (in)
about two glasses of
rice.
(m)
After that 
I put (in) 
one glass of water.
1 Amplification,
4-3 ,g ey  g ib iy ,
44 iPllgy Kibii
Ha v L—
4-3 ^ y u n u  i|Sekti,,„„..„
VP
4-6 \ big su,ikalmadii 
VP
47, tencerede,, 
N»DK
zj^sade, , tabii 
CW CW
^tgggjvhafi^.
-0N
50 tzeytinvagincekmivorr
N
51 iPiPin^.vvu
I F ?
52 ^ Onun uzerinei
K-(y)E
53 ibahar„uov
VP
54 ,kara bibei;,,.
56 fkan^ik bahart
-13
5 7  Io n ia n
N-(y)l
Ltkqydum^vui
VP
Cl
7
Cl18
0t19
Cl20
Cl21
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Like what's-it,
Like pilaff,
it soaked up the ("its") 
water:
no water at all remained 
in the pan;o<j
only, of course,
2
oil slightly - 
rice doesn't soak up 
olive oil.
On to that 
spice:
black pepperowv> 
cinnamonw MW
mixed spicewo_
I put them (in).wwo
1. Temporary Substitution. 2, Unfinished Clause.
3. Amplification. 4. Assembly.
3s , lyice ,tkari§tirdimv ... 
nAv VP
59 ,Sogudu^___
VP
6 ° ,Soguduktan sonra, 
Yf
61 (biberleri noydum,(
K-(y)t yp
62 i igineukoyup.,.. 
N ^ > E VP
63 (doldur&Um>i_______  r m o o u
( VP
( (m)
1
Cln 22
c:
q- 24 After cooling,
C
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I stirred (it) well
25 I1: cooledo„u„
25 I scooped our the peppers,
£■^ 26 and, putting (it) inside,
J
0^27 filled (them
64 i Ve i
O 3
63 tekrar.
NAv
66 tbibei?ler pi§sinudiye
VR-(/)/
q i
V?
67 ,pisirdim.' u u o e
VP
68 vUstunelVdeJiok#Mv
N-(y)E CJ
69 iZfi
cj
7° .biberin kendi kapagmi.
28
Cl29
Cl30
N~(y)t
71ikoyuyorsun 
VP
72 tekrarA MOW
H
And
againwu
I cooked (them)
so that the peppers should 
cook.• u W o
And on top of themMU MU
either
you put on
the peppers' own lid
again,.
1. Repetition
73 r veya, 
Go
or
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74-, ben;
r v
Cl31
75 ,domatestenukapak ^ yapi-p,
-DEn N V?
f uou
N
761 koyuyorum,. 
VP
77iBgyle , 
N(y)iE
78 ,daha guzelugozukuyor., 
K° VP
79 (1 ^ 'uuuu
( (m. Onlarm da dinlen-
make lid(s) out of tomato
Cl
Cl
^2 an<l put (them on)uw<
33
In that way
it looks nicer.
| u u u u
( (m. They too have to
stand
80 ( 
(
Tabii Tabii
OvO J c,w
(mesi lazim herhalde)
Of courseww0f course.
(I suppose.
^his is the end of the Sentence-complex in question 
but before discussing it the next one in the text will be 
quoted, since it is in effect a Comment upon it:
(316)
81 ,Hatta,
82
CW
t onu ,
85 ieptesi gune kadar
NAv
84 itencereden
W
-DEnN
88 ^ lkarmamak, 
T f .
86_ Adaha iyi t 
NP
Cl
r“ 0
It is
even
better
not to take 
it
out of the pan 
until the next day
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87 <?unku
l 1  _j'
because
G%
88 fsicak sicak^gikmiyor it won't come out
N° VP Cl2
89 .tencereden. .\__________ i v-* « of the pan
all hot.
90(Bilhassa, vaprak.
A ____________ I l___I_______ V
Especially vine-leaves
(m)
91 Evet Yes
The structure of this Sentence-complex may be expressed thus:
that is, it is a Chain, but the whole is a Comment upon the 
previous Sentence-complex, to which attention is now 
directed.
It is clear that no. 316, although a complete utter­
ance, is not an independent structure but a Comment upon 
Sentence-complex no. 315 > which is therefore its Statment.
A
Nos, 315 and 316 demonstrate that the Sentence-complex 
itself is not the largest unit of speech: these two, together 
with the two short utterances of the other participant, con­
stitute the complete working out of one topic, a complete 
"train of thought", and might therefore be termed a "Speech 
Paragraph". The present discussion must be limited to no.
315 as a Sentence-complex, however.
, 011,, Cl2 „ itx5 ,
^St'r^xGt^t — t±r ct2— 1
The sequence of the component parts of this Sentence-
234-
complex (from gimdi (line l) to gozukuyor (line 78) follows 
the natural order of the events described. These may be 
summarised thus: (l) onions (Cls"1'-^), (2) chop them (Cl^),
(J) fry them (Cl^), (4) they become brown (01s). (5) pine- 
kernels and currants (Cls ), (6) they become brown 
(Cls^ "^), (2) rice (Cl^)» (8) water (Cls"^”^ ) , (2)spice 
(0121), (10) stir (Cl22), (II) it cools (Cl25-24), (12) 
scoop out the peppers (Cl29), (lj) stuff them (Cl26-2^),
(lft) cook (C.128-29), (15) put on a lid (Cl50-??). i«.
each ingredient or process is introduced in the correct
place in the natural sequence, with the exception of (lj?),
which should be the penultimate one. Where necessary, each
is amplified or commented upon as it is mentioned and then
1not referred to again . In detail the structure is as follows
(1) the topic uonion" is introduced as an item, not as a 
complete Clause. The quantity is then recalled and
2— 5^
stated in Cls  ^which constitute a St+Ct Sentence, 
the whole of which is an amplification of "onion".
(2), (2>)> C^ ;) are Simple Single-clause Sentences following
the sequence of events (Cls^-^). None is amplified or 
commented upon,
(2) starts as the description of the next action in the
natural sequence', using a lexical link ('On to that1) 
but this is interrupted to explain that variant 
practices are possible (this is a Comment), and Is
n o
never completed. Cls together constitute a 
St+Ct(Ct-contrast) Sentence. To bring the narration 
back to the recital of processes in order after this
1, It must be borne in mind that the passages anal^ysed here, 
including this one, are taken from spontaneous, i.e. 
unrehearsed, speech.
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9digression Cl' is used containing a repetition of the
10information that preceded the digression, then Cl ) 
repeating fistik, uzum , words that occur in the digress­
ion itself,
“I ‘D _ ~ |  -7
(6) is the next in the series; Cls ~  ^particularise: 
here the task of "recall" seems to be dominant over 
that of expression,
( 2 )  I’or this item the structure Amplification is used, i.e. 
the item "rice" is named first, and then the quantity 
of rice (cf. (l) ). The impression given is that this 
is the sequence in which they occur bo ~ the speaker, 
that 1 is, the item itself, then something about that 
item.
(8) Two facts come here.: (i) I put in some water (Cl ),
(ii) ’what happened to the water* (Cls'^~^)). CLl^ and 
18Cl constitute a St+Ct(Ct=consequence) Sentence which
is a Ct on the St of Cl^, This is followed by another
19 poCt consisting of 0 X  snd Cl , the; latter being it­
self a Ct (^reason) upon
21(2) This is expressed by a Sentence; (Cl ) incorporating
both Clause-unit Amplification and Clause-unit Assembly; 
the "step-by-step"; compilation of this Sentence is 
particularly clear.
(1Q)-(13) It is interesting that here the constituent
Clauses of the two Suffix-marked Sentences Q? ^ X^F.Ql^,
and, 3?.C l ^  , F.Cl^, follow the sequence of events. In ------
doing so, these sentences also happen to accord with 
the "prescribed" order; it is suggested, however, that
2^6
since the Sentence-complex as a whole demonstrates 
beyond doubt that the speaker is following the natural 
sequence, of processes, it is reasonable to suppose 
that it is this that determines her choice, conformity 
with the supposed “rule" being coincidental,
(14;) This contains the only medially placed Included Clause
28in the passage. (Cl ).
(15) ffihis, the only part which is out of sequence, has the
structure: C.l3° Gl31 Cl32 , Gl33
'  1
l St-----------+ -s 1Gt — 1
It can be seen that the exposition is ordered in 
a series of steps, corresponding to the actual steps in the 
process. Within that overall sequence, however, each step 
is dealt with separately, being enlarged where necessary.
The sequence of constituents within these enlarged steps 
is: "name of item first, them amplification or other comment". 
This suggests that the sequence; "imprecise+more precise" 
observed earlier (p, 155 ff. , p. 217) may represent the pro­
cess of recall: a speaker recalls the item first and then 
some details about it. It is also possible to suggest that 
this is another instance of the sequence Dominantfrlependent.
This passage contains two other features also apparent­
ly indicating how the speaker is progressing step-by-step 
in her exposition:
(i) at the outset the topic of conversation is "stuffed 
vegetables in olive oil" in general (see the first 
question on p. 224-). To this question "How do you 
made dolma?" the speaker only replies that the same 
filling is used for every kind of dolma. This
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therefore prompts the second question "But what is the 
filling?) (p.226). The speaker then embarks upone a 
description of how the filling is made: "First of all, 
onions in great quantity" (line 5). She then tries to 
specify the quantity (i.e. to make bol miktar more pre­
cise). Apparently in order to arrive at the precise 
quantity, she calls to mind a specific occasion (Ben 
bir kere yaptim) on which she made stuffed peppers 
only; she recalls the quantity of peppers, which yields 
the quantity of onion needed in stuffing them. She 
then returns to the description of the process and 
continues without interruption until it is completed . 
However, it can be seen in section (12) that she has 
been describing how to make stuffed peppers. That is to 
say, she has proceeded thus:
stuffed vegetables in general ■*—  ^  the filling 
that is common to all kinds — > the first in­
gredient dealt with in the preparation thereof 
viz. the onion — ^ the quantity of onion — ^ 
the quantity needed with a certain quantity of 
peppers — > the filling of stuffed peppers only.
The two ends of the Sentence-complex thus have
p
different topics . This is a step-by-step progression 
which results in a change of meaning or content.
(ii) A step-by-step progression can also result in a change 
of structure. This happens at the same place: the
1. Symbolising "leading to".
2. The word "topic" is used in this study in its- general mean­
ing (as in "topic of converstion"), not to denote a
k
structural element.
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XSentence-complex begins with, the stating or naming of 
an item (sogan). This is not a Clause, since it lacks 
a predicate; there is therefore no way of knowing 
which Clause-unit the word sogan is exponent of. It 
would be quite acceptable for the speaker to go on to 
list all the ingredients in this way; instead, however, 
when recalling the specific occasion referred to above, 
as she does next, she introduces a Sentence with VP 
and she also changes the grammatical subject to the 
1st person. It is with this form that she continues 
thereafter. It is significant that the change from 
one type of structure to another occurs at the word 
mesela; it will be postulated in the next chapter that 
"Fillers." like this are important in the signalling 
system of the language, as indicators of structural 
features,
f
The ste-by-step process by which an unprepared sentence 
is assembled is illustrated even more strikingly in the fol­
lowing example (no,317). This Sentence-complex, which is 
only a part of a much larger utterance, consists basically 
of a Single-clause Sentence, a F.C1 which is the Direct 
Object (TO-W*) of the VP diyor (cf. p. 109 ff.). This 
Included Clause is the one analysed here.
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(317)
1 ,Mesela „
CW
2 ^Isvegte ,
trDE
3 ,diyorlar___
VP
4- ,bir aile reisi, v ___________ w
N*.0
3 cocuklarinm,
8 istikbalini,
N
For instance,
in Sweden,
they S3yuuutt
the head of a family 
(need not think about)! 
his children's
future (dir, obo.)
7 jkendi ihtiyarligim^oo his own old age (dr, obj.)
8 . gali^miyacagi zamanki
9 vaziyetini
W (y)I5
10 iste.«— i 1
lltne kadar tekaudiye almasi
VN- ( y ) I '
12 lazim geldigim
13,hayatinda bir para 
14- bir tarafa koymasi 
15 lazim geldig^ini
VN~(y)T£
his situation
at the time when he will 
not work,
I mean,/er
how much pension
he has to get,Mv>v
that it is necessary
to set aside 
a bit of money during 
his life,
1. This is lacking in the Turkish - see discussion.
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16 «kii i
Cd
17 ihtiyarligmda
N=UET P .c r- ot 1
18 sikinti Qekmesin,
N (#0^ yp
19 hasta.olursa p
 1------ 1 f.Gl*
N V?
F.C
Ot'
20 ,bakilsm
VP
1
21 yok
1
P.01
22 ihtiyaq iqinde olursa,
4
N-DE ct-
2^5 .karsilasmJ  \  *  fO K» H
VP
24 fboyle diigunceler
P.01'
J
N
25,y°hL___1
NP
26 diyor^wwg§y
so that
he may not suffer want
in his old age,
he may be looked after
if he is ill,
no,
if he is in need
he may meet (it):
there are
no such thoughts,
she says^er,
27 Isvegte
r •DE
in Sweden,
The VN"~^^ in question (which is everything in the 
Sentence-complex except the initial Comment Word mesela, the 
substitution word sey in line 26 and the two words diyorlar 
and diyor (lines 3» 26) ) is built up by expansion of one 
Clause-unit, each exponent apparently suggesting the next,
1, This is apparently parenthetic and has not been considered
in the analysis.
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either by its content or by its form. The result of this 
progression is that the two extremes of the Clause do not fit
each other; that is, the Clause is, by literary standards,
an anacoluthon. How this comes about is clear, however:
(i) The speaker begins with a very ordinary
sequence:(lines 2 - 6 ) :
Isvecte bir aile reisi cocuklarimn istikbalini
1- - - - - - - - - - I - - - 1 1- - - - - - - 1 1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ II_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ l l _ ? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1
Here the N Clause-unit is realised by a pattern C Word-
group.
(ii) She then makes multiple by adding two more:
on line 7*
^endi" ihtiyarligmi ,
, a.i
,----r-(y)1 li
this N w  being realised by a pattern A Word-*group; then 
on lines 8 - 9 *
t qali-gmiyacagi | ( zamanki_______n vaziyetini t
i  i ( (^ )0(jrf)-f-l)S_1 (^)Z(jO+-(y )lj
\— v a j------ 1— 1 lr-N~(^)?(^)^
i------------- Aj--------   } -j\—p-(^)^ (^ )i
i____________________________^ ______________________ 1
in which consisls a pattern A Word-group whose
first member (which is derived, cf. p. 37-8, footnote) is 
compound, being itself a pattern A Word-group whose first 
member is an Included Clause, a VAj with -(y)EcEgl Cluase 
marker (IS).
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(iii) At .iste a change in structure occurs (cf,mesela in 
the previous example (p. 227 and p. 238): after igte 
she uses a verbal exponent of the N"”^ ^  unit, i.e.
VN replaces N This Included Clause has as
marker the IS -Dig! which is the present/past equival­
ent of the future -(y)EcEgl which has already occurred:
, ne tlkadar_______ u tekaudiye u almasi t, lazim ngeldigini,
v At*jil^r“*(^)^-(^)‘£‘*^ jyj“(^)i^(j^)+(^)^ vp*”^ n ^ yjrt‘“ (y)l
v '— I— I
,------- If— ,----------------------- 1
r 1
t-------------P“(^ )X_____________ ii_y^ 5J
■VN”*^  IL N^---'LV^
-VN- ( y ) t
(iv) Another VN”^ ^  with the same Clause-marker follows
(lines 13 - 15), but, as the English translation shows, 
it is not exactly parallel in meaning, even though it 
might seem to be so structurally:
1
vhayatindaifbir „para ,,"bir,, tarafa „koymasi nlazim,,geldigini,
DE- (^^ )^ (j?f ) + (/)if i^(/)5^(i/)+(y)E ^ 4 — 0 ^C y-^ -i-(y)i
l A I ' ‘ I V i 1
i— — ii-------- ^■"(/)Z k N~(y )e  ff-v -^i
I--------------------------VN”^-------------------- 1L N^ L-V^ -i
-VN*■(y)I
2
(v) This second VN is then used as if it were the
Statement in a St+Ct^'Sentence (Pattern (C), p. 183):
K
v hayatmda ... geldiginitl kiuihtiyarligindau sikinti,, qemesin
i DE iLp ( if ) % _iLyp______i
i----------- St----------- inojjf— -- ---Ct------------------- 1
1. Bir tarafa koy- is considered to be a single Word-group: 
the N(77? unit alternant is therefore in the pre-verb posit­
ion. P
2. It is not a true St+Ct Sentence, because the first Clause 
is not Finite,
24-3
o
(vi) The Comment is then me&e multiple, by means of Ct 
(lines 19-20) and Ct^(lines 22-23); these contain F. Cls' 
of the same structure as that just analysed (F.Gl^
and P.Cl'*) but each of these is qualified by a ^.01 
(JT.CI^  and ?.C1^ respectively):
hasta olursa , . bakilsmi_______ w_________i \-----------1
i HC i_ vj» 1 I VP '
1-----?.C1---- ,-- ‘ j 1— i— F.01--- 1
1------------------- Sx. S--------- 1
i---------------- ct2------------- 1
' ihtiyag „ iqinde „olursa ( kargilasm i
J^“”(^ )/^ J^  J-j-— ( S )1 (n ) + —DE ygj yp
1 t = jL_.-.l ~ 1
i —  N-1® ----------“-V?-- 1 ' -VP 1
1----- — ----P/.C1---------1--1 '— i— P.Cl-----1
i------------------------ Sx. S------------------- 1
t------------------------ ct3------------- 1
Thus, the second and third Cts are realised by Two- 
clause Sentences (Sx„S) whereas the exponent of the 
first Ct was a Single—clause Sentence.^
Thus what started as N has by now developed, via
— (y ) 1
VN , then F.C1, into a Siaffix-makred Two-clause Sentence.
(vii) Finally, all the units developing from the first
but without -(y)l marker are assembled by means of the 
portmanteau demonstrative Aj boy Is; this is part of a
1. The section from ki to kargilasm (line 16 to line 23) 
is parenthetic: it is uttered at base-line pitch, a mono­
tone, soft and very fast.
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- 0
N unit to which. NP is added to complete the "Sentence", 
—DP
the N (of line 2) being repeated (line 27);
boyle^ dii^unceler yok ([ Isveqte
l_ A-i-r— iL]sr~ j\fp
^ --1  i i_____ «________ i
i------------- p.ci------------------------1
It can be seen that the transitive verb which the 
and VN units required (and which would most naturally
follow them) has been lost sight of during the process of 
multiplying the items listed. The Single-clause Sentence 
and the Suffix-marked Two-clause Sentences into which the 
N (30^ developed has been treated as N~"^  (VN~^); NP fits this 
VN ^ but , not the earlier N”^ ^ .
It is important to note that a listener to such an 
utterance is no more aware of its "ungrammatical" quality 
than is the speaker: it would appear that his apprehension
O
of it proceeds at the same pace as that at which it is uttered, 
and by the same steps.
This concludes the present description of Sent&nce- 
complexes. No mention has been made of the sequence of 
words within the Clauses discussed; this is deferred until 
the next chapter.
DISCUSSION:
The present analysis of the syntactic structures of
1. Cf Pry (1970), p.4-9: "Just as the speaker, in generating 
his message, is working on a number of different levels at 
the same time, so the listener in reconstructing it has to 
work on the same levels and, like the speaker, he works on 
them all at the same time"
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Turkish has now reached the ultimate point attainable when 
grammatical elements only are taken into consideration.
The points that emerge are these:
1. The elements of Turkish traditionally used as the sole 
basis for syntactic analysis, viz. the Suffixes, are 
found only in the smaller structures of the language
- in the Word-group, in Clause constituents and in 
only one type of Sentence.
2. Many other structures, Non-auffix-marked ones, have 
been identified for the first time; these are found to 
be larger than the marked ones.
3. T'rom this it follows that the suffix operates, with one 
exception, at levels lower than Sentence-level.
4-. This “exception1 may in fact be no exception at all:
if all simple structures of two Clauses and more except 
one, (i.e. all Sentence-complexes, all Sentences except 
the Sx.S) indicate relationship b'g some means other 
than suffix, it can be argued that “all Sentences and 
larger structures in Turkish have the relationship be­
tween their conJituent members indicated by non-suffix 
means." It would follow that the structure termed 
"Suffix-marked Two-clause Sentence/" is not a two- 
clause Sentence at all but a compound Single-clause 
Sentence (i.e. with Included VN ) as originally put 
forward in Chapter 2. In that way, there is no struct­
ure larger than the Clause which does not indicate 
the relationship between the parts by Non-suffix means.
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5. It was found that at every level of structure .juxta­
position and fixity of sequence occur as markers of 
relationship, sometimes in conjunction with suffix, 
sometimes not. The otherjfeatures identified, such as
resemblance, repetition, use of some lexical links, 
enable certain combinations to be recognised as struct­
ures but do not themselves function as the sole marker 
of relationship: they are additional to • juxtapositionn 
and fixity of sequence.
6. Juxtaposition is found in almost every structure at 
every xlevel (the exception is the Dlultiple Unit struct­
ures such as Particularisation). As a feature , it,too, 
is therefore valuable in enabling structures to be re­
cognised as such but it is no help in accounting for 
sequence.
7. Bixity of sequence has emerged as the most valuable 
feature for the present purpose. It has been found to 
occur at Word-group level,and at Clause level where it 
is only one of several markers of relationship and 
associated with lack of suffixation. But at Sentence 
and Sentence-complex levels^ it is either the only 
marker (as in the St+Ct Sentence) or the chief marker 
(as in St+slC.t and St+Ct"^ Sentence types).
8. The sequence of members in these positionally-marked 
structures is found to be invariably Dominant^Dependent, 
a sequence of "statement" followed by a "comment" upon 
it which can be exemplified either by Sentences (in 
Sentence-complexes) or by Clauses (in Sentences) or by
1. And in the Speech Paragraph, not discussed here.
Units (in Clauses).
9. The sequence is invariable in structures larger than 
those marked by suffix. In suffix-marked structures 
however, there are two possibilities: where a suffix- 
marked structure has fixity of sequence (as in some 
Word-groupB) the order dependent+dominant pertains; 
where a suffix-marked sturcture has optional sequence 
(as in pattern C Word-group and in the so-called "Suffix- 
marked Sentence), it Is the Dependent^Dominant sequence 
of the small structures that is "prescribed", though 
not by any means always followed.
10. The implication is this: since the structures which ex­
hibit the Dependent+Dominant sequence are the smaller 
ones only, i.e. those that operate only as elements 
within a larger structure, they are no more than the 
"bricks" from which the larger structure is built 
and the sequence they exhibit need not obtain in the 
larger one: in fact the principle governing the assembl­
ing of these bricks, the framework or skeleton, is the 
reverse sequence Dominant* Dependent.
So much has emerged from the examination of relation­
ships within the syntactic structures of Turkish. One import­
ant question relating to sequence remains unanswered however, 
the problem of order within the consituent members:which 
can now be expressed in the following terms:
How far does the "Dominant precedes Dependent" 
principle of combination govern the sequence of members: 
of a structure - of the Glauses in a Sentence, of the 
units in a Clause, and of the Words within the non-se- 
quenstially fixed Word-group (i.e. pattern C)?
To answer this we must establish which Clause of Unit is the
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Dominant member. This oan only be done by examining each 
structure in its own context; consequently to do this is 
the aim of Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER KIVK
COMBINATION AND SEQUENCE IN DISCOURSE
In the previous chapters the main types of syntactic 
structure in Turkish were identified, using as criteria only 
features internal to the structures. It was found that ds 
functions as a part of the next largest one, being combined 
with others of like status in a sequence sometimes grammatic­
ally determined, sometimes not. In the largest structures 
(the Two- and Three-clause Sentence and the Sentence-complex) 
sequence was found to be fixed in what was postulated as 
DominantMDbpendent, a sequence found to occur also in some 
smaller structures, compulsorily in some (such as the Multiple: 
Unit ones), and optionally in others (such as the Word-group 
with marked qualifier (pattern C) and the disuse with P/J? 
unit placed initially).
The next task is to confirm, if possible, that this 
interpretation of the observed sequence ss "Dominant-t-Dependent" 
is indeed valid. This necessitates identifying^ither the 
Dominant member or the Dependent member as such beyond reason­
able doubt; this entails explaining why a speaker begins his 
utterance as he does: it will be suggested, that reasons 
are indeed, discernible when elements external to the struct­
ure in question are taken into consideration. In this 
chapter some of these external elements are identified and 
shown to be. features belonging not to grammar in the narrow­
est sense but to the Discourse situation. By using them it 
has been found possible to put forward reasons for the 
speaker's selection of:
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(i) a given sequentially fixed structure in
a certain context, and of
(ii) a certain sequence in a given context when
using a sequentially free structure.
In other words, it will he shown that sequence is governed 
by principles as strong as those exercised by the rules of 
grammar, but different from those.
The Constituents of Discourse:
Hitherto the search for combinations of equal and un­
equal elements welded together in non-dependent and dependent 
relationships exemplified by syntactic structures has been 
illustrated only from the internal, grammatical, constituents 
thereof. In Discourse, which is the linguistic response to 
the whole context, situational as well as linguistic, the 
relationship between the parts of an utterance can also be 
examined using the same criteria, but here there is an addit­
ional relationship: in Discourse there are by definition two
participants, both actively engaged the whole time and oc-
/>. 1 cupying the roles of "Speaker" and 'listener11 but constantly
changing from one to the other; Discourse therefore reflects
X. The term "Listener" is preferred to "Hearer" which is some 
times used (e.g. Lyons (1969j)l, p.275) since that term sug­
gests passivity. It is however essential to the successful 
execution of Discourse that the party not speaking is "re­
sponding", that is, is actively participating the whole 
time; this is illustrated in the following pages.
Spelt with capital letters, Speaker and Listener are 
technical terms denoting the two participants of Discourse 
written with lower case letters they have their general 
connotation.
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the relationship between these participants or role-bearers. 
These roles are obtained and maintained by means of recog­
nisable signals (shortly to be described); as a result,
Discourse has as its constituents not only the grammatical 
or "content” element, which has occupied all the previous 
chapters and also the grammar books, but also an extra- 
grammatical, or signalling, element. These signals are just 
as important in determining structure as the features in­
ternal to the structure, such as the conjunctive devices 
listed earlier, and must therefore be identified so that 
their effect can be noted.
Signals
The signals which make up the extra-grammatical con­
stituent of Discourse are here identified as being of two 
kinds:
1. Signals 0f Communication,
2. Signals of Attitude.
1. Signals of Communication;
These signal the exchange, the r3le maintenance, role 
transference and acceptance which goes on ceaselessly between 
the participants. Their exponents may be
(i) visual,
(ii) non-verbal sounds,
(iii) "meaningless” verbal utterances,
(iv) meaningful verbal utterances.
The first of these does not concern us here. Of the rest,
(xe.eou.Kt
1. A truly comprehensive j^ would have to be preceded by a
thorough description of suprasegmental features, but this 
has yet to be made. In default of that, this tentative 
and far from complete analysis has to suffice.
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although it is the last which is our primary concern, the 
others are of great importance in the recognition of struct­
ure and must therefore be briefly described.
(ii) Non-verbal sounds are those, like the English rrerM, 
used to avoid silence when the Speaker is obliged to hesitate. 
They are indicated in the following texts, since it has been 
found that hesitation is a useful indication of structure;
as their precise exponent is immaterial, however, they are 
all prepresented by a single symbol ,,wwot,» an increased 
number of ^indicating increased length.
(iii) ’'Meaningless" verbal utterances are words or phrases 
similarly employed to avoid silence at moments of hesitation 
but without their lexical meaning. They included sey, 
efendim. ondan sonra. ondan sonra efendim, simdi, yani, ne? 
nedir? boyle. iste, and are indicated in the texts thus:
§£§s4is-
Words or phrases used thus, that is, as members of the 
function class "Filler',' are not always easy to distinguish 
from their meaningful homonyms: suprasegmental features 
usually differentiate them but there is a certain amount of 
overlap. Nevertheless, precise identification must be attempt­
ed in order to avoid the type of misconstruction which has 
not been lacking hitherto. For instance,
simdi may be an Adverb ('now') or a Filler; 
ondan sonra may be an Adverb ('then1,' after that') 
a Conjunction, or a Filler.
It happens that these two most often occur in Clause initial
1. This has not been measured, however, since it varies from 
speaker to speaker and from mood to mood, and, being 
suprasegmental is, in any case, beyond the scope of this 
study.
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position; they have therefore been taken as proof that, for 
instance, the class Adverb most often occurs in Clause 
initial position . This deduction is acceptable provided 
the classification of the word in question as (a) a meaning­
ful one, that is, as having its lexical meaning, and (b) 
qualifying the verb,that is, as an Adverb, is correct. There 
are, however, many cases where this is not so: both of them 
may be Fillers as well as Adverbs; as such their position 
provides no evidence whatsoever for the position of the 
class "Adverb"; moreover, ondan sonra is frequently used as
a Conjunction, and when doing so can provide no evidence for
2
the position of the class "Adverb''. It is evident that the 
correct identification of the function of any unit is vital 
and must be made before any observation about the position 
any class of word occupies can be attempted,'* It is the 
wider context that provides the evidence for classification, 
as will be shown in the following pages.
1. See above, p. 87.
2. Indeed, it could probably be shown that as a Conjunction 
it is invariably initial, as an Adverb rarely.
The conjunctive function of ondan sonra is discussed 
later.
3. It seems quite probable that in many cases an apparently 
"meaningful" conjunction, such as ama, fakat, ye , which 
as a class have already been shown to be redundant (see 
above, p. 126, footnote l), is used solely as a hesitation 
disguiser, i.e. as a Filler; certainly the suprasegment- 
al features seem to suggest this to be the case and 
worthy of further investigation.
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2. Signals of Attitude:
When the attitude is an emotion (anger, surprise and 
the like) it is in the main rendered suprasegmentally (by- 
loudness, speed, tune, for instance) and is therefore ex­
cluded from this study. However, an attitude found through­
out the taped corpus, one which might be termed "respect”, 
seems to have a recognisable effect upon content also and
1may accordingly be used to illustrate the general principle.
The influence of this Attitude, respect, upon the 
content of discourse is easily identifiable; it may be the 
determining factor iH^ 'the choice of
the exponent of a Glause-unit,
ii. the presence of a grammatically redundant 
unit,
iii. the presence of a word or phrase extra to 
Clause structure.
i. Respect determines two exponents in no. 318 -
(a) the plural form of the 2nd person when only one 
person is addressed,
(b) the negative form of the verb:
(3X8)
,Bir gay daha , Won't you have ("drink")
n -(?0£
'i$mez misiniz?, another cup of tea?
VP
ii. Respect determines the presence of the grammatically 
redundant marked Qualifier (N- 1^1^ 11) in the following, 
making the utterance longer and' therefore less abrupt:
1. Of. Halliday et al (1964-), pp. 92-3* where the effect of
the relations between the participants upon style is dis­
cussed.
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(519)
Qocuklarmiz t Have you ("Had you"'*')
N’
any children ((of yours))?tvar miydiMsizin?
NP
iii. Respect determines the presence of s word extra to
Clause structure in no. 520, viz. zannedersem. Indeed 
it is possible to identify a function class whose members 
serve to indicate the speaker's attitude. Some of these 
Attitude Words have their lexical meaning: herhalde 'appar­
ently1, galiba 'evidently', oyle 'that is so', and therefore 
these present no problem. Others, however, do not and are 
therefore, like Fillers, liable to misinterpretation: 
zannedersem 'if I think', acaba 'I wonder' (see no. 55^)* 
ne bileyim and ne bileyim ben 'Oh, I don't know', yani 'I mean', 
mesela 'I mean', 'let me see'; one of these either inter­
jected into or appended to a Clause makes what would other­
wise be an outright categorical statement into a more 
tentative one; i.e. it changes it from "assertion" to "pro- 
position"
(520)
Orasi ganne§§£s§rr^o In winter, I believe,
AW
kism biraz , it is rather er harsh
nAv
s e r t t i r there.
■ NP
Of the two types of signal, signals of Attitude seem to 
have the least effect upon structure by far; consequently,
1. Use of the past tense is another example of respect determin­
ing the exponent: past is more remote and therefore more 
polite, English uses it too, though not in this instance,
2. "Attitude Words" of one kind are called "intimacy" signals 
by Quirk (quoted Abercrombie (1905). P.9).
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they will not he discussed further. The influence of signals: 
of Communication is great, however, and can he clearly seen 
when syntactic structures are examined in their proper context.
Types of Context:
The corpus provides two types of context, that is to 
say, two types of discourse occur in it, hoth dialogues.'*' In 
one the Speaker is the dominant party, the Listener having
i
a subordinate role; in the other, the two partic'pants are
equal. These types of Discourse are termed here respective-
Signals of Communication are most conveniently described 
in the first instance as they occur in the Exposition situation.
1. THE EXPOSITION SITUATION:
In the Exposition situation the roles are unequal: the 
Speaker has the initiative, the Listener's contributions 
being entirely prompted by the Speaker and therefore dependent 
upon his.
(A) Signals of Communication used by the Speaker:
In an expository utterance, the Speaker has been observed
0
1. There is also some "pseud-monoloque", in which only one 
speaker is audible on the tape. I call it "pseudo" because 
the Speaker's discourse is much affected by his awareness 
of his audience and differs only in degree, not in kind, 
from that obtaining in the "Exposition situation" discussed 
next. £Cf. Abercrombie (1965), p.2)
2. This parallels the similar inequality/equality existing 
between the constituents of syntactic structures.
5. Indeed it may be that these are the only two forms that 
any Discourse may take; cf. footnote 1.
A
2
ly Exposition and Exchange.^
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to signal three messages:
I. his intention to embark upon an exposition,
II. his wish to continue to hold the Listener's 
attention.
III. his wish to learn the Listener's reaction. 
For convenience these will be referred to as "signal AT",
"signal All" and"signal AIII1’ AI and AIII, which are the
two terminal signals, are common to both of the Discourse 
situations; discussion of them will therefore be started here 
and continued under "Exchange situation".
(AI)To indicate intention of embarking upon an exposition:
To do this the Speaker must convey not one but two mes­
sages :
(i) attract the Listener's attention,
(ii) indicate his wish to speak at length, i.e.
to "hold the floor", which weans to take
over the role of Speaker,
There are two devices which enable him to do this, both verb­
al and both extra to Clause structure proper.
(i) Merely attracting attention is seen most clearly where 
the would-be Speaker has to silence those he intends as his 
Listeners and uses a Filler (i.e. a non-content word) to do 
so. No. 521 illustrates this:'*'
1. The speech of the other participant(s) is indicated by the
sign "....... " since its actual content is immaterial.
The two utterances are written one above the other to indic­
ate simultaneous speech, as in a musical score, and
bracketed together. The first line of the two participants 
is introduced by a hyphen and the same line is kept for 
each throughout.
(3 2 1 )
Efendim,V> U U U Vi v ^ •
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(.........
(
(insanlara gore
NAv
(
‘it varies
(.......
(
(degigirj ,Kimisj.
VP NH2T
liw \J u v>
c............................
(
(according to people: /ome
(
(
,(kararini,,verir., ve 
(j-(y)l yp '5j
(
(. ,
,(yapar-h-t-
VP
(
(
(makes his decision and
(
(does (it)++
(ii) He may combine the two signals by prefacing his first 
Sentence with a wcontent" word or Glause-unit. In doing so
p
he not only attracts attention, but also announces the topic 
of his intended exposition as a kind of "heading"^, When 
"content" words are used for this purpose, their repetition 
or near repetition seems obligatory, resulting in the use of 
one of the expanded structures described earlier: in nos. 322-
1. ,,++lt indicates speech not quoted.
2. The word "topic” is used here in its general meaning ("sub­
ject of conversation"). It will be noted, however, that it 
does confirm Swift's classification of the first 'segment' 
of an utterance as 'topic', the rest being 'comment'.
3. Of. Halliday (1970). pp. 162-3* where, in discussing "in­
formation unit" he describes this heading as "new" as opposed 
to "given", i.e. as signalling "I'm telling you what I am 
talking about", "Here is the heading to what I am saying" '
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32 5. for instance, Multiple Unit structures are employed;
+•
in 522 and 525 this is straightorward Particularisation:
(322)
„ „ ,.Prda ,,, Ef gani st anda ,
1— A— l T) k!
.^yerlilerin
.birkac resmini, 
  =
yaptirdim.. ben,,
1----------- * 0.
There (or: "er", "you know")
in Afghanistan 
I had
several portraits 
of the locals 
made -
VP N*
^sulu boya.t 
N°
(in) water colour,
(323)
 P r a q ^ prfada,^
sacta ekmek.
-h e.
There (Mern) 
in Urfa
they make bread
N N
yaparlar.£________ i
VP
bread on griddle(s)
It will be noted that in 322 the Particularisation struct­
ure is separated in its entirety from the rest of the Clause 
of which it constitutes a unit by means of a pause or
hesitation : in 323 > however, there are two such pauses, the
1. Hesitation has many more exponents than silence: it may
also be realised by the presence of meaningless vocalising, 
as in “er", by creaky voice, or by juncture features such 
as lengthening of a continuant consonant or a vowel, plos­
ion of a plosive, and the presence of a primary or second­
ary stress.
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longer one between the two members of the structure, the 
shorter one after the second, The shorter one is not m  fact 
manifested by silence. In neither case is there concurrent 
speech; it is therefore not to silence others that the sig­
nal is used. The pause is thus not a "waiting for your full 
attention1' signal but may be an indication of one of two 
other things:
(a)if|it is deliberate it may be intended to enable the 
listener to become orientated to the new topic;
(b) if it is not deliberate, it may be evidence of the 
planning process.
The: same pause or hesitation is present in no. J24- 
which illustrates the use of Demonstrative Completion as a 
device for emendation of the suffix:
1. Cf. Laver (1970), p.68: "The tone-group is ... character­
ised by pauses* which are usually optional but sometimes 
mandatory, at its boundaries. Here the pauses are not 
perceived as hesitation signals, un^less unduly prolonged; 
while internal pauses of even very short duration are 
heard by the listener as hesitations. "
Also p. 70: "Boomer found that hesitation pauses tend to 
occur towards the beginning of the phonemic clauses (tone 
groups), often after the first word."
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(324)
vuuIngiltereye. 
N-(y)A
'ilk^geldigim zsmanda, 
NAv Y^
.ordaI--  i u \J
NDE
TOAv
.When I first went
to England,
there
bir biiyuk magazaya
F U r ® — ~ ~
we went
.girdik.^*
YP
into a large store, +*t-
Here orda supplies the -DE suffix which the Clause of which 
it is a unit requires, replacing the -(y)E.which the Noun it­
self (Ingiltere) bore in the Included Av Clause. The pause 
or hesitation occurs after the emendation, i.e. after the 
second member of the structure.
No. 325 illustrates use of Temporary Substitution fol­
lowed by Demonstrative Completion in the announcement of the 
topic, all three members of the combined structure being 
separated by hesitation:
(325)
uu„§eyde bulundugum
V/MAv
zaman da
od'
Tahranda orda.
N'r-DE
And when I was
in whatfs-it,oi
((in)) Teheran,^^there^,
-continued on the next page -
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bir buyuk pastane, there was
N
vbir biiyuk ldkanta, 
yardi.i---- 1
NP
1
.Ikisinin da sahibi
N
)Wv>Lazlardi^oo++
NP
a big pastry-cooks' (and )
a big restaurant;w
the owner(s) of both of 
them
were Laz((es)) ++> > r ' UVU
No. 326 also illustrates Demonstrative Completion used 
to amend the unit marker (from -BE.to -(y)E) but here the 
hesitation occurs between the two members, making the second 
an integral part of the Clause. Note that the first member 
contains (i) a repetition of the topic from the previous 
Sentence (which happens to be a question posed by the other 
party), and (ii) the enclitic conjunction dE:
(326)
- (1<5 pilav nasil 
yapiliyor?)
. ~ ^ S &
ona ,
cd
N'
fistik iizum
- (How is the rice filling 
(^inside pilaffu) made?)
- Now, in inside-pilaff
pine—kernels and currants 
are pi&t
N
,konuluyoriv^ **
VP
into itwu++
It can be seen that the topic in the form used does not fit 
the rest of the Clause, indicating that when uttering it, the
1, Assembly with a possessive link (ikiSlNin)instead of a 
demonstrative one (cf. p. 14-3 above, footnote 3)
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Speaker did not know how her utterance was to continue.''" 
Reasons for (i) her uttering the topic before deciding upon 
the shwhole structure and for (ii) the content of this 
initial piece (Is. pilavda da) will be suggested later*
The structure seen in the next example, no, 327* is 
a variation upon the last: the Speaker herself introduces the 
new topic; for this she uses a Dependent Clause followed by 
the enclitic conjunction dE, the whole being succeeded by a 
pause or hesiation. Repetition again occurs, however, in 
the Boot domates:
1, Cf. Laver (1970), p.62: Concerning “the ideation process 
which initiates the approximate semantic content of any 
verbal message the speaker wishes to communicate."
Also p.67: "The semantic structuring of the initial 
idea ... serves as a predisposition towards both activat­
ing particular areas of the memory store, and choosing 
the most relevant of the individual items to have been 
activated.” This may be so; on the other hand, this 
example disproves Goldman Eisler's assumption (1968, p. 33) 
prior to carrying out 'certain experiments: "We assume 
that once a speaker has uttered the first word of a sent­
ence he is on his course; he has de&ided not only what 
to say but has created for himself at least the broad 
syntactic framework" (my underlining). Her assumption can 
be true only of the part following the "heading", and 
many examples could be found cf instances where it is 
demonstrably not true even there.
Gf. also Postal (1964) commenting (p. 109) upon Yngve1s 
"quite dubious assumption that in producing a sentence 
a speaker derives it 'from top to bottom', that is, by 
choosing higher level elements (S,NP,VP) before lower 
level one£ (Noun, particular morphemes, etc)."
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(327)
yDomatesll,, yaparsanuda^~n  -----— - ' r»
N Yf Cg j
J And if yon mak it with 
tomato ( "tomato-y1) ) 
you fryt domatesi ,
tkavuruyorsun  ^o o++ the tomato(es) in oil ++' 'uo ooo
VP
Note that the hesiation here is placed not between the da 
and the word following it but actually within the following 
word.
Announcing one's intention to speak at length is not 
confined to utterance initial as these examples might suggest: 
a Speaker may have been interrupted and in order to be able 
to continue his exposition must (i) signal his intention to 
do so, (ii) recapture the attention of the Listener, and 
also (iii) silence the interrupter(s). A", filler is frequent­
ly used for this purpose, as in no. 328:
(328)
~(+igdrmus olsun diye 
( VNAv
-(
(++to say that they had seen
( (it)
(
( »Gidemediler
( VP
( ............
(
(
( ‘Ehey couldn't go.
Ondan sonra (
(
Well, er
( ,-^nadolunup tj^ r taraf ina
( v n w JL-.
( ... "
(
(
( They decided to go
(,gitmege,,karar ^ verdiler,. ++
S ■ & - ( ■ # ) %  VP
( to a part of Anatolia.++ 
(
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Here , if the pause or hesitation before and after the Filler
were not indicated in the written version, ondan sonra would
Avbe interpreted as a N unit belonging to, and initial in, 
the Clause, and meaning "After that". Such a misinterpretat­
ion would not be possible if the longer form of this Filler, 
ondan sonra efendim ^were used, since this functions only as 
a Filler,'*'
Irrefutable proof of the Filler status of a word which 
can also function as an Av is provided by the following 
example (329), which occurs after a lengthy interruption:
(329)
  ..........
(
-( Sonra
F (
(
(
(daha^avveli
(
(
( earlier
(
( ..
v(Rustem Pasa Camiine , 
------ p ( y ) E -------
(ugramiigtik^ef ending o++ 
VP Voc.
(
(
(we had called
(at E.P Mosque, ma,amuu++ 
Here the literal meaning 'after* would be absurd.
1, It should also be noted that the interrupter butts in after 
only a short pause. It is significant that the interrupter 
was the Speaker's wife; for the other four people present 
(which included his (middle-aged) niece as well as more 
distant acquaintances) a pause of such short duration is 
insufficient to act as an invitation to speak
Note also that the Speaker only takes up his exposition 
after the interrupter falls silent again.
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No. 330 also occurs after an interruption:.
(330)
-( ( Wel1 now.
( (
-(   (..............
(jbize gelen: misaflrler,
hepsi________ * . \* y 1
(-------------- I---
(m.
N-0
(the visitors who came to us 
(
(..................
(m
all of them
Cvuksek,(tahsil,.vaomis , (had had higher education
{ vp j
Here, too, the suprasegmental features make it clear that
* * A TT*
simdi is a Filler, not a"meaningful”. N unit qualifying gel- 
(’come’) which would otherwise he possible: ’the visitors 
who came to us gust now’. And here again, a Demonstrative 
Completion structure is employed in announcing the topic.
Conclusions:
It can be seen that the Speaker indicates his intention 
to speak at some length, both at the beginning of his exposit­
ion and during it if he has been interrupted, by the use 
either of a Filler
or of part of a Clause-unit, often an expanded
one.
Particularly in the second of these; there is almost always a
pause or hesitation. The actual exponent of the second is
interesting on two counts: firstly as a constituent of an ex­
panded structure which will be discussed below; secondly in
-DEbeing - in these examples, which are typical - either N
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or terminating in the eclitic conjunction dE . The first is 
significant in being one of the Av units ('segments') which 
Swift and others note as often occurring initiglly in an ut­
terance, It is now possible to suggest that it is in part 
the signalling system of Discourse that causes them to be 
placed there. Because these Clause-units are initial in the 
utterance, they have the possibility of bearing the high pitch 
associated with contour initial position (cf. p.89 above); 
Fillers, however, lack this prominence and it is this that 
marks them as Fillers. The second type, in contrast, reveal 
their signalling nature by causing a repetition of the 
prominent initial section of the intonation contour;
(i) the pre-pause { or pre- last pause) piece has 
utterance initial pitch prominence;
(ii) the pause or hesitation and/or the presence of
of dE (which is ex^tremely weakly stressed) serve 
to separate this piece from the remainder of 
the structure and so enhance its prominence;
(iii) the pitch prominence of Clause initial
occurs twice: once with the prefixed signal, and 
once with the beginning of the Clause proper.
The effect of this is to direct the attention of the other 
participants towards the Speaker, silencing them if they are 
speaking (as in no. 328).
It seems that the announcement of the new topic serves 
a second purpose: it orientates the Listener; the repetition
1. It is often impossible to hear any difference between them, 
contrary to what descriptions of stress in Turkish sugg-&st.
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involved and the pausing give him time to adjust before 
the Speaker embarks upon his exposition proper. It does not 
seem to matter if the Listener does not hear or grasp the 
actual content of the signal, because (i) if it is a Filler 
it is meaningless, (ii) if it is a Clause-unit, the relevant 
part of it is repeated in some form.
It is suggested, however, that these are not the only 
reasons for the Speaker using repetition, Particularisation 
and the like when signalling intention to embark upon an ex- 
position and others are put forward later (p. lt>6).
(All) To retain the role of Speaker.
To do this the Speaker is required to give constant 
indication of his intention to continue, throughout the whole 
of the main body of his exposition; failure to do so is an 
invitation to the Listener to take over the role of Speaker.
The primary requirement for preventing this seems to 
be the avoidance of
(i) silence of more than a certain duration 
(probably measurable), and
(ii) the use of the "utterance final" pitch 
(described in the next section, p.oi7g ).
Only the former need concern us here.
If the Speaker were able to maintain a smooth flow with­
out hesitation there would be no problem - the correct "con­
tinuation" signal would ensue automatically. This seems to 
be rarely found in unscripted speech, however, even when the 
speaker is well-practised; generally he resorts to devices 
that
either break up a potentially over-long silence into 
two or more which are short enough to signal
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“hesitation" instead of ’’termination"^; 
or disguise the hesitation.
The first is achieved by means of non-verbal vocalising and' 
by the uttering of Fillers such as gey> ondan sonra efendim, 
sonra (as in no. 314, p.224), igte (as in no. 317» P.239), 
ne? (as in no. 332* p.Z74-).Naturally enough, these devices 
seem to be used in inverse proportion to the skill of the
p
speaker: they are never totally absent, however.
It is the second cstLegory that is particularly signific­
ant in the search for clues to the choice of sequence: it 
was found vtfhen examining the taped corpus that many of the 
syntactic structures already presented in this study, such 
as those using Demonstrative Completion, and the Multiple 
Unit structures, were almost always associated with hesitation 
features (as in no. 315 o n  p. 226 ff.). That is, “when con­
fronted with situations of uncertainty and when the selection 
of the next step requires an act of choice*' the Speaker 
hesitates. Alerted by such clear instances, one is able to 
perceive similar, though minute, hesitations on the part of 
even the most fluent speakers^*, not always realised by
1. Cf, footnote 1 on p. 265" above, where the two different 
interpretations given a pause that are brought about by the 
varying degree of familiarity between the parties is noted.
2. It should be noted that some Fillers are used only initially, 
others medially, a few in either position; sepqrate sub­
classes could therefore be set up.
3. Goldman Eisler (1968). p. 33.
4. Goldman Eisler , p.18, as the result of her experiments is 
able to assert that “at its most flent, two-thirds of
A
spoken language come^in chunks of less than six words.”
It Is not possible at this stage to suggest the number of 
words in a Turkish “chunk".
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silence. The impression given is that he is speaking and
simultaneously monitoring his utterance, then,if necessary,
. , 1improving upon it.
It is not only the presence of hesitation that suggests 
this marshalling of thoughts and editting while speaking; the 
content of the utterance also provides evidence:
(i) in structures where "imprecise” and "more precise" 
occur t<?ether, it is the "imprecise" which occurs 
first; this is the basis of the Multiple Unit 
structures Particularisation and Amplification.
The notion of "statement followed by comment upon 
it, found in the St+Ct Sentence type, is basically 
the same;
(ii) in others it is the referent that is uttered 
first in an isolate form, its incorporation into 
a grammatical structure being second; hence
1. This is supported by Hockett (quoted by Laver (Laver (1970) 
pl 75)i "what is actually said aloud includes various 
signs of overt editing." Laver himself (p. 74-) discusses 
the monitoring function which "has to evaluate the approp­
riateness of the performed program for the semantic ex­
pression of the speaker’s idea." It is interesting thah 
such a function results in the creation of syntactic 
structures (such asyarticularisation) which make this 
process possible and which are, in turn, "fundamental 
evidence of a monitoring function in the speech- produc­
ing process (Laver, p. 75).
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Demonstrative Completion, . Assembly at both 
Clause and Sentence levels (including, that is, 
the StHrS^Ct Sentence type.)^'
It is therefore suggested that these structures enable 
the Speaker to engage in recall and monitoring simultaneous­
ly with speaking and giving the correct signal: if they were 
not available^ he would be obliged to pause during the flow 
of his exposition to find first the referent, then its
lexical equivalent and then the appropriate mode of express-
pion before giving utterance and this would bring about the 
prohibited lengthy silence, For this reason the structures 
mentioned are interpreted here as hesitation disguisers.
Nor are these the only structural devices to fall into 
this category: many of those structures just1 mentioned con- 
tain some repetition; it can now be appreciated that repetit­
ion is simply the most rudimentary of the devices for dis- 
guismg hesitation-; Hence any structure whatsoever which 
incorporates repetition may serve the same purpose as Fartic- 
ularisation, et£'. Indeed, this point may be taken further: 
still other types of expansion, which incorporate not actual 
repetition but some kind of resemblance instead, can now also
1. It is possible that the presence of this sequence may sup­
ply evidence additional to Goldman Eisler*s use only of 
"pause" (silence and non-verbal filler) to indicate "whether 
the process in the brain is a generative one or one of 
association linkage" (p. A3).
2. Goldman Eislkr writes (p.33) "the decisions of a lexical 
and structural kind as well as of content made in the 
course of speech utterances must be accompanied by an ar­
rest of the speech act, i.e. by pausing". I would add 
disguised pausing, which she does not deal with.
3. Abercrombie (1963) also notes 'silence fillers' as he calls 
them, and observes that repetition serves the same pur­
pose.
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be seen as hesitation disguisers: the"manufactured doublet" 
(p. 127) and the restricted lexical class "Expansion Eiller" 
(p. 135) also prevent the occurrence of silence; that is, 
they enable the flow to be maintained by releasing the Speak­
er from the obligation to look for a more precise word.
Two examples of this will suffice; they are both by 
a highly accomplished raconteur whose speech was rapid;t^he 
absence of hesitation proper is striking.,
(331)
...jDufcffnlerde,, mugflnlerde
filan,
3?
N-DE
At weddings and so on
and so forth
, cirit tl oynarlar 
VP j
.bilmem ne^yaparlar
,N VP
.filan
\ | KJ KJ KJ
— r V
(332)
1 1 Adam Msoyluyor, - 
N-^ VP
they play jerid
and do I-don!t-know-what^
and so on,uu,
The man says (this)
2 yPara nyoktur 
N ^ NP
"There 1s no money
3 ,bizim memlekette," 
n-de.
in our district"
4 diyor.^
VP
5 ,Bagll mi ya?,
E
he says.
Isn't that so?
continued cai the next page -
1. The English vers ion does not bring out the parallelism of 
the original.
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c 1 iff"
-N-^ hAv
-L,y tsv. 
1
* \/0.LiUi. £tJL |)
-(y)I
c , igegimizd,
jj-Cy)!1-1
7 lhayvanlarimizmt
8 ,yiyecegini"
— —
9 i diyor ,t ^ "9 lkaririz t 
VP ’ VP
10. .topraktan,
-DEn
11 *
N
Ust tarafmda,
N'-DE
12 .blr Sey.i yo^ ".i diyor,
HP VP
1* ''Para„yok,,
-0N NP
14
, satilmaz , 
VP
tYolnyok.,,
15. -0N p  NP
16
gdturulmez,
VP.
,bir yere..^  
17 n -(y )e
"We barely 
extract 
our food,
our drink, (and) 
our animals' 
food
from the earth" 
he says,
"Apart from that
there's nothing", he says
"There's no money 
(so)
it can't be sold;
there's no road 
(so)
it can't be taken 
anywhere...
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18
tQnun i$in
NAv
.kardaslarimiz 
19 ---------- cd
.mardaslarimiz
20 ------
N &
21
, ordaukalir,,
H-DE VP
_  ^biz ngeliriz'I, diyor,; 
22 _(#
N p  VP VP
"Ya., Ankara da,
23 ?------
C.J N
,ya ulstanbuldai. __
2 4  , —D E  -
Cj N m
23
26
iZ§ ffelanikte.,
C j n -de'
Qa p p
Jzmirde,! Mizmirde/
27 ; ' N -DE.
.bes on kurus,
28 r W l
29
30
31
32
N
.toplariz,", diyor,iu <>
VP VP
"Qolugumuza,, gocugumuza,
Aazim gelenleri.ialinz1,1 
v i r ^ 1 VP
.diyor B 
VP
So
our brothers/sisters
and such
stay there 
(and)
we come" he says; 
"Either in Ankara 
or in Istanbul,
or , in Salonika,
°r S&§^oi§.i^LSf§ii
in Izmir and such
we collect
3 or 6 ("10") kuru§ " 
he says
"((we)) buy the things 
that are necessary
i
for our wives and families 
- he says,
33 geker,
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ua bit of sugar,
^biraz gazyagi
5-c ,biraz sabun, 53 1------------------ --— i— *
36 onlari
N- (y )£
^dtururuz"
VP
57 .diyor,,
VP
^.ki^i^geQiririz," ++
38 - t nt ” -jp(yM yp
a bit of paraffin,
a bit of soap.
we take!jfchoseu
he says 
(and)
’’get through the winter.Wwww
In this passage, which is spoken very quickly, there is only 
one hesiation pause (on line 25) and one Piller (line 26); Lufc 
the number of hesitation disguisers (or inhibitors) is 
remarkable:
parallelism of structure and/or lexicon occurs in lines 
5-8, 13-16, 25-25, 33-35, 
contrast, lines 21-22, 
doublet, 5-8 (possibly 28 also) 
manufactured doublet, 19, 27 
filler, 26 
Assembly 33-36
Particularisation , 33-36 (the first member being
lazim gelenleri, line 31)
This does not exhaust the list: possibly diyor is a Piller 
to©, possibly also ya the one conjunction the passage contains; 
indeed the absence of conjunction is very significant.
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(AIII) The Speaker wishes to learn the Listener's reaction:
This is signalled in two situations: he may seek
(a) evidence of the Listener's continuing attention 
during his own exposition, or
(b) a considered response, at the end of his otm ex­
position.
Each of these types of signal is different.
(AI 11 a ) Seeking: evidence of the Listener's continuing attention: -
This type of signal punctuates the main body of the
Exposition at intervals throughout its whole length; this
a
means that the Speaker has the double task of maintaining an 
uninterrupted flow, as described in the previous section (All) 
and of prompting an "I-am-listen^ing" response from the 
Listener. While a Speaker is "holding the floor", he seems 
to require encouragement to proceed, for if this is not forth­
coming he interrupts his flow and asks directly for confirmat­
ion of his views, A very short indication of attention and 
interest seems to be sufficient. This he el^icits by slight 
pause (as in no. 315. lines 32 and 39 on p. 229)* along with 
other suprasegmental features not dealt with here. Should 
the Listener fail to react to this signal, the Speaker makes 
an explicit appeal, using some phrase such as Segil mi?
(isn't it?'(illstrated below) oh Degil mi ya? 'That's so, 
isn't it?1'Right?1 (as in no. 322, line 3 on p.272). The 
former should not be confused with its use in true interrog­
ation; the second functions only in the present context.
Nos. 333 and 334 illustrate the use of degil mi? to 
elicit a response. In ho,333 there are two Listeners:
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(353)
CEski Qsmanlilarda
(
N'B K
t o  a , yok rnuydu?, 
N~^ NP
,Hastanelernbedava idi
isr^  n e
hepsi iPegil mi?
(Evet)
(m)
Weren't they existent
in (the time of) the old
Ottomans? -
the hospitals were all
free J Isn’t that so?
(Xes )
(m)
, Imarethaneler/ .vardi, 
■0N NP
ifakirler igin** 
N-Ay
There were almshouses
for the poor ++
Note that one Listener responds at once, the other needs a 
little prompting. But after receiving the "I-am-listening" 
signal, the Speaker continues, in order to elaborate the 
point.
In no. 334- degil mi? is used to elicit a response to the 
point the Speaker wished attention to be directed to (gelisi- 
guzel i.e. “our speech has been haphazard"), the Listener 
having elected to respond to an earlier one ("control")
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(334)
- (+-t;0 zamanAkonu§malarimizi
N'Av N (y)l
(++In that case let us take 
(
( ,biraz kontrol altinai
(  p C y ) = --------
(our conversation under' con- 
(
(<a lalim^ i^imdiye kadaa? i 
( VP (trol a bit^up to now (it 
(
(nek gelisiguzel,,
(  NP---------- 1
COkon-* 0
(has been very haphazard.
( That con- That
(
(
(kontrolu^Matmazel kendi
N-(y)I N V
(
(
(control M, herself will
(
(
(yapacak.,
VP
,Degil mi?. (
(
(make.
Isn't that so?-
(pek gelisiguze.ltlkonu§uyor-
( yp
(we have been speaking very 
(
Cduknsimdiye kadar..
(---  NAv
( .........
(hapahazardly up to now. 
( ...........
(AIIlb) Seeking a considered response:
In the Exposition situation this signal coincides, with 
the whole of the final part of the Speaker's utterance. No 
structure has been identified as peculiar to this signal and 
its markers seem to be wholly suprasegmental: use of the base­
line pitch and soft^ness which are features of contour final
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(cf. p. 89 above) indicate^bhat the Speaker is drawing to a 
close and prompts a response as described below (Bill).
Conclusion:
It is now clear that the Speaker has a sequence of 
three relationships with or attitudes towards his Listener; 
first, he attracts his attention, then he holds it and final­
ly he hands over to him. This his exposition falls into 
three parts:
(1) the announcement of intention to speak at 
some langth,
(2) the main body of the exposition,
(3) the closing, yielding section.
(B). Signals of Gommuni/cation used by the Listener:
In the Exposition situation these signals are very 
much secondary to those of the Speaker.
The three parts of the Exposition have the following 
signals from the Listener:
(1) When the Speaker signals his intention to embark upon an 
exposition, the Listener usually gives no responding signal 
other than turning his attention to the other. This is 
signal (Bl).
(2) When the Speaker is engaged upon the main body of his ex­
position, the Listener is required to indicate his attention 
and understanding. (Signal (BII)). This signal must be short, 
so as not to interrupt the Speaker's flow or upset his train 
of thought. Its exponents may be non-verbal (such as the m 
occurring in several places in the texts given here (e.g.
no, 333» p. 277)* on verbal: evet ’yes1, 'and then?', 'I see'
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and many othe meanings depending upon intonation and tone of 
voice, dogru ’true', tabii 'of course', ys 'you seel', 
oyle 'that is so', oyle mi? 'is that so?1 really!?', vay vay 
'dear dear', Allah Allah! 'Good gracious!' These need not 
be illustrated further.
The Listener, however, may acquit his duty to show under­
standing even more actively than in these short responses: 
he may help the exposition along, for example, by supplying 
the elusive word during the Speaker's use of a Temporary 
Substitution structure (see no. 335 'Panzehir') or by provid­
ing Amplification (as in no 336 where a multiple Clause-unit 
is added, making the original more precise; and as in nos 
337 and 338. where a Clause is supplied.
(355)
- (+-hPst tarafindam
_ ( rr-DEn
-( +*fProm the remainder
(
yapanz 
' VP
(UUoow® m8ke„„sb3$?what's--it
(
(
(°°V  ^ panzehir,, det 
( iPANZEHIR,
w-ww
( antidote, too.
( A'/tidote.
(336)
-t-frHem Miqerler ++They both drink
VP
hem^bakarlay 
Co VP
and ((they)) look
.tetkik ederler—  [ o u
VP.
they examine (her)
- continued on the next page -
Of ilan ^L_ ___ I V V> VJ>
( jKagina
(and so on ,) Kj U
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At her eyebrows:
( Evet.
( 1 1 <Jgozune[ , v boyunat, vbosuna ,
^  N~(y)E-^
(
(.
(bacaklarma^
tnadina „da,
( yes
(((at her eyes,((at))her 
stature ((at)) her figure.
(
((at))her legs
And out of 
oussedness
(p-nadina^da^agir^iijerler,. 
j O j VP’
(and out of cussednes they 
(
(
( ++ (drink slowly.++
( (
(Tabii ( Of course.
The n n ^  -^s e^&ed to the Clause ,rhem bakarlar" whose
rerb u£
r(y)E
v governs the dativeu; tetkik et- requires not
1, Doublets.
2. The speech indicated here by "  M is indecipherable
on the tape as the Speaker takes up her exposition in a 
rather loud voice, another exponent of the AX signal, 
aimed at silencing the other, the interrupter. She suc­
ceeds after a few words - which involve repetition.
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In no. 357 the Listener steps in to supply the second 
Clause of a Two-clause Sentence . The long hesitation prompts; 
his intervention, but he does not anticipate the sought-for 
second Clause exactly;
(557)
(
- (
/wuu J^erhalde^
 ^ m
i  It is, apparently,
(
(gayet kuvvetli 
(
(an extremely powerful
C
(bir flihaz itkii. J 
> Cj
(apparatus, for 
(
( vhem uses ^
( Go N0
( H I q s e ^ .^^fiu yu lm u yo rr
r-0N VP
both the sound((
(No sounds, is heard.
(
duyulmuyoi?^ hem,,sgngg 
- V P  Co P
(is not heard, and g£ it can 
(
epey uzak bir meafeden, 
N-DEn A
record 
( all the things spoken
(
(Fbutun konusulanlari (from a considerable 
(
(enregistre edebiliyor. (distance.
c vp J
1. This expanded Clause ("hem ses .. edebiliyor") is an ana-
coluthon: the subjects of the two constituent Clauses are
different, therefore the subject of the second should have
specified. In fact, one can see a reason for the deficien-
- continued on the next page-
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In no. 338 a Clause of reason is added:
(338)
(+-hffi.nileri
( N-(y)I (
(
(++They took away (=stole)
(\o Idugu gibi | (the tiles
F , Cl
^goturmugler,. 
i VP
(just as they were. 
(
(
(
(
CKaybolmasm dlyeil++ J?.,C1
(
(
(So that they wouldn't
vpvng get lostJ++
Ihis type of response has proved to be of the utmost 
significance in the search for the factors governing sequence, 
as will appear later: quite unexpectedly, it has been found 
that, at least where the attitude is "respect", a Listener's 
first response must always express confirmation, that is, it 
must indicate that the Listener is either of the same opinion 
as the Speaker or at least appreciates his point of view.
All the examples quoted so far conform to this principle, 
fhe importan^t point is, however, that the obligation to 
"confirm" has been found to have a profound effect upon 
structure.
1, - continued from the previous page -
cy: ses means both ’sound' and 'voice'. In the first, it is 
'sound' that is meant ('the sound of the tape-recorder 
motor'), in the second, 'voices', 'voice' or 'sounds', i.e. 
what the tape recorder microphone is inlenjfded to pick up.
(Bill) When the Speaker indicates that he wishes to bring 
his spell as player of that role to an end, the Listener 
follows the Speaker's cessation, first by a short BII signal 
(in the present situation called BHIa), followed by an 
“acknowledgement" or "acceptance" signal (Blllb)^after which 
he gives his considered response, i.e, a meaningful utterance 
of some substance. By doing the latter, the Listener becomes 
the new Speaker, for this considered response - or at least 
the first part of it - may be a new announcement of intention 
to speak at length (i.e. be AI). This may be called BIIc.
There may be only one exponent fQr all three signals, however.
Discussion:
It appears that Exposition is carried on by the Speaker 
in such a way as to not only put across the "content" of his 
utterance (this would be talking in a vacuum) in a manner 
and ati a pace that is clearly understandable to the Listener, 
but also ensure its uninterrupted continuance for as long 
as he himself wishes. The latter he does by signalling, 
which in turn imposes the shape upon his exposition.
It is the requirements of the situation therefore that 
impose a sequence upon his exposition. First he must indicate 
his intention to hold forth; this necessitates the use of 
certain structures (their "content" will be discussed la&er 
under "Exchange situation"). Then he must put across the 
main body of his exposition in such a way that the Listener
Vallah on p. 224 is just such an "acknowledgment" and 
"acceptance" signal.
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(i) follows his "meaning", and (ii) allows him, indeed en­
courages him, to proceed without interruption as long as 'he, 
the Speaker, wishes; this necessitates sustaining a steady 
flow without prolonged silences,and consequently he makes use 
of any device available to attain this end. Finally, he 
indicates by a general "running down", or by prolonged sil­
ence, that he has finished.
It is the middle section that provides the clearest
clues to the choice of sequence in wh8t is in effect almost
monologue. The overall sequence is very often imposed by 
1
the referents ; certainly this is so in the description of a 
process(as in no. 314 which begins on p. 224) and in narrative. 
But within that framework the Speaker has a choice (as 
discussed in .connection with no. 314-). Tt is clear that his 
choice of structures there is governed partly bg the need to 
avoid prolonged silence. This would account for his use - 
to a degree not found (and probably not tolerated) in written 
versions of the language - of those incorporating some 
degree of repetition or at least resemblance . Hence his 
use of Multiple Unit structures, "manufactured doublets" axel 
"Expansion Fillers" (filan, etc) also prevent silence by 
making it unnecessary for him to stop to recall the precise 
referent or the precise word.
All these are therefore hesitation disguisers and per­
form a vital role in the successful management of impromtu 
discourse.
These phenomena are significant in another direction, 
however: all the structures mentioned follow the sequence
1. It is a "verbal representation of serially connected
phenomena in the same sequence as they are experienced." 
(Goldman Eisler (1968), p. 50).
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"imprecise then more precise", or, differently expressed, 
"statement of some kind, then modification of it", ahd this
is a sequence already found to he obligatory in all the
larger stnuctures of the language and also to occur in some
of the smaller ones by choice. Even the Expansion Filler
(filan, etc) conforms to this.
It has been suggested (p. 271 above) that this sequence 
reflects the process of planning which lies behind spontan­
eous oral composition (that is, when one is "thinking on one's: 
feet" ). Specifically^, it seems to be that the referent comes 
to mind in outline first and is then worked upon. Certainly 
this is what is reflected in the structures Amplification, 
Particularisation, Assembly, Temporary Substitution, at 
Sentence level as well as at Clause level, in Demonstrative 
Completion at Clause level and its equivalent Sentence form. 
StHrSlCt, in the St+Ct, St+Ct^ and St\ct”/St^+Ct^ Sentence 
types. This is tantamount to saying that,in Turkiftsh, 
speech sequence is governed by the principle "Dominant pre­
cedes Dependent", which is the response to the mental plan­
ning process. That is to say, the Turk does not in fact 
"think backwards" compared with speakers of other languages, 
as the student of the language is wont to complainJ
It is tempting to speculate thus, since the weight of 
evidence in this corpus is so great, and since the structural 
evidence therein would seem to confirm the observations of 
psycholinguists and workers in similar fields concerning the 
processes involved in speech production.
An examination of the Exchange situation will take the
1. The t*pp6ss\oois Goldman Eisler's.
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investigation a step further and yield up evidence for the 
choice of sequence, this time within a structure; this will 
be found to add weight to these contentions.
2. THE EXCHANGE SITUATION;
A slight change must be made in the approach here: the 
two participants do not have clearly differentiated initiat­
ory and subordinate (or Dominant and Dependent) roles in 
this situation; they are equals, making equal contributions 
to the total discourse, each .acting in response to the other. 
This means that although a given utterance may be a re^sponse 
by the "Listener" to a remark by the "Speaker" (as is "Iq
pilavda da" on p. 263), this response itself prompts another
*1
("ona fistik uzum konuluyor"), just as the C.t in the Chain 
Sentence prompts another Ct (Ct ). ^hen this happens, Listener 
becomes Speaker. This can make description confusing in the 
Exchange situation, so these terms are now dropped in favour 
of two with structural implications, Stimulus and Response.^
Stimulus is the name that has been given to anything 
that prompts a reaction, that reaction being known as the 
Response. Both may in fact be entirely visual, but it is only 
their linguistic amanifestations that concern us here.
According to this definition, any member of a structure 
that has hitherto been termed "Dominant" is the Stimulus, 
any"Dependent"member the Response; further, any Response may
1. These terms, taken from the field of animal behaviour,
were applied to linguistic structures by Fries (Fries, 1952);
he discusses Responses fully.
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function as the Stimulus to another Response.
They may be of any length: the Stimulus and Response 
sections of a Multiple Unit structure at Clause level are 
single units, some Stimuli eveh being single words; at the 
other extreme a Stimulus may prompt a whole Sentence-complex 
(even a Speech Paragraph) as its Response. Eor instance, in 
no. $1^ (p. 226) the Stimulus is wNe dolduruyorsunuz iqine?*' 
and the Response is the whole passage from M§imdiM (line l) 
to "gozukuyor (line 79 »p. 232), but the Stimulus is itself 
the Response to the previous passagem(no. 314-, p.224- to p.223, 
line 26), which did not supply the information requested.
Stimulus signals will be labelled (C).
(01) A-Speaker wishing to attract another person's attention 
for the purpose of eliciting a verbal response (not for the 
purpose of "button-holing" him, as before) has been observed 
to do so, for example, by using the grammatically redundant 
N ^ unit, apparently always initially in his utterance. E.g. 
(339)
- Siz ltnerde noturuyorsunuz? > - Er, where are you living?
n -UE. vp
- (Efendim?) - (X beg your pardaon?)
- ,Nerde » oturuyorsunuz?( - Where are you living?
p.-DR vp
The context is this: the Speaker has turned to address a dif- 
ferent person who has up till then been listening to a third
1. The present writer. It will be remembered that all speeches 
by non-native speakers of Turkish are given here in 
brackets and are not subjected to analysis.
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person. When the addressee’s attention has been captured, 
but the desired response is not forthcoming, the question is 
repeated, but this time without the unit.
-0The implication seems to be that the N ^  is unnecessary 
the second time. The only contextual factor which is differ­
ent in the two utterances is that in the first the addressee 
is not attending to the Speaker, whereas in the second one 
she is. It is thus possible that the function of the unit 
is to indicate to the addressee that it is she who is being 
addressed, i.e.! to attract the attention of the person 
referred to in siz.
There is a second possibility: the function of the unit 
in question may also be to announce the new topic of discourse 
(siz ). Or both may be present. This is comparable to the 
function of signal AI, which not only announced the Speaker's 
intention to embark upon an exposition but also (i) stated 
the topic and (ii) attracted the Listener's attention.
The significant points here are (i) that a grammatical­
ly redundant unit seems to be serving a signalling purpose 
and (ii) that while doing so it is placed initially in the 
utterance (as was AI). The ii unit is one for whose position 
we have so far been unable to find any rule , and has been 
seen placed medially (p. 95)* finally (p.80) as well as 
initially (p.80).
It is frequently said that this unit is usually placed 
in the initial position (p. 84-), an observation apparently 
based solely upon examination of sentences in isolation.
It is now suggested that,when It occurs at all, it occupies
this position perhpps because it is functioning primarily
as a signal which is associated ohly with the initial position,
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either (when its exponent is the second person) attracting 
the attention of an addressee, or (much more frequently) 
announcing a new topic of discourse.^
(CII) Another type of Stimulus is intended to elicit a con­
sidered Response. In this the Speaker continues to add phrase 
after phrase until the desired result is forthcoming. It has 
been found realised by two patterns:
(i) using a Multiple Unit structure,
(ii) using repetition,
but this does not claim to be a comprehensive list.
(i) Using a Multiple Unit structure:
In the first example, an extension of the exchange 
quoted in no.359 > Particularisation is used:
(540)
— Siz nerde oturuyorsunuz? - Er, where are you living*
~ (Efendim?) - (I beg your pardon?)
Nerde(oturuyorsunuz
n -d e t o
- Where are you living?-
- (Otelde mi
> F ~  KJ \J \J '
(Hayir efen-
( in a h o t e l s  
(
(or)
No^ sir
(pansiyonda ma,? 
(dim). Yok yok+-v
(in a boarding house?
No? no++
1. Work done on written (literary) texts with an informant in 
which existing N-0 units were removed, and others were add­
ed to sentences which were originally without any, supports 
this hypothesis, In any other pre-verb position, the unit 
is not a signal of this kind (i.e. a functional element 
of discourse) but a bearer of emphasis, i.e. an indication 
of special implication.
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Here the initial Stimulus, not having produced the desired
response, is repeated, exactly the same escept for the
omission of the N“^ unit. But this, too, fails; so a Partic-
—DPularisation of the interrogative unit (N ) is appended 
and this has the desired effect, The structure in question
is: N-BE VP N&DE N •BE
f  1Notice the hesiation between the two members,
The same process is observable in the following eamples. 
Potential or unfulfijiilled Response places coincide with the 
hesiation markers:
(341)
. ?Nerde a oldun ef endimj .
jj-EB vp V q c
,bu hadise?!_______ i \j u
N
lYine1\Kabilde mi?,
NAv N-BE
Bagistanda,.
^-BE.
- Er where did it take 
place, siruw
this incident?O K*
Again in Kabul?
- In Bagistan,
1, Of also Campbell and Wales (1970), p. 256; discussing the 
child's acquisition of language, they note another effect 
of failure to elicit the desired response:"Brown argues 
that the middle term of the exchange, Eh?, What?, etc,, is 
understood by the child as a directive to repeat what he 
has just said. This is not borne out in our data, where the 
'repeated' version of the first utterance is normally sig­
nificantly altered, ,.. The child is attempting to produce 
a paraphrase os? to correct his syntax or to elaborate in 
some way on what he previously said," This is essentially 
the same phenomenon as that under discussion.
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The next uses Amplification» the marked qualifier
—( n ) In {"
H being added. This in turn becomes the Simulus for
A.
a new question:
(342)
ne tarsf inda ,
z 5 L 3  n-de
oturuyorsunuz?,..,
VP
Londranm? iLondra-— i \ o  \J w  w  1-. , —  ■ • _ _______
n -de
On which part of it
do you liveuoo
of London? Bo you
(da mi„oturuyorsunuz? 
(
TP"
(Ben mi?)
( live in London? 
( (Me?)
(
(
( (Hayir++)
(
( (No++)
In the next, no. 345» a series of phrases is needed to 
elicit the response, eadh being more precise than the one 
before but not forming a particular type of structure:
(343)
++Misafir geldi, Sadi, ++A visitor came - Sadi,
*oo,Senu deutanirsinw. 
Cj VP
Qok konu§an birisi, 
N
Gorumcemin . tarafmdaI u o u
H
2* You know (him) too 
A very talkative personwv>,
My sister-in-law’soot>in her 
neighbourhood,
continued on next page -
1. This is serving the same purpose as the siz in no.339.
2. The whole passage under discussion is between the two aster­
isks. It is parenthetic, a self-interruption functioning
as Ct on (i.e ”fiesponse"to ) the St (or "Stimulus) Misafir 
} _ continued on next page-
(bitisikte otururlar,
Cipr*— "--------- ^
( ( A] A] Evet*)
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(they live next dooroo 
( (Oh] Oh] Of course]
(Tamam^uuSana selami da
(
(
(
(
(You’ve got it^JEe sends you
var, Mecburi fasulyeyi greetings,too* Of necessity
I had the beans
gikarttim brought out.
(ii) Using repetition:
This is illustrated in no, 34-4-; the intended Stimulus 
does not produce the desired Response (i.e. it fails as a 
Stimulus), because it coincides with other activity, mostly 
non-verbal:
(34-4-)
-(girzaman -(At one time
(tbizim filiz gaylan (our "Filiz” teas
(pelc guzeldi ..
S HP((
( were very good.
(
(
( i Filiz gaylan.,
( N” ^
( Efendim?
(
(
( What?
"Filiz" teas.
guzeldi,...
r HP((
(oo(They) were very good.
Evet.
Yes indeed.
The points to be brought out are these:
(i) where it is modification that is needed to elicit
c
the desired response, the modifiation follows, butA.
(ii) where repetition is what the situation requires, 
only as much as is needed to stimulate the re­
sponse is repeated, phrase by phrase. What 
evidence there is suggests that the original 
sequence is preserved in the repetition but un­
fortunately there is not enough to confirm this.
These observations serve to demonstrate that the desire 
to elicit a response is one factor which may affect the
length of the Stimulus, and possibly also the sequence. To
purspue that matter of sequence further, however, it is ad­
visable to leave Stimulus and turn to Response, for this has 
proved to be a more fruitful source of clues.
The Response:
It was stated earlier (p. 284-) that when a Speaker 
brings his Exposition to a close, the Listener responds by 
uttering first a short, possibly non-verbal, signal, inter­
preted as "acknowledgement", before embarking upon his "mean­
ingful" utterance (signals BHIb and BIIIc), the latter being 
identical with AI). The first of these signals is here term­
ed the Immediate Response, the whole of the remainder of the 
utterance prompted by the same Stimulus being distinguished 
from it by the term Main Response. The Main Response is it­
self made up of smaller structures whose component parts 
stand in a Stimulus+Response relationship to each other, 
Multiple Unit structures and St+.Ot Sentences being structures 
in which this relationship is observable. This has already
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been dealt with within the Exposition situation; in the Ex­
change situation it does not attain the length of the other 
but the principles of structure are the same. It is the 
nature of the Immediate Response and in its relationship to 
the Main Response that clues to the factors governing se­
quence are to be found.
The Immediate Response (BUIb):
The evidence of the corpus points to the existence of 
a possible "rule" of Discourse, that "a Stimulus must be re­
sponded to immediately" - for if it is not, a repetition of 
the Stimulus is provoked.
If the Stimulus is a straightforward request for in­
formation that can be complied with easily, or is a statement 
which moves the other participant to comment upon it at once, 
there is no complication of structure and the division of 
Response into Immediate Response and Main Response does not 
occur. If, however, time for thought is necessary before 
a reply can be made, it seems that acknowledgement has to be 
given without delay, pending the true Response, The evidence 
for this is the corpus is overwhelming; and it affects 
sequence,
In nos 34-3 and 34-6 the exponent of the Immediate Response 
i® V&Ilah, as in no, 314-. In the first of these Vallah is 
the acknowledgment; both it and biitun s b -  is a signal of in­
tention of speak; the latter is a false start and has hesit­
ation features . Gerek is the start of the main body of the 
exposition which initially also has hesitation features;
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(345)
(Zeytinyagli dolma 
nasil yapiliyor?) 
VallahU U UV>|
p
1
IBp
butun aU KJ VI
gerek,. domates
MBp
Od K
gerek,, bib er....++
Cj H
(546)
(lyi pilav yapsmiyo- 
rum.Nasil yapiliyor?)
„_„Vallab,
F
.pirinee gore
degigiyor + +
YP
i
IBp
(347)
~(I<5 pilav nasil 
yapiliym??) 
pilSvdalda
, ona^fistik uzum, 
N
IBp
ry)E ^ 0
,konuluyor ++
VP
1
Sm
Bp
Sm
MBp Bp
Sm
MBp Bp
(How do you make stuffed 
vegetables in oiive-oil?) 
v>wW^We11 really,
Bllu»ve6-„„
whether tomatoes •\J KJ \J
or peppers ++
-(I can't make good pilaff. 
How is it made?)
Well. ■
V J U U U  * O  M
it varies 
according to the rice ++
(How is "inner pilalf" 
(^stuffing) made?)
Well in rice stuffing^
pine-kernels and currants
are put into it ++
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Here the announcement of the topic , pilavda da * also acts 
as acknowledgment signal. The phrase is therefore both 
AI and BHIb.
In the next example, 34-8* the two functions are separ­
ated, Hm being the acknowledgment (BHIb), etli dolmayi da 
the announcement of the topic:
(348)
- (§imdi, etli dolma
nasil yapiliyor?)
- Hm
Sm
1
IRp
etli dolmayi,\da
N' IRp
lkiymaylgnM v, „piring
N
, , ondan sonra
1 V* KJ *_• 1.7 Cl U  U  v  Ui u  u  o  u
F
.nans, ++
N
MRp
Rp
- (Well now, how are dolmas- 
stuffed-with-meat made?)
Hm
(well)
the "meaty-dolma (dir.obj,)
u o
mince anduworice,
then er
mint , ++uUO
Conclusions:
The following points are suggested by this and by what 
has gone before:
(i) The Immediate Response, where observably present, 
is initial in the utterance; that is, it is 
adjacent to (or "juxtaposed" to) its Stimulus.
(ii) It is an acknowledgment of the Stimulus (seen 
clearly in no.348); the sounds of encouragement 
uttered by the Listener in the Exposition 
situation (signal BII) must therefore also be 
classed as Immediate Responses.
(iii) An Immediate Response may have a separate exponent
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(as in nos. 345* 346, 348), or share this function 
with a Heading (no.347); where neither is present 
it may he an integral part of the Main Response;
this has not been dealt with yet.
(iv) The exponents of Immediate Response are related 
to the rest of the context in one of two ways: 
(a)non-verbal responses (no.351) and Fillers (345» 
346) only “look back" to the Stimulus; they do 
not affect what follows;
(bAnnouncements of topics (heading) both look back 
to the Stimulus, and forward to a new Response, 
That is to say, they operate both as Response to 
the preceding Stimulus and as Stimulus for a 
following Response.
It is thus possible to identify the initial part of 
some Responses as pieces that owe their existence to the re­
quirements of the Discourse situation, especially to the need 
therein to respond immediately in order to prevent a repetit­
ion of the Stimulus being involuntarily requested, i.e. in
order to prevent the wrong signal being given. It thus 
shares one of the factors found to operate in the main body 
of the Speaker's exposition, that of avoiding over-long 
silence.
Hesitation proper is not the only feature found in 
association with the Immediate Response, however; in many 
(e.g. in no.347) It is instead disguised hesitation taking 
the form of repetition. It is this feature, the most easily 
recognised one, that makes possible the first step in identi­
fying the effect which the Response function has upon sequence 
within syntactic structures.
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Use of Repetition:
Repetition of part or all of the Stimulus as exponent 
of the Acknowledgement signal is seen at its simplest as the 
Response to what wl^ould he in English a "Yes" or "No1 quest­
ion; here the speaker has no choice hut to use repetition, 
for usage dictates that the reply shall he a Clause constit­
uent repeated from the question (Stimulus), not evet 'yes', 
hayir or yok ’no' which rarely form a complete utterance in 
respectful Discourse. Even though repetition in this circum­
stance is not left to the Speaker's choice , and is therefore 
not itself useful as a clue to sequence, it is included here, 
since it is the simplest realisation of a principle operating 
in much larger structures, where it is optional, and since 
it is the easiest to see.
In the first group of examples, repetition is seen as 
the correct form of reply to a question:
(349)
Guzel mi,? 
NP Sm
- Is she pretty?
G^uzel*,
NP
- Yes, she is ("she is pretty")
Rp
(550)
1Gordmn mu,.hunu ,sen?
- tGormedim. 
VP
No, I haven't("I have not 
seen (it)")
(351)
(jfift mi^pencerelerin
digarisi?,
HP B-0
'/
- Are the windows double-
glazed? ("Is the windows 
outside double?")
- Yesm they are ("Double" or 
"they are double")
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(352)
Nura miudedi? 
N-(y)B vp
Nura. .
N (y)E
Sm
Rp
(353)
jleype Jconugma
N"•(y)K N (/)J
Sm
'Bldiniz mi?( 
VP
,Aliyoruz,
VP Rp
(554)
oyle dim, mi acabs
Gumiilcinede <$ok
guzel igne oyasi aldim.)
Mm Yokowwsbylemedin.
VP
Sm
Rp
J
He said (it) to Nur?
- Yes, he did ("to Nur")
- Have you recorded ("taken")
conversation on the tape- 
recorder?
- We are doing so ("We are 
taking").
(Did I tell (you)^ I wonder 
I bought some very pretty 
needle lace in G.?) 
Really? NoMMyou didn't 
("tell")
This Response comprises: Mm, the Immediate Response, which 
ackowledges the Stimulus; yok, the Main Response, too curt 
without soylemedin: the presence of this word is therefore 
dictates by the wish to signal "respect"; it^too^is the 
Main Response.
In the next group of examples^the Stimulus is a non- 
interrogative statement. Again the Response is a repetition 
of the Stimulus' interrogative, unit:
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(355)
,Guzeldir,' karisic 
NP N~^
Guzel mi?| 
NP
(356)
.Zaten.,0 
HAv N-0
tkitaptan mitaptan , 
H-DEn
.ogrenilmiyor.,
VP
- yOgrenilmlyor. (
VP
(357)
- .Tamamiyle^sir | olmug.
-(y)iE wcNv VPN
' Sir ,iOlmus. 
N° VP
(358)
I§te.hali vakti de* '■—1 ■ * ' ■ ,*jt 1 \
'CW N”^ GJ
^musait ^ tabii^
NP
- Tabii 
CW
Cw
Sm
Sm
Rp
Sm
J
Rp
Sm
Rp
J
His wife .is pretty.
- Is she? ("Is she pretty?")
- And anywaym that/it 
can't be learnt
from books and such.
- No, it can't ("It can't 
be learnt")
- It became lost for ever 
("a secret wholly").
- It did. ("It became a 
secret").
- And their circumstances
are suitable, too, of course:,
- Of course.
In the examples In both of these groups the Response 
merely acknowledges and confirms by means of repetition what 
has gone before; in no case does it look forward. That is, 
these are Immediate Responses only, not Response/Stimuli.
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It is another well-known requirement of Turkish eti­
quette that in certain circumstances a Response should be 
longer than its Stimulus. Por instance, a greeting must be 
returned by means of its formulaic response and than another 
should be- added:
(359)
- SelamunaleykumJ - Peace unto youj
AleykiimselamJ SagolJ
VP
Rp - And unto you peace I 
Be wellI
When the examination of the use of repetition as a 
Response is extended to this lengthened form, two methods 
can be identified: in one the lengthening element precedes 
the repeated word, in the other it follows. Both are term- 
ed Repetition *. In fact, in the first, it is by substitution 
of Q+H for a simple repetition of the unqualified H that the 
lengthening is achieved, thus making an Amplification struct­
ure of the whole; in the second, quite simply an extra word 
or phrase is appended to the repetition.
The first group (nos. 360-362) shows use of Amplification 
to lengthen. Notice that in 360 the whole of the strcture 
occurs in the Response, whereas in 361 and 362 the two mem­
bers are divided between the two speakers.
(360)
(Evet.u Anlasiliyor f 
CW VP
,anlasiliyor t 
VP
Evet. n Anlasiliyor,. 
Ow V P
Sm
Rp
■muhakkak ltsnlagiliyor., 
hAv ’— 'p
- Yes one can tell ("it Is 
understandable")
one can tell.
- Yes, one can tell,
one certainly can tell.
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(361)
, Kendinij, bilmiyormu$L 
vp
tHign kendinii, bilmiyordu ^ 
nAv N-(y)l 7 P
(362)
tManasiu dat\guzel(.
2T^ 0 J NP
(Mans^Qok giizel,, ^ fendim,.
I 30
Sm
: i p
- It seems he didn't come 
round("did not know himself”)
- He didn't come round at all.
HP Voc.
Sm
Ho
- Its meaning, too, is beauti­
ful.
- The meaning is very beauti­
ful, ma'am.
The last also belongs to the next group, since it has a 
lengthener appended (Irefendim") as illustrated in nos. 363-369.
(363)
- fDeh$et
NP
10„deh^et ,n degil mi?[ 
N0 n p , n p
(364)
1
Sm
Rp
- (It's) fearsome.
- That one's fearsome, isn't 
it?
1
LMzjtde,, anlamiyor muyuz?
N0 Gj VP
tBiz,,de,t anliyoruz,, 
VPN0 CJ
Don't we too understand 
(implies affirmative) 
We, too understand,
Rp
tdegil mi? 
NP
don't we?(denotes affirmative^.
This has an extra word at the beginning too. 0 is not add­
ed for the sake of politeness, however, as is the degil 
mi?- but to contrast it with another object of the same 
kind (a portrait) which was not so "fearsome".
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(363)
,Be§ buQuk,|herhalde ,i 
NP
tHerhalde,Adegil mi?t 
NXv NP
Sm
JRp
(It's) half past five, 
apparently.
Apparently, isn't it?
(366)
*Kendi kendineuyaratiyor 
jjAV VP
 ^Kendi kendineit yarat lyor h 
rAvN VP
^herhalde ,,t degil mi?, 
rAvr NP
Rp
- She creates (it) herself.
She creates (it) herself
apparently, doesn t she?
(36V)
.Dagi standa. 
^DE.N
Dagistanda.u Evet.* 
N-DE cw
(368)
<KaG Kun/.yattinefendim? 
\vN VP Voc
t0n gxinltyatti,., yavrum, 
NAv VP Voc
.hastanede.,
h-de
(369)
£Ne farkneder?)
— w ------------------"N VP
fHic bir fark,,etmivor 
 1VP
Sm
Rp
- In Dagistan.
In Dagistan. Just so ("yes")
Sm
Rp
How many days was he is bed 
("did he lie", ma'am?
He was in bed for 10 days, 
dear,
in the hospital.
Sm
.bence.'
NAv
Rp
(What difference does it 
make?).
It makes no difference at 
all in my opinion.
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The class of word appended is particularly significant
in the last two of these examples, for there the realisation
of the Repetition pattern enables us to account for the
—»TVF*J -A.'V*post-verb positioning of the N and N units respectively 
- i.e. for these Sentences to be what the grammarians call 
"inverted** and deplore. It is clear that here it is by re­
sponding to the requirements of the Discourse situation that
an "inverted" sentence has come into being and that,therefore,
1is the sequence appropriate to the context.
Both of these dialogue patterns, Stimulus+Response(Rp— 
repetition) and Stimulus*Response * recall one of the two 
sequences of unequal members established in the previous 
chapters as being basic to Turkish, namely that of Dominant* 
Dependent; here the Response owes its content and form to 
the Stimulus and is therefore dependent upon it. Accordingly, 
it is now possible to suggest a reason for a given piece 
becoming the Dominant one: it is because it has been suggested 
in the Stimulus and is therefore uppermost in the new Speaker's 
mind.
The examples given so far have illustrated only Single­
clause responses; the same sequence of suggested piece + 
modifier or comment occurs, in Two-clause Sentences also.
This is seen in the next two examples, both of which are 
Repetition + :
1. It also conforms to that "aspect of textual organisation 
of language" which Halliday (1970, p.162) calls "informat­
ion structure", where organisation is "in terms of 'given* 
and 'new', which, as he points out, corresponds in some 
measure to the other analyses 'theme and rheme’ and 
'topic and comment*.
(370)
Orasi,zannedersem 
N-0 E
Sm
serttir,
NP
Pert,, sman sagiamdir 
NP Gj NP
. havesi.
E p
306 A
- In winter, I believe, 
it is rather er harshu u o o
there.
- Harsh but it's healthy 
(or, ttIt is harsh but 
healthy")
its climate.
It can be seen that the Response contains repetition ("sert”) 
+ contrast ("ama saglam") + lengthening element ("havesi")
(371)
— tHa lkiu da u zat en 1 
N—^ Cj NAv
cok zavallidir| *______ "_________ U 1>
NP
_gayet iptidai^kalmig, 
NC VP
„u„kefalsri, iglemez^  
N-0 VP
Ishe .bizim Dursun il----------_w—
aw n ^
Mursun (thep,,orgli»
And anyway its people 
are very poor creaturesowij 
extremely backwardw-MW 
their heads don't work—M 
Well, our Dursun and his
ilk are all from there
N1^  NP
-continued on next' ;page -
306 b
CDursun (Dursun
(Aman ne iyi adamlar But what goad men they are.,
C W  H P
s
(zavallilarI
lyi adamlar
Mir/ MP
(
(
(the poor things I
Good men
(ama.pek dDnyayi gormemig,, (but very ignorant of the
world ,
(gayet iptidai insanlar. 
n  ..... ,— ,------------ l (very backward people.c
(
Takin only the Sm and Rp marked, the same sequence as before 
can be seen: repetition -t- contrast -*■ lengthening element.
Attention must now be drawn to an observation made 
earlier (p. 283)* that signals BII and Bills always indicate 
appreciation of the Speaker's point of view: the Listener 
must always express the appropriate emotional response, never 
disagreement, otherwisw th Speaker will stop. The same is 
true here: the Response repeats the relevant part of the 
Stimulus, then goes on to make a contrasting statement, even 
to contradict it. Compare the interruption in the last 
example (371) ("Ama ne iyi adamlar, zavallilarI") This 
lacks the initial repetition and any other form of agreement. 
The significant point is that the interrupter is the Speaker's 
wife who has already been seen to take less heed of the sig­
nals of respect than the other people present (see p. 263).
It is suggested, therefore, that the pattern Repetitions 
Contrast is a device for expressing contradiction politely,
1. This is the Rp to the Sm "Halkx ... orali".
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the repetition being both the acknowledgement and the marker 
of respectful attitude.
If the Response of each of these examples is examined 
as an isolate structure, it is seen that each is a St'hCt(Gt =
contrast) type of Sentence, the Sts being sert and ama pek ..
insanlar respectively. Whether the two Sts are in fact 
Glauses or only detached Clause-units or even expletives can­
not be ascertained - thejir status is ambiguous.
The same ambiguity of status and the same sequence, 
Acknowledgement *C-omment is seen in the next example, which 
does not, however, indicate the acknowledgement by repetition 
but by overt approval:
(372)
- (Biz ESKlmi^izi) - (We have become antiques!)
- Iyi,amauu - True ("good") but
\ It [
Rp
I
pSKlyeMkiymeth ziyadej the vaue (put) upon
H ~ 0  up . ,
antiques is greater!
Having now established that Acknowledgement 4- (cover- 
ing a wider field than Repetition *. which is merely one of 
its manifestations) is a common form for the Response to take 
it is easy to recognise the even more common form of Response 
to be described next as being Acknowledgment1+ non-contrast.
The first example, no. 373. uses repetition for the 
acknowledgment:
(373)
- (Ne zaman yapiyor-
sunuz? Ayni gun mii, 
BIR GUN E.VVEL mi?)
- ,BIR GUM OMCEDEH, jolup,
Sm
^Av 
dinlenirse,
'daha iyidir, 
NP
f
F
z;eytinyagli ..yemeklar*  ---------
N
01
Rp
.ci
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(When do you make (it)?
The same day or ONE DAY 
BEFORE?)
• If they are ready ONE DAY 
BEFOREHAND 
and stand,
they are better,
olive oil dishes.
It is significant that this Response is formally a Suffix- 
marked Two-clause Sentence in the sequence ff.C1*F.C1, that
vf"
is to say, the sequence of Clauses is the “prescibed" one. 
However, it is clear from the context that this sequence 
has been chosen in response to the Stimulus and is in the 
form Repetition -k  It is therefore determined by the re­
quirements of the Discourse situation.
No. 374- shows the Acknowledgement ^Comment principle at 
work in a two-part structure whose constituents are not 
Clauses:
T)vvel and once are synonyms,
2. Or, the Included Av Clause is initial in a Single-clause 
Sentence which is expanded by compounding. Which inter­
pretation is chosen makes no difference to the point at 
issue.
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(374*) (see also p. 299) 
Qift mi pencere-
lerin di§arisi?
- Are the windows double- 
glazed?
- Qift.
- Ha ,u ondan,. 
OJ m -5>&*
Sm
JP
Xes, they are.
- You see? That1 s' why.
Ha is the Immediate Response and acknowledgement, ondan the 
C.omment upon it, the Main Response.
Thus a pattern exhibiting the sequence Acknowledgement+ 
arising from the obligation to begin a Response with some­
thing other than contrast has been identified with the help 
°£ repetition, but repetition is found not to be an essential 
ingredient of it. Consequently the search will be extended, 
from structures in which the Response contains an item having 
an antecedent in its Stimulus which is identical, to those 
having an antecedent which is not. Such an item will be 
termed Word-with-antecedent; its position will be noted.
Words-with-ant ec edent s :
The antecedent is found cither in the Immediate 
Stimulus (i.e. a Stimulus immediately preceding the Response) 
or further back in the preceding context (where it is still 
a Stimulus, of course). Three types have been identified:
(i) a parallel item, i.e. belonging to the 
same word class,
(ii) the whole of the preceding context,
(iii) a structural device, not the content.
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(i) The antecedent as an Item of the same class as the 
Word-with-antecedent is illustrated in no. 375> where, in 
fact, the Roots are identical:
(375)(cf. no.334, p. 2-75)
- 10 zaman'ikonu&malarimizi
NIv N
Sm
, biraz KONTROL altma t
N-(y)E
,alalim. f^fiimdiye kadar 
VP P.Cl
pek geli§iguzel.
,0. KONTROhU„Matmazel
kendiuyapacak.t
VP
Rp
- In that case, 
let us bring 
our conversation
under control a bit. Up 
to now
it has been very haphazard,
- Mademoisellejtierself
will|exercise(nmake" ) that 
control.
Here only one word is selected from the Stimulus for Comment 
and its Root repeated, The Word-with-antecedent (i.e. the
word bearing the Root-with-antecedent) is part of a Word-group
placed initially in the Response .
Repetition is not essential, however; the antecedent 
may suggest another of the same or a similar meaning, as 
in no. 376. There the Word (Root)-with-antecedent is again 
initial: it is the nominal part of NP. Second in each Sent­
ence comes the Av (N^v and VN^v respectively). The second 
Sentence (the Response) has therefore become "inverted" as
a result of placing the Word-with-antecedent first .
£1, Or possibly as a reult of parallelism, it might seem.A
Actually, the intonation contours are not "parallel".
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(376)
+* oburlerindeni____________ j
PAHALIydi t|p zaman.i. 
NP NAv
Sm
KAQti, ben ordayken?
NP vn
Rp
It was MORE EXPENSIVE 
than the other ones 
at that time.wo,
HOW MUCH was it, when I 
was there?
Use of a demonstrative as Word-with-antecedent may also 
replace repetition. This is, of course , much more common, 
the demonstrative adjective occurring as well as the pronoun. 
In no,377» it is Root-with-antecedent:
(377 ) ( s e e  also p, 177 and 179)
- The windows are high:fPENOEREIERnyuksek.
ir^ np Sm
t QNLARI utemizlemekn gugi. 
w~(y)lVN”0 Y f  Rp
l----- ~VN”^-------1LOT -1
to clean them is difficult.
Use of the demonstrative, however, opens up the possibil­
ity of the antecedent's being not a single word in the 
Stimulus but the whole to the Stimulus itself;
(378)
I had prepared a thing"Fatih Zamanmda
Tezhib Sanati" diye
,bir geylthazirlamigtim
Sm
N V P
x ONU„ Jfekalet^ald:^, 
N-0 VP
.bastirmak igin,. Wl 
VNAv
called "The Art of Gilding
at the time of the Conqueror"
The Ministry took it,
Rp
to publish (it).
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The antecedent of 0 (in ONU) is "the thing called
that I had prepared", i.e. the whole of the first Sentence.
Note that the Word-with-antecedent is again initial and that
this results in the ^.01 following the I?,0.1. The whole
/
passage is, of course, an example of Demonstriative Completion, 
and a St'fc-s^Ct type Sentence* The next,(no. 379) illustrates 
its expanded form, Assembly, the demonstrative being an 
adjective in this case;
(379)
Gozilnu kapa, 
N-(y)i yp
agzini kapa, 
N-(y)t yp
kulagim kapa.
FLG1 
P. Cl
N‘■(y)l VP
p
0 zsman rahat
NAv NAv
F
ya§iyacaksxn.
VP
Sm
,01
.0.1
Shut your eye(s), 
shut your(mouth) 
shut your ear(s); 
then ("at that time") 
you will live easy.
The antecedent is here "When/if you shut you eyes, mouth, 
ears". The unit containing the demonstrative adjective (the 
Word-with-antecedent) is again initial.
This need not be so, however, as the next examp 1 e; no. 
380 (already quoted as no.30Z> on p. 208); shows: In this the 
Word-with-antecedent (the pronoun 0NLAB.;) is given special 
emphasis and has therefore been placed in the only part of 
the intonation contour where this is possible, the pre- 
final position;
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(380)
Eskiden t
tRusyadaoo^Iranda t 
M-Ve
but tin u uLa z lar\__ ^ i
K -er
QBlxjiyorlardi.uu
'  -
\ z f
 ^Ekmekqiligi^ ONLAR'^yapar^
Sm
w-0 VP
psstaciligi ONLAR yapar4
M-c*)\ t ^ - 0 vP Rp
lokantaciligi ONLAR. yapar.--- _ it  i > i
M-0 VP
Formerly
all the Laz
used to work
in Russia and in Iren:
(it was) 
they (who)did the bread- 
making , 
they (who) did the cake- 
making,
they(who) did the catering,
Another example of special emphasis occurs in no.375» where 
the word kendi (like its English equivalent ‘herself)is 
inherently a bearer of emphasis ; thus the inclusion of that 
word in the Sentence precludes the placing of the Word-
with-antecedent in the pre-verb position. Another example- 
which contrasts will with no, 380 is this:
(381)
Evet, onlar
N
hemen yenir. 
nAv yp
Rp
Yes, they
are eaten right away.
Thus any "rule" that may have been under consideration to 
the effect that "a Word-with-antecedent is always initial” 
must be modified: "a Word-with-antecedent is initial where, 
it does not receive a special emphasis" would fit the evidence 
so far obtained. Incidentally, it is interesting to note
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that a demonstrative cannot occur as Word-with-antecedent 
exponent of the N*~^^ unit alternant.
So far it has been the Hoot of the Word-with-antecedent 
or a qualifier that has been presented as having the Ante­
cedent. This need not be so, however, for this status may 
belong to the possessive suffix, not the Hoot (or, more ac­
curately, the Stem) to which it is attached. This is -(s)l$n), 
already mentioned as a linking device (p.210). This suffixx, 
like the Hoot, may have as its Antecedent either the whole or
part of the preceding Stimulus, immediate or remote.
No. 382, which ill'strates this, is an extract f *m the
A
Sentence-complex quoted on p. 231:
(382)
+*biberleri oydum, 
iqlNe koyup
doldurum ■u o u o
1
Sm
Sm
Rp
ttstUNe de
ya biberin kendi
kapagim koyuyorsun ++
Hp
++I scooped out the peppers 
and,
putting (it) indise them, 
filled (them)wv/wu4-+4- 
And on top of them 
either you put on the 
peppers1 own lid(s)+4-
The antecedent of the -(s)l(n) suffix in iqlNe and ustUNe 
is all that is quoted before each. The word bearing the
Suffix-with-antecedent is again found to be initial in the
Response.
The final stage in complexity involving use of Word- 
with-antecedent is seen in the next example. This is of
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necessity longer than the previous ones; it is part of a 
Sentence-complex. The part quoted^consists of five Sentences; 
three simple Single-clause ones followed by a Single-clause 
one expanded (two-fold) by multiplicity. Each contains at 
least one Word-with-antecedent; these are underlined:
(383)
o.Ondan sonra , 
Av—  —  • ^N
ikinci kat yufkayi,
'— ---------
. koyuyorum ustUNe\___u °____ \v# «—--— u y I
vp u-Cy)®-1
Onun uzerlNe,
F(y)E
,u^iincu kat yufkayii
t dgguyorum.0wwo
VP
Pine..,.ayni sekilde
;Av ^UE
yag vewooyumurta
karigimin^OOM
N-(y)i
gezdiriyorum ustUNe.
VP
S'
s
S'
+ +  After_that„.,
I put
the second layer of pastry 
„ „0JL±0E_0£_ii„ „o „
On top of that 
I spread
the third layer of pastry^,
^Againuwin the same way
I sprinkle
the fat and -WWMegg
mixture
on top of its. ,
- continued on the next page
1, Unfortunately, the first constituent member of the Sentence- 
pqmplex is too long and interrupted to be quotable. It 
describes how (in making pasties) the first layer of pastry 
is spread on a greased baking tray and covered with a 
mixture of egg, cheese, parsley and margarine. After this 
comes the extract quoted.
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 gpnuncuaru. da,,.,
  v . A'\ L
5= t y »  0;j
yine ^ yagliyorumf
S'4
AvN
vlli
Gj
VP
jyumurtayla^ustUNii t
N—(y)lE N-(y)I
,VaP
And the last one
I again grease,
and
I brush
its top with egg.oow++
Several facts are to be seen here concerning the form of the 
Word-with-antecedent and their positions in their respective 
Sentences:
(i) There are three types of Word-with-antecedent:
(a)
(b)
demonstrative Root
(s)l(n) suffix:
ondan sonra in
t
onun iizerine in S' 
ustune in S^ 
onun uzerine in S' 
ustune in S^ 
ustunii in S^
(c) without segmental 
link: gine in S^
ayni (sekilde)in S^
sonuncu(yu) 4n S^ 
a4yine in S.
Their antecedents are as follows: the antecedent of 
1both words in S is the same, viz, the part not quoted but 
summarized in the footnote on p, 315 * that of the word in
2 l
S is the “ikinci kat yufkayi koyuyorum” of S , The first
X
two in S^ have part of the first section (footnote, p.315)
as antecedent (i.e^ .. their antecedent is in the remote
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Stimulus) while the third refers to the "ucuncu kat yufkayi
2 4ko.yuyorum" of S . Sonuncuyu in S suggests all that have
preceded it (three in number), whereas the antecedent of
iistunu is a single word only, sonuncuyu.
Thus not only does this example contain all possible 
types of Word-with-antecedent but also immediate and remote, 
and single-word and whole Clause antecedents. Moreover,
A-T r
the Words-with-antecedent occur as N , nominal adverbial 
units and N”^ ’) and
(ii) It is not the form of these items that is of the 
first importance, however, but the position in which they 
occur: all except ustunii occur either initially or finally 
(and this apparent exception in fact occurs in the tail so 
that most of the remarks made about those occurring finally 
apply to it, too.)
If to these observations is not added evidence from
the intonation contour (p*89)> viz. that Sentence (or contour)
initial position and the tail exhibit the two extremes of 
1
prominence , the evidence points to those placed initially 
being "more important" , since they are situated in the most 
prominent part of the contour, while those placed finally 
are weak, apparently "less important", perhaps even inessential.
1!* The presence of a sharp pitch rise at the end of' each
Sentence (a continuation juncture) does not alter the non- 
prominent character of the tail: the difference in loudness 
between a syllable uttered in the contour initial position 
and one uttered at the end of a rising juncture (or as the 
bearer of the whole of the rising juncture) is considerable, 
even though they may be at the same pitch.
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Further, if the content,also,is taken into considerat­
ion a pattern becomes attarent:
1. "Put in the first" — ^
2. "Ondan sonra""put in the second" — )►
3. "Onun uzerine""put in the third" —  ^
ltSonuncuyu""the last one, put it on".
That is to say, the actual sequence is marked by those units 
placed initially. They seem to form a series of links, each 
referring not only to its own antecedent and to the Clause 
of which it is a unit but also to the other links. This is 
a relationship which those placed finally do not have. It 
may therefore be postulated that initially placed- and 
therefore also prominent - units having a series as their 
point of reference are not only nominal units qualifying the 
verb of their respective Clause but also conjunctives (cf.p. 
255).
It follows, then, that the position of Clause-units 
functioning conjunctively is fixed: they must be initial 
in their respective Clauses, no matter which unit or which 
word class manifests them. The danger inherent in taking 
a sentence of this type out of context, treating It as an 
isolate and then deducing from it some "rule" of word order 
is only too clear.
This principle can be tested an an even longer passage, 
the Speech Paragraph beginning on p. 226 (nos. 313 and 316, 
pp. 226-233). There the Words-with-antecedent having a con­
junctive function and therefore placed initially are:
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onun uzerine line 13 N-Cy)* (demonstrative; suffix)
fistiklarda u 24 N“0 (repetition)
fistik da " 32 N-0 (repetition)
bundan sonra ” 40 NAv (demonstrative)
onun uzerine ” 32 jj“(y (demonstrative;suffix)
soguduktan sonra n 60 VNAv (repetition)
ustune de ” 68 N-(y)E (suffix)
onu**' 82 R-(y)i (demonstrative)
Other words marking steps in the sequnce are: 
ilk once line 2 NAv
bn sefer " 34- WAv
Note that Comment Words are also conjunctive but not 
at the same level: they indicate sequence only at Sentence>- 
constituent level, whereas the ones under discussion are 
operating at Sentence-complex and Paragraph level. The same
(X
passage contains severl which serve to illustrate theA
difference:
mesela line 4
tabii " 27
sade " 48
hatta " 81
Qunkii it 8 7
bilhassa M 90
Some of the effects upon syntactic structure of the 
interplay between the two roles in Discourse have now been 
identified. Sequence is found to be affected in two ways:
1. This occupies the first position grammatically available 
to it, for the Comment Word hatta must precede the Clause 
proper.
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(i) that which is suggested by the Stimulus 
is placed first in the Response,
(ii) the need to employ hesitation disguisers 
favours the use of structures in which an 
emendation or comment follows that which it 
amends or comments; upon. .
The corpus also provides evidence of the effect upon 
the order of units within the Clause of the "emendation” 
process at work in the Acknowledgement * and other two- 
clause structures.
The following example, no.384, a simple Single-clause 
Sentence with a preceding AI signal (”peki”) has placed 
last. It is possible to suggest why:
(384)
Pbki , Look here,i----------c
K nigin^ acaba t why, I wonder,
nAv aw
t iyi aolmuyornpilavt?uww-h* doesn't
VP the pilaff
turn out well?
An examination of the context enables us to suggest a reason
(i) for the unit being present at all, and (ii) for its 
being placed last. The utterance is an unsolicited return 
to an earlier topic, that is. its Stimulus Is remote, because 
since "pilaff" was the subject under discussion other matters 
have been dealt with at some length. Its topic, "pilaff”, 
is therefore different from the one immediately preceding 
this, extract. There is no indication of what the topic is 
other than this appended It is therefore the need to
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1
make this clear that renders its presence obligatory ..
But why is it placed last?
Two positions on.ly are possible for this unit in a
Sentence so constituted: (i) before nigin (i.e. Clause
initial position) and (ii) the one selected, the final one .
The first would give it the contour pitch prominence; but 
-0if the N is not placed there, then this pitch prominence 
has to be put upon nlcin. since there is no other word that 
can occupy this position; thus upon that single word are 
combined both the pitch and the stress prominence of the 
contour. And this is what has been done.
The impression given by the prominence of nigin and 
the weakness of is that the Speaker, concentrating on 
nicin and rendering it the most prominent or important 
part of her utterance, did not intend to be present, but 
finding her statement defective (not informative enough) 
appended the to make good the deficiency.
The same can be seen in an example from page 227- 
on line 10 is the Sentence "Zeytin.yagmda kavurdum soganlan I1 
Soganlari ( H ~ ^ ^ )  is grammatically redundant. It is a
hi
repetition of the original topic after a digression i^ which 
biber was also mentioned, introduced to prevent possible 
misunderstanding.
Surely this appending of clarification is analogous 
to those structures whose members exemplify "statment of some 
sort1' followed by "modification of it or comment upon it"?
Jj, Cf. Mundy (1955); on P. 301 he/says of an "Inverted" ex­
ample of a pattern G Word-group: "An umemphatic appended 
qualifier ... is often employed as a link with a preceding 
context."
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That is, surely there is justification for interpreting 
"Nicin acaba i.yi olmuyor" and "Ze.ytinyagm d a  kavurdum" as 
the Statement, a grammatically complete structure, and pilav 
an<^  so&anlari as subordinate* grammatically inessential, 
each one an amplification of the subject incorporated in 
the P/? and made in response to the realisation that the 
Statement is ambiguous or otherwise unclear? That is, it is 
here suggested that a grammatically redundant unit may be 
appended in order to clarify; therefore any grammatically 
redundant unit which is appended may be mere amplification , 
"dependent1 upon the preceding statement, which is the 
"Dominant" member.
It also foliws that where no misapprehension is likelyA
the grammatically redundant unit will not be present, unless 
it has to receive contrastive prominence or serve as a 
signal. Ror example, the Sentence which follows the last 
example "Kahverengi oldu1 (p.227) tiQs no It is under­
stood to be soganlar; this has already been suggested in the 
previous Sentence by soganlari which is adjacent to this 
new Sentence; consequently it need not be expressed, even 
though the suffix required is different, Soganlari is thus 
both the Response to the preceding Zeytinyagmda kavurdum 
and Stimulus to the succeeding Kahverengi oldu and need not 
be uttered ..twice.
Conclusion:
It is now possible to account for some of the sequences 
of units within the simple Clause and in the expanded Clause 
left unexplained in Chapters 2 and 5.
(i) The need to plan an utterance and at the same time con­
form to the demands of the signalling system of Discouse 
(in particular, to respond without delay) determines
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the position of certain constituents:
(a)unless special emphasis precludes it, that which is 
suggested by the Stimulus is often initial; it may 
take the form of repetition or of lexical resemblance 
(a Word-with-antecedent, a Paragraph conjunctive link);
(b)it may result in the need to clarify an utterance 
which the monitoring process reveals to be defective; 
as a consequence of this a grammatically redundant 
piece will be appended that is, will form the last 
constituent.
The inference to be drawn is that the so-called "in­
verted sentence" is the correct response to a certain context 
and that whether the Sentence is "inverted" or "regular" 
depends enti^ly upon which part of it has an antecedent, 
that is, it is chance, arising out of the continuum of speech 
and not conformity to any supposed "rule" of grammar.
(ii) The requirements of the Discourse situation also 
affect content:
(a)the need to avoid prolonged silence as well as plan 
leads to the use of hesitation disguisers (repetition, 
Multiple Unit structures and their equivalents at 
Sentence level, and Fillers such as filan yanij ;
(b) the need to respond without delay leads to the uttering
first of what comes to mind first (which may be prompted
by the Stimulus) and then improving upon it; again
this results in the use of Multiple Unit structures,
siof the St+Ct and St* Gt types of Sentence and of any 
other kind of appended emendation or amplification 
such as a grammatically redundant Clause-unit.
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(o) the need to acknowledge as well as plan determines the 
use of items extra to the Clause proper (e.g. acknowledge­
ment Filler, announcement of topic ("heading”) signals^.; 
(d) the need to attract attention results in the use of 
items extra to Clause structure proper (e.g. the vocat­
ive, grammatically redundaht a Filler);
(e) the need to indicate Attitude affects content also;
(e.g. "Respect" determines the use of Acknowledgement 
signal^ longer forms as exponents of units, the inclusion 
of Fillers implying tentativeness).
In the absence of any such factor determining th use 
of an item as exponent of a signal, that item is present only 
as a bearer of information (that is, it has its lexical mean­
ing only); only if the meaning is not clear without it is it 
present, for - as was found earlier (pp. 81-82) - no 
Glause-unit (and , of course, no Clause or Sentence) is bound 
to be present in Turkish.
Signals, moreover, are associated with certain fixed 
positions in the utterance; consequently any word of syntact­
ic structure operating as exponent of a signal is automatical­
ly fixed as to position.
Apart fn.om that, the most widespread feature of sequence 
in spontaneous oral composition was seen to be the dependence 
of a second part upon the first, the Response to a Stimulus. 
This seems to confirm the suggestion made after studying the 
internal structure of Sentence-complexes (the largest one 
tackled) that the true progression in Turkish is from Dominant 
to Dependent (in a series of overlapping steps if necessary) 
for no evidence was found in the Discourse situation of the 
reverse sequence.
CONCLUSION
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The examination of a large body of material, primarily 
of recordings of dialogue on tape, undertaken in order to 
identify syntactic relationships in Turkish and the principles 
governing sequence in the structures identified, has reveal­
ed that the traditional view of Turkish syntax as "a system 
of preceding qualifiers” needs to be revised,
A pyramid structure was found to be appropriate for 
the description because this allows the striking rank-shifts 
of Turkish to be described with economy. In examining struct­
ures at each level in turn, however, this pyramid notion 
proved to be useful in another respect: it enables the two 
opposing sequences operating in the language to be clearly 
differentiated. As a result, the qualif ier-t-head sequence 
traditionally deemed "fundamental" or "basic” to Turkish 
syntax was found to be fundamental or basic only in the most 
literal sense, for it belongs to the lowest level of struct­
ure only - structures at the highest levels are invariably 
arranged in the sequence head*qualifier , thereby being 
manifestations in syntax of the processes of recall, planning, 
articulataion and monitoring suggested by psycholinguists 
others as underlying speech. Between these two extremes, 
at Clause level, both sequence are in operation and are 
selected in accordance with certain constraints imposed by 
the context, some of which have been identified.
CNor instance, the position of two Clause-units (N and 
the unit alternant) is fixed, as is that of every
interrogative unit. This can be explained in terms of 
emphasis, but another explanation is possible: it may be
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0 — ( i f") Y
that H and N " - which precede the verb immediately and
receive the contour stress prominence - are to he seen not
as Glause-mrl fcs at all hut as qualifiers in the narrower
Gsense, that is, as members of Word-groups, the N -t-V and 
— (-4 'iT
N " : +V Word-groups, as seems to he the case with a small 
sub-class of Adverb (cf# p. 81, footnote). Although this 
interpretation would not show that and are
alternants, there are many points in its favour. However, 
a final classification will not be possible until the relat­
ionship between juncture and structure has been thoroughly 
investigated.
As for the positionally "free" Clause-units, and
the five adverbial ones^ it has been found that their place 
in a specific structure is determined either by emphasis or 
- much more commonly - by contextual factors, N“^, for in­
stance, was seen in one case to be a signal for attracting 
attention, in another to be appended as clarification - 
a use seen to be made of other "free units and even demon­
strable, one might venture to suggest on available evidence , 
of the P/J? unit itself. Adverbial units, which were al­
ready known to occur very frequently at Sentence initial 
position, are now seen to be functioning there quite often 
as signals - to attract attention, to announce the Heading, 
or to acknowledge a "Stimulus" by preventing the occurrence 
of prolonged pauses. Recognising these initial pieces as 
"signals" first and foremost, and as "content" bearers only 
secondarily if at all, made necessary their allocation to a 
different word class: they are Rillers ("non-content" words) 
not qualifiers of the verb ( and therefore not Adverbs). This 
means that much of the evidence for the assertion that adverbs 
are frequently initial has to be discounted.
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The unit occupying the Sentence-initial position 
may also he primarily conjunctive, either naming a topic 
which is in contrast with, or in a series with, others, or 
naming the steps in a temporal or spatial series. The pitch 
prominence inherent in the intonation contour helps this.
It was found that there is no restriction of unit occupying 
this initial position: it a unit is one of the "free" ones 
it may he placed there, the P/p unit some way off; if it is 
one of the "fixed" units, again it may he placed there hut 
the P/Z unit must be placed immediately after it, all others 
being relegated to the "fail". In short, the Sentence-initial 
position is primarily a link with the wider context. This 
goes quite a long way to accounting for the failure of 
previous descriptions of the language, both by grammarians 
and by general linguists, to produce a satisfactory explan­
ation of the sequence of words in a Clause, for none have 
taken the wider context into consideration.
The sequence of units within a Clause, which has hither­
to proved the most intractable problem of Turkish syntax, 
is thus seen to be determined by factors which are identifi­
able but are of different kinds: the position of some units 
is determined grammatically, that of others contextually, 
while special emphasis accounts for the position selected 
for others.
These findings do not. of course, represent a complete 
explanation. Por that, the Paragraph and the links between 
Paragraphs must be added; a detailed description of Turkish 
usage is a serious lack; an understanding of the interaction
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between syntactic structure and intonation, prominence and 
juncture is another great need, while the manner in which 
structures of foreign inspiration fit into the Turkish 
system is yet another matter of great interest still to 
be studied. It is hoped, however, that this revision of 
traditional views may have helped to prepare the way.
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